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Introduction
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for the introduction and the conclusion are at the end of the according chapters. Additionally
all references used in the whole manuscript are listed at the end in Chapter 6.

For consistency reasons, the appendices of all papers of this dissertation have been moved to
the end of this manuscript (see Chapter 7).
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Processes serve as a central nervous system for today’s business world that “changes
faster all the time” (Harmon, 2019, p. 441). Companies deliver products or services by
carrying out processes. Davenport (1993, p. 5) defines a process as “a structured, mea-
sured set of activities designed to produce a specific output for a particular customer
or market. It implies a strong emphasis on how work is done within an organization
[...]. A process is thus a specific ordering of tasks across time and space, with a begin-
ning and an end, and clearly defined inputs and outputs: a structure for action. [...]
Processes are the structure by which an organization does what is necessary to produce
value for its customers.” This follows the way of thinking of Taylor (1911) who laid the
foundation for modernmanagement principles: “Perhaps themost prominent single el-
ement inmodem scientificmanagement is the task idea. [...] This task specifies not only
what is to be done but how it is to be done” (p. 39). Processes evolved from individual
tasks (i.e., activities in the nomenclature of Davenport and referred to as actions in the
remainder) by combining them together. To illustrate the focus of this dissertation, the
following, simplified example of processes of car manufacturers will be used. It serves
as an appropriate example to frame the focus of the dissertation at hand. Initially, before
constructing a car, a car manufacturing company designs it. For this, product designers,
technicians and engineerswork together to define concepts and finally build prototypes.
After a prototype has been built and several pretests have been conducted, the batch
production can be started. To do so, car manufacturers usually work together with a
network of suppliers in the supply chain that conduct parts of processes (e.g., prefabri-
cating the cables, axes, seats, and plastics of the car). The car manufacturer thereafter
assembles the car and delivers the car to the according customer. Thereby, “processes
generate most of the costs of any business” as well as “strongly influence the quality of
the product and the satisfaction of the customer” (Powell et al., 2001, p. 64).
Business Process Management (BPM) as a scientific and professional discipline

emerged in the last decades (Mathiesen et al., 2011) and according to Bandara et al.
(2009) has become a powerful competitive tool for organizations. BPM adoption has a
positive impact on the organizational performance of the according companies (Bach et
al., 2019) and even small and medium-sized enterprises (SME) are increasingly adopt-
ing BPM (cf., e.g., Braunnagel et al., 2016). Its definitions are manifold (cf. Rosemann
et al., 2005), however the focus is often on analyzing and improving processes (Zairi,
1997). Armistead et al. (1997) consider BPM as a holistic approach that aims at manag-
ing processes on an ongoing basis. Process modeling as an important activity in the
field of BPM comprises the construction of process models. Process models, depict
processes as implemented and executed in reality (so-called “as-is” process models)
or as they should be in a future implementation and execution (so-called “to-be” pro-
cess models; Rosemann et al., 2015). Process models are usually (semi-) formalized in
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Chapter 1. Introduction

a particular process modeling notation such as EPC (Event-driven Process Chains; cf.
Keller et al. 1992; Nüttgens et al. 2002; Nüttgens et al. 1998), BPMN (cf. Business Process
Model and Notation (BPMN): Version 2.0.2 2013) and UML (OMG Unified Modeling Lan-
guage TM (OMG UML): Version 2.5 2015). The mentioned process modeling notations
are referred to as imperative process modeling notations. Besides these, different mod-
eling approaches such as declarative modeling exist (cf., e.g., Pesic et al., 2006; Pichler
et al., 2011; Prescher et al., 2014; van der Aalst et al., 2009), but are not in the scope
of the dissertation at hand. Structured, imperative process models comprise different
modeling elements like actions, control flow patterns and edges. Control flow patterns
depict the interdependencies of single actions of a process (Russell et al., 2006a; Russell
et al., 2016; van der Aalst et al., 2003). Process modeling has proven to be a crucial in-
strument for decision-makers (Rosemann et al., 2015) and assists for the development
of information systems (Aguilar-Savén, 2004; Mendling et al., 2012a), in business reor-
ganization projects (Becker et al., 2010a; Mendling et al., 2010), and for communication
and training purposes (Branco et al., 2014).
In the following Section, several challenges in the field of BPM are presented, which

serve as a motivation for the dissertation at hand. Thereafter, based on these challenges,
two particular aspects, which lay the foundation for this dissertation will briefly be
sketched in Sections 1.2 and 1.3. The particular focus of the dissertation at hand will
be introduced in Section 1.4 and addressed in Chapters 2 to 4 before Chapter 5 con-
cludes the dissertation with a brief summary of the major findings as well as an outlook
to further research.

1.1 Challenges in BPM

Vom Brocke et al. (2014) provide a brief overview of works that discuss critical suc-
cess factors of BPM. Most of them conclude by presenting lists of more or less general
factors such as “top management support”, “appropriate culture”, or “end-user train-
ing”. However, vom Brocke et al. (2014) propose ten principles for what they call “good
Business Process Management”. Bandara et al. (2007) conducted a qualitative study
among 14 “renowned BPM experts across the globe” on major issues in BPM. They dis-
tinguish between strategic, tactical and operational issues. At the strategic level the lack
of governance, employee buy-in, and common mind share of BPM as well as a “broken
link between BPM efforts and organi[z]ational strategy” are mentioned. At the tactical
level, they refer to the lack of standards, BPM education, and methodology as well as
“weaknesses in process specification”. In the field of operational issues, they mention
the “lack of tool support for process visuali[z]ation”, “perceived gaps between process
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design and process execution”, and “miscommunication of tool capabilities” as major
challenges.

With respect to the ten principles proposed by vom Brocke et al. (2014), the principle
“continuity”means that BPMshould be a permanent practice andnot a “one-offproject”
and “holism” means that BPM “should be inclusive in scope” and not isolated. In line
with that, Bandara et al. (2007) state that there is oftentimes no connection between tools
for designing and simulating processes and tools to conduct processes, which leads to
“large amount of rework”. Further, works analyzed by vomBrocke et al. (2014) propose
the “principle of simplicity”, which focusses on the fact that BPM should be economi-
cal and not over-engineered. Other works underline that: Within the research field of
BPM, the “value of business processmodeling” is understood as one of the leading chal-
lenges (cf. Indulska et al., 2009). In particular, a study among Slovenian and Croatian
companies, conducted by Škrinjar et al. (2010), underlines this fact, as most BPM ini-
tiatives they examined, aim at increasing the performance of organizations by means
of improving the underlying processes. Škrinjar et al. (2010) as well as Glavan et al.
(2017), in addition to that, show that more process-oriented companies perform better
than less process-oriented companies and according to Bandara et al. (2009) BPM has
become a powerful competitive tool for organizations. In general, relying on processes
and improving them, nowadays is an economic key success factor and increasing the
value of BPM is a major challenge, today.
To increase the economic benefits that BPMcreates, researchers and practitioners have

two levers that could be applied. On the one hand, the value that is created by BPM ini-
tiatives could be increased. However, even if this possibility exists in theory, an increase
of the created value is often not guaranteedwhen applying such BPM initiatives. On the
other hand efforts for BPM initiatives could be decreased. In particular, BPM initiatives
nowadays can be complex and time-consuming in practice (Bowers et al., 1995; Škrin-
jar et al., 2010). “BPM initiatives can easily be set up consuming enormous amounts
of resources. The principle of simplicity suggests that the amount of resources (e.g.[,]
effort, time, money) invested into BPM should be economical” (vom Brocke et al., 2014,
p. 533). Researchers therefore propose that “BPM should make opportune use of tech-
nology” (vom Brocke et al., 2014, p. 533) to reduce effort. In particular, the construction
of process models is time-consuming and thus costly as it is mainly executed manually
in practice (cf. Hornung et al., 2007). In a survey conducted by Becker et al. (2010b)
among 60 banks “over two thirds [...] have a negative effort-utility-ratio concerning
their process modeling initiatives” (p. 52). Thus, reducing the necessarymanual efforts
during process modeling initiatives or BPM initiatives, in general, seems promising for
increasing the economic benefits of BPM.
Besides that, with concepts like Lean Manufacturing (Shah et al., 2007) or Agile Soft-
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ware Development (Beck et al., 2001), companies primary goal conclusively shifted
from long-term planning periods to just-in-time productions and release at will. Just-
in-time supply chains arose and customer centricity became an increasingly important
driver for organizations. Since then, agility (Goldman et al., 1994) has probably become
the most important success factor for modern companies (Harraf et al., 2015; Jin-Hai et
al., 2003; Wu et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2000). This shift not only requires BPM initiatives
to be efficient and fast but also requires the underlying business processes of companies
to be flexible. Organizations increasingly evolved to process-centric businesses. “Tech-
nology [shifted] from being a process driver to a process enabler” (Lusk et al., 2005, p.
3). Thus, processes have to be created and optimized on the fly and change is a major
objective (Smith et al., 2003). Reichert et al. (2012) rely on the variety of processes in
hospitals to highlight the wide range of flexibility required in processes. Organizational
and administrative processes are usually highly standardized as well as repetitive and
may be pre-specified on the one hand, while a fracture treatment process is highly indi-
vidual, depending on the current patient, on the other hand. While many current BPM
approaches are based on rigid process models, its application is potentially challenging
in dynamic domains where a high degree of flexibility is required (cf., e.g., Marrella,
2019). Hence, a second major challenge that serves as a foundation for this dissertation
is the demand for flexibility of processes.
To sum up, two major challenges lay the foundation for the remainder of this disser-

tation. On the one hand, increasing the value of BPM and thus the efficiency of BPM
approaches is of particular interest with respect to an economic point of view. On the
other hand, flexibility of processes is required due to an ever-increasing dynamic envi-
ronment. The next Section will briefly outline different possibilities to (semi-)automate
selected activities of BPM to increase the flexibility of processes and to decrease manual
efforts. Thereafter, business process flexibility will be defined as a foundation before in
Section 1.4 the focus of the dissertation at hand will be presented.

1.2 Business Process Automation

To increase the efficiency of processes and their management as well as the agility of
companies and to decrease manual efforts, several approaches to automate activities in
the field of BPM have been proposed in the last years. “Countless IT solutions can be
used to foster the efficiency and effectiveness of business processes” (vom Brocke et al.,
2014, p. 538) and BPM in general. They aim at supporting modelers and business ana-
lysts as well as automating the conduction of processes to reduce the required manual
efforts, which is one of the major challenges in BPM research (cf., e.g., Indulska et al.,
2009) as previously sketched in Section 1.1. Workflow management systems (WFMS)
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Figure 1.1: BPM Lifecycle proposed by Wetzstein et al. (2007)

or more generally process-aware information systems (PAIS), which are continuously
developed further (cf., e.g., Pourmirza et al., 2019), lay a strong foundation for Busi-
ness Process Automation. Especially through the rise of Service-Oriented Architectures
(SOA), information systems are considered as a set of connected services (cf. van der
Aalst, 2009). In this context, PAIS serve as the “glue” (van der Aalst, 2009), connect-
ing the services. SOA serves as one of the major enabling technologies for emerging
trends such as the Internet of Things (IoT) as it strongly relies on the core concepts of
loosely coupled entities that share data, communicating with common standards (cf.,
e.g., Thakur et al., 2019). In the following, the previously introduced example of an au-
tomobile manufacturer will be used for sketching automated approaches in the field of
BPM.
The different activities in the field of BPM are often structured in a so-called BPM

lifecycle. Several authors (e.g., Hallerbach et al., 2008b; Netjes et al., 2006; van der Aalst,
2004; van der Aalst et al., 2012; Weske, 2012; Wetzstein et al., 2007; zur Muehlen et al.,
2006) have defined such BPM lifecycles (de Morais et al., 2014), which slightly vary in
the number of phases, the names of the phases and the assignment of activities to these
phases. For reasons of brevity, the dissertation at hand will not discuss the different
BPM lifecycle definitions in detail but relies on the BPM lifecycle definition proposed by
Wetzstein et al. (2007) (cf. Figure 1.1). This particular BPM lifecycle definition consists
of four phases namely (1) process modeling, (2) process implementation, (3) process
execution and (4) process analysis.
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Considering the example, in the process modeling phase (1) a process model covering
the supply chain, the assembly as well as the delivery is constructed. System analysts
and process modelers analyze which parts need to be ordered from suppliers at which
point during the conduction of the process, for example. When constructing as-is pro-
cess models, Process Mining is supporting modelers by deriving process models from
event logs (cf., e.g., van der Aalst, 2011; van der Aalst, 2015; van der Aalst et al., 2012;
van Dongen et al., 2009; van Dongen et al., 2005; Weijters et al., 2006). When talking
about to-be process models, Automated Planning of Process Models (cf. Heinrich et
al., 2008; Heinrich et al., 2012; Henneberger et al., 2008) aims at supporting modelers by
constructing process models (semi-)automatically. It combines semantic annotations as
envisioned in the research area Semantic Business Process Management (SBPM) (Betz
et al., 2006; Brockmans et al., 2006; Hepp et al., 2007; Hepp et al., 2005; Thomas et al.,
2009) and existing approaches from AI (abbr.: artificial intelligence) planning (cf., e.g.,
Bertoli et al., 2001; Bertoli et al., 2006; Hoffmann et al., 2005).
In the (2) process implementation phase, the process model is converted (i.e., enriched

and transformed) into a process that could actually be conducted. Comparable to the
aforementioned processmodeling notations, these executable processes are usually rep-
resented in terms of standardized machine-readable data formats like BPEL (Business
Process Execution Language). (Web-)services are assigned to the actions of the pro-
cess model so that the process could be conducted in a (semi-)automated manner (cf.,
e.g., Agarwal et al., 2005; Bashari et al., 2018; Bertoli et al., 2010; Fujii et al., 2009; Hein-
rich et al., 2015a; Lewerenz, 2015; Meyer et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2014; Weber, 2007).
For instance, in the case of the car manufacturer, the suppliers may offer web-services
that enable the automobile manufacturer to order the required cables. Hence, the cor-
responding process model is enriched in this phase and the web-services of the suppli-
ers are assigned to the action “Order cables”. In recent years, several approaches have
evolved to support modelers and business analysts in this phase bymeans of algorithms
and automation. Approaches from the field of (web-)service selection (cf., e.g., Ding
et al., 2015; Heinrich et al., 2015a; Khan et al., 2010; Lewerenz, 2015) allow to automat-
ically select appropriate (web-)services based on non-functional criteria, for example.
Within the aforementioned example, the suppliers for cables differ in price, speed of
delivery and capacity. Based on such non-functional criteria, an appropriate supplier
can be selected automatically.
The process execution phase (3) marks the phase in which the process is actually be-

ing conducted. Hence, when a customer orders a car, for instance via the webpage of
the automobile manufacturer, the according process is instantiated. Thereby, the ac-
tual order for the cables required for precisely the particular car which was ordered is
automatically dispatched from the automobile manufacturer to the aforementioned or-
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dering web-service of one of the suppliers. The automation of executing processes is of
particular interest for practitioners in literally any business sector nowadays. A distinc-
tion is made between an “inside-out” and an “outside-in” approach. When following
an inside-out approach, information systems are extended by means of (web-)services.
This enables, for instance, the automated selection of services, based on quality of ser-
vice criteria like execution costs (cf., e.g., Ding et al., 2015; Khan et al., 2010; Wang et
al., 2014). In contrast to this, Robotic Process Automation “aims to replace people by
automation done in an “outside-in” manner” (van der Aalst et al., 2018) by relying on
already existing user interfaces of information systems to automatically interact with
them.

The (4) process analysis phase finally comprises activities to monitor and analyze the
process instances during their conduction and to identify possibilities for improvement.
Thus, deviations from the underlying process model (e.g., due to external influences)
are analyzed, for example, or the overall performance of the conduction of processes
is monitored as well as analyzed and possibilities for improvement are derived. The
automobile manufacturer may identify that ordered cables have been delivered later
than they were supposed to in several process instances and hence, the final assembly
of the according cars had to be postponed, for example. Therefore, in this phase for
instance approaches are proposed that aim for automated error handling procedures to
resolve process instances that are interrupted due to, for example external events (cf.,
e.g., Linden et al., 2014; Marrella et al., 2011a; Marrella et al., 2011b; Marrella et al., 2012;
Tax et al., 2017; van Beest et al., 2014). Other works aim at addressing deviation from
processes automatically (cf., e.g., Reichert et al., 1997; Reichert et al., 1998; Rinderle et
al., 2004) or at adapting process models due to discrepancies which occurred during the
conduction in an automated manner (cf., e.g., Garrido et al., 2010; Gerevini et al., 2000;
Gerevini et al., 2012; Marrella et al., 2017; Nunes et al., 2018; Scala et al., 2015; van der
Krogt et al., 2002; van der Krogt et al., 2005).
With processes becoming larger and more complex, the activities comprised by the

BPM lifecycle become more complex and thus time-consuming, too (Škrinjar et al.,
2010). Each phase comprises approaches, which are used during the actual conduc-
tion of process (i.e., online or at run time) and approaches that are used, when the
process at hand is not currently conducted (i.e., offline or at design time). Approaches
used at run time are typically more time sensitive. Approaches used at design time,
prior to the actual conduction, are typically used to prepare the conduction by means
of time-consuming tasks. As mentioned beforehand, companies are required to be ef-
ficient and agile (Hepp et al., 2005) to face the challenges of the modern, competitive
business world. This is envisioned by reducing the required time to market as well as
the “setup costs” through automation (Hepp et al., 2005). In addition, the flexibility
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Figure 1.2: Taxonomy of Process Flexibility as presented by van der Aalst et al. (2013)

of processes is to be increased. This aspect is discussed in the following Section before
dealing with the particular focus of the dissertation at hand.

1.3 Business Process Flexibility

Besides the fact that BPM could be time-consuming and hence potentially be more an
impediment for agility than an enabler, processes are influenced by plenty of different
factors. Due to these factors process models must necessarily become flexible to allow
organizations being agile. Schonenberg et al. (2008) present a “taxonomy of process
flexibility” (van der Aalst, 2013, p. 25) that “identifies four main flexibility types: flex-
ibility by definition, flexibility by deviation, flexibility by underspecification, and flexi-
bility by change” (van der Aalst, 2013, p. 25; cf. Figure 1.2).
These types distinguish flexibility by means of the time at which flexibility is added

aswell as by the degree of impact. First tomention, the time at which flexibility is added
is twofold. Flexibility could be added during “design time” (i.e., the construction of a
process) or during “run time” (i.e., during the conduction of a process). Secondly, the
degree of impact is twofold aswell. Addedflexibility could impact the process definition
(e.g., a process model) or the process instance, which means that the process definition
stays the same but a particular, conducted process instance is altered.
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Flexibility by definition describes the ability to explicitly represent different, alternative
execution paths within a process model. The most common way to add flexibility by
definition is to rely on well-known workflow patterns (also referred to as control flow
patterns or control flow structures; Russell et al., 2006a; Russell et al., 2016; van der
Aalst et al., 2003). For instance, the control flowpattern exclusive choice allows to define
different branches and according conditions that have to bemet in order to conduct these
branches. This enables selecting an according branch at run time, based on a valuation
of the current situation with regard to the conditions that hold for the branch. To give
an example: In the aforementioned example of an automotive manufacturing process,
particular parts such as seat heating need to be installed, only if a customer orders them.
Increased flexibility by definition increases the amount of different situations that may
be taken into account in one process definition.

Flexibility by deviation describes a contrary aspect. It describes the fact that entities,
participating in the conduction of a process may deviate from a given process descrip-
tion (e.g., an underlying process model for the currently conducted process) in order
to become more flexible to a current situation. A common example of flexibility by de-
viation is exception handling at run time. Even though there exist so-called exception
handling patterns (Lerner et al., 2010; Russell et al., 2006b), exception handling is of-
tentimes a problem strived at run time (cf., e.g., Wang et al., 2017). Declarative process
modeling is an alternative to classic, imperative process modeling and aims at increas-
ing the flexibility by deviation as well. One of its core concepts is to “[focus] on what
can be done to achieve a business goal” instead of determining “what should be done
during a workflow process” (cf., e.g., van der Aalst et al., 2005). Van der Aalst et al.
(2005) rely on processes in the field of hospitals, where it is nearly impossible to take
each and every scenario into account at design time. A particular issue of flexibility by
deviation, however, is that through deviation at run time, control may be lost for pro-
cess owners. Hence, possibilities to decrease deviation by already considering them at
design time (and hence as part of flexibility by definition) are discussed (cf., e.g., Bauer,
2019).

Flexibility by underspecification describes the possibility to conduct processes that are
not sufficiently described by the underlying process descriptions, comprising placehold-
ers. Van der Aalst (2013) describes two potential approaches to implement this type of
flexibility: Late binding describes the implementation of a placeholder by selecting from
a set of available process fragments and late modeling describes the construction of a
new process fragment in order to complete a given placeholder. Képes et al. (2016), for
instance, rely on process fragments in order to transform “situation-independent work-
flow models” into “situation-aware workflow models that cope with dynamic contex-
tual situations”. Weber et al. (2008a) propose so-called change patterns and process
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fragments to increase the run time flexibility of PAIS. La Rosa et al. (2017) discuss dif-
ferent approaches to depict variability (flexibility with respect to different situations)
in so-called configurative process models. They rely on “consolidated model[s] of pro-
cess variants” and transformations that enable the customization of such configurative
process models.
Flexibility by change describes the issue of altering a process definition at run time so

that “one or all of the currently [conducted] process instances aremigrated to a newpro-
cess definition” (van der Aalst, 2013, p. 25). Van der Aalst (2013) distinguishes between
momentary changes and evolutionary changes in this context. Momentary changes af-
fect the conduction of selected process instances whereas evolutionary changes, in con-
trast, are changes that potentially affect all future process instances. While PAIS of-
ten cope with momentary changes by means of deviation and/or process fragments
(cf., e.g., Képes et al., 2016; Weber et al., 2008a), evolutionary changes (also referred
to as concept drifts) are hard to handle. There exist approaches to detect evolutionary
changes from event logs (cf., e.g., Seeliger et al., 2017; Zheng et al., 2017), however a
large proportion of process redesign and reengineering in the run-up of the actual de-
mand is still a manual task.

1.4 Focus of the Dissertation

After presenting different approaches from the field of Business Process Automation
along the BPM lifecycle and different types of flexibility, the focus of the dissertation,
comprising two focal topics FT1 and FT2 , will be introduced in this Section.
On the one hand, this work aims at contributing to decreasing the manual efforts

during the process modeling phase. As already mentioned in Section 1.2, algorithms
are already used to decrease the required manual efforts of modelers by automatically
constructing process models during this phase. Existing works in the research strand
Process Mining aim at deriving process models from event logs, for instance. Thereby,
the as-is situation (how processes are actually conducted in a company) could auto-
matically be transformed into process models. However, the first focal topic FT1 of
this dissertation aims at contributing to the construction of to-be process models. The
dissertation thus contributes to the research field Automated Planning of Process Mod-
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els1 and hence focusses on FT1 decreasing the required manual efforts for constructing
to-be process models.2
On the other hand, algorithms are used to increase the flexibility of processes. “BPM

systems must increase their level of automation to provide the reactivity and flexibility
necessary for process management” (Marrella, 2019, p. 79). Following this objective,
this dissertation aims at increasing the flexibility by definition (cf. Section 1.3). This is
of particular relevance in highly regulated industries, where adherence to processes is
strictly necessary aswell as in the context of automated process execution inwell known
PAIS. Increasing flexibility by deviation brings major shortcomings as declarative pro-
cess modeling does not allow to depict all possible execution alternatives in the accord-
ing process model, for example. In contrast to this, it seems promising to extend the
flexibility by definition of imperative process models. This enables to increase flexibil-
ity while maintaining the “inside-to-outside” (Pesic, 2008) approach and hence specify-
ing all possible execution alternatives explicitly in the according model. As Automated
Planning of Process Models potentially decreases manual efforts already and hence the
required time for constructing and adapting process models is reduced, companies are
able to react faster to changing demands and increase their flexibility in general. How-
ever, in addition to that, different additional factors such as environmental influences,
multiple contributing actors and changing customer demands require processes to be
flexible in particular. To extend the existing body of knowledge, the second focal topic
FT2 of this dissertation aims at considering a selection of these factors, which, until
now, have typically been considered bymeans of other types of flexibility, by approaches
from the fieldAutomated Planning of ProcessModels. To do so, FT2 aims at presenting
approaches from this field that increase the flexibility by definition of imperative to-be
process models by considering selected factors that require processes to be flexible.
The following Section will briefly sketch the potential of Automated Planning of Pro-

cess Models to decrease manual efforts for constructing to-be process models before in
Section 1.4.2 selected factors, which this dissertation addresses and which require flex-
ibility of processes, will be introduced.

1.4.1 Decreasing Manual Efforts for constructing to-be Process Models

Automated Planning of Process Models, as already mentioned, aims at leveraging a
higher degree of automation in BPM by combining semantic annotations as envisioned

1The abbreviation Automated Planning will be used synonymously in the remainder of the dissertation.
2In the remainder of this dissertation process models are structured and denoted in terms of UML Ac-
tivity Diagrams. Similar or identical notations also exist in other standards such as EPC or BPMN. The
application of the presented approaches is not limited to one of these process modeling notations. See
the remainder for clarification.
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in SBPM (Betz et al., 2006; Brockmans et al., 2006; Hepp et al., 2007; Hepp et al., 2005;
Thomas et al., 2009) and existing approaches from AI planning (cf., e.g., Bertoli et al.,
2001; Bertoli et al., 2006; Hoffmann et al., 2005). Thereby, process modelers are sup-
ported as to-be process models could be constructed (semi-)automatically and hence
“new levels of automation” can be enabled (Marrella, 2019). In particular, Automated
Planning of Process Models can be understood as a planning problem (cf. Ghallab et
al., 2004; Ghallab et al., 2016) aiming at arranging modeling elements (i.e., actions and
control flow patterns) in a feasible order, based on a given initial state, a set of (seman-
tically) annotated, available actions and sets of conditions for goal states. Prior works in
this field have already created a good basis, which is now to be expanded with respect
to FT1 .
These prior works have strongly focused on constructing feasible sequences of actions

from the initial state to states fulfilling the conditions for goal states (cf., e.g., Heinrich
et al., 2008; Heinrich et al., 2012; Henneberger et al., 2008). However, besides auto-
matically constructing feasible sequences of actions, control flow patterns are essential
components of process models that need to be automatically constructed as well. Here
as well, prior works that present algorithms to construct selected control flow patterns
such as the exclusive choice (cf., Heinrich et al., 2009; Heinrich et al., 2015b) or par-
allelizations (including according synchronizations; cf., Heinrich et al., 2019) already
exist. However, typical process models do comprise more than these control flow pat-
terns thatmay already be constructed automatically. For instance, the set of basic control
flow patterns (TheWorkflowManagement Coalition Specification, 1999) comprises the
exclusive choice, parallelizations as well as the simple merge (also referred to as OR-
join). It is therefore reasonable to strive to achieve the automated construction of all
these basic control flow structures.
Besides that, even though previous authors state that manual efforts could be de-

creased by means of Automated Planning of Process Models (cf., e.g., Heinrich et al.,
2008; Heinrich et al., 2009; Heinrich et al., 2012), it is still to be evaluated whether mod-
elers are indeed more efficient when relying on Automated Planning of Process Mod-
els. Even though a higher degree of automation is envisioned, for instance, the efforts
required for the (initial) annotation of actions are expected to be higher, compared to
common process modeling approaches (cf., e.g., Heinrich et al., 2015b; Krause et al.,
2013).
This dissertation follows previous works in this research strand and aims at extend-

ing the existing body of knowledge. The particular contribution lays in extending the
capabilities in the field of automatically constructing basic control flow patterns as well
as particular research on how Automated Planning of Process Models influences the
efficiency of process modelers with respect to FT1 .
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1.4.2 Increasing the Flexibility of to-be Processes

As discussed in Section 1.3, processes are increasingly influenced by different factors
that lead to the necessity of these processes to be flexible. In the following, three se-
lected influencing factors ( IF1 - IF3 ) will be discussed, which lay the foundation for the
second focal topic FT2 of this dissertation. First, new circumstances to which processes
and process models need to be adapted, strongly influence the processes of companies.
For instance, the process of assembling a car nowadays is changing for most car man-
ufacturers, as e-mobility arises. Instead of assembling and mounting the combustion
engine, the fuel tank, and the gearbox for fuel powered cars, for electric cars a charger,
a battery, and an electric motor combined with a DC controller has to be assembled and
mounted into the body of the car. Additionally, due to the emissions scandal a few years
ago, carmanufacturers are legally required to conduct additional emission tests (cf.Mil-
ionis et al., 2019) today. Harmon (2019) differentiates between three different levels of
concern with regard to business process change. At first, he states that “organizations
normally undertake a variety of specific projects to create, redesign or improve specific
business processes” and refers to these projects as process level concerns. A typical ex-
ample for this type of concern would be a business process reengineering initiative to
streamline the customer service process of a company such as the aforementioned car
manufacturer. Additionally, implementation level concerns such as the acquisition of a new
ERP software, which are typically driven by IT, are conducted. This may influence the
underlying processes heavily. As superordinate enterprise level concerns, Harmon (2019)
subsumes projects and initiatives that span across whole organizations such as a wide
ranging supply chain process redesign. In particular with respect to process and enter-
prise level concerns, the underlying processes are changed durably. That means, that
changes that become necessary at a particular point in time will most likely not become
superfluous any time soon. As a result, processes and their corresponding processmod-
els become infeasible due to such necessary changes, which are called upcoming needs
for change in the remainder, and need to be adapted. Hence, upcoming needs for change
IF1 influence processes and the corresponding process models and require them to be
flexible nowadays.

However, modern processmodels are required to be not only adaptive to IF1 upcom-
ing needs for change but also to different environmental (i.e., not considered as process-
internal; also referred to as exogenous in the remainder) influences. In contrast to
durable changes to processes due to IF1 upcoming needs for change, such environmen-
tal influences are often (generally speaking) shorter-term and not durable. Rosemann
et al. (2008), for instance, state that “organizations often face continuous and unprece-
dented changes in their respective business environments”. A very common yet im-
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pressive and clarifying example for such environmental influences is changing weather.
Even car-manufacturers got hit by environmental influences like back in 2010 when Ice-
landic volcano Eyjafjallajökull erupted huge amounts of ash. BMW as well as Nissan
had to stop production due to shortages in the supply chain3. Another fairly recent ex-
ample is the coronavirus crisis in 2020. Car manufacturers in Germany are using their
3D printers to support the medical industry in the production of ventilators4. This re-
quires temporary additional tests to be integrated into the manufacturing processes to
meet the high hygiene and safety standards of the medical industry. On the other hand,
local dealers have to close their stores and even central fairs such as the Geneva Motor
Show get canceled5. This requires car manufacturers to adapt their processes (espe-
cially in marketing and sales) quickly. In case of the canceled car show, the conduction
of processes for the preparation of the fair has even very likely already started. Hence,
the processes had to be adapted to changing context during their conduction. Partic-
ularly, processes have to be designed so that they are suitable for different momentary
situations. Literature denotes this fact as context-awareness (Gottschalk et al., 2010;
Gottschalk et al., 2007; La Rosa et al., 2011a; Reichert et al., 2012; Swenson, 2010; van
der Aalst et al., 2006). Context-awareness in its most basic form could be considered
by means of the control flow of process models. In particular, the control flow pattern
exclusive choice enables to denote so-called branches that are conducted when a partic-
ular condition holds (Heinrich et al., 2009; Heinrich et al., 2015b; Russell et al., 2006a;
Russell et al., 2016). Thus, the exclusive choice allows to denote that a particular branch
has to be conducted, when it is sunny and an alternative branch must be conducted,
when it is raining, for example. However, the fact that context may change during the
conduction of a process and hence is non-static (cf. Dobson et al., 2006) is still an un-
solved issue. This second factor, exogenous non-static context IF2 , will therefore be taken
into consideration as it heavily influences processes and requires them to be flexible.
Besides this, processes are not only carried out by singular actors (e.g., persons, de-

partments or companies) but by multiple participating actors at once. For instance, the
process of assembling a car is carried out by a plethora of different actors. First to men-
tion, multiple people are contributing to the process alongside the assembly line. There
may be a particular person, responsible for assuring the quality of the car and others

3https://www.theguardian.com/business/blog/2010/apr/20/nissan-suspends-car-production-volcano-
ash-cloud

4https://www.nytimes.com/reuters/2020/03/23/world/europe/23reuters-health-coronavirus-germany-
autos.html

5https://edition.cnn.com/2020/03/09/cars/coronavirus-geneva-international-motor-show-
online/index.html
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in final assembly6. In addition, not only one company is involved in the entire process.
Mercedes Benz is relying on 25 module suppliers for their “Smart”, for example (cf.
Doran, 2004). Each module supplier is responsible for a particular production module
such as the “driver’s cockpit containing airbags, heating and air-conditioning systems,
the instrument cluster, the steering column and the wiring harness” (Doran, 2004, p.
102f). However, with different actors participating in a process, those actors might fol-
low individual goals (e.g., increasing their individual revenue) as well as shared goals
(e.g., delivering a car to an end-customer). Those individual and shared goals may be
conflicting or in accordance with each other. They potentially require that participating
actors need to cooperate during the process to reach their goals. Hence, such influences,
resulting frommultiple cooperating actors IF3 have to be considered inmodern processes
as well.
In order to contribute to leveraging challenges resulting from different factors, this

dissertation aims at providing approaches from the field of Automated Planning to
make processesmore adaptive to the aforementioned factors IF1 - IF3 and thus increase
their flexibility FT2 while decreasing the requiredmanual efforts to construct the corre-
sponding process models FT1 . Hence, in the following Section, the research questions
(RQ) of this dissertation will be summarized.

1.5 Research Questions

In order to address both focal topics FT1 decreasing the manual effort during the pro-
cess modeling phase by means of Automated Planning of Process Models and FT2 in-
creasing the flexibility by definition of to-be process models this dissertation aims at
answering five research questions. Three of them (RQ1.1 to RQ1.3) cope with the issue
of creating (adaptive) processmodels from scratchwith respect to both focal topics FT1
and FT2 . One (RQ2) is coping with the adaptation of already existing process models
and hence aims at contributing to focal topic FT2 (striving IF1 in particular) and one
(RQ3) is aiming at an evaluation of the Automated Planning approach with respect to
FT1 .
As already mentioned, there previous works on the Automated Planning of Process

Models have already laid a good foundation by presenting approaches that identifying
possible sequences of actions (cf., e.g., Bertoli et al., 2006; Heinrich et al., 2008; Heinrich
et al., 2012). However besides that, so-called control flow patterns (Russell et al., 2006a;
Russell et al., 2016) need to be constructed automatically as well, to construct complete
process models. For instance, Heinrich et al. (2019) construct the control flow patterns
6https://www.autonews.com/article/20180123/OEM01/180129910/why-assembly-plants-need-people-
more-than-robots
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parallel split and synchronization automatically. In reference to constructing adaptive
process models (cf. FT2 ), there already exists work on how to construct the control
flow pattern exclusive choice (Heinrich et al., 2009; Heinrich et al., 2015b). This control
flow pattern distinguishes paths in a process model, based on conditions and hence en-
ables the construction of process models that are adaptive to different situations. With
respect to the aforementioned example, an exclusive choice enables the automobileman-
ufacturer to decide whether to install heater plugs (in case a diesel car is ordered) or
spark plugs (in case a petrol car is ordered). However, it is irrelevant whether a diesel
or a petrol car is ordered for the interior of the car. Hence, after installing the engine,
the individual paths for assembling a diesel car and a petrol car could be combined
by means of the control flow pattern simple merge as from there on they are similar.
The simple merge serves as a counterpart to the exclusive choice and allows to combine
individual paths (adapted to a particular situation) that are similar from a particular
point. In order to contribute to FT1 , this dissertation aims at constructing the control
flow pattern simple merge automatically. By aiming at constructing minimal process
models (i.e., process models that do not comprise more elements than necessary), this
contributes to FT2 as well as adaptive process models comprising exclusive choices (cf.
Heinrich et al., 2009; Heinrich et al., 2015b; Russell et al., 2016; van der Aalst et al., 2003)
are typically not minimal. Hence, RQ1.1 faces the so far unsolved issue of automatically
constructing the control flow pattern simple merge:

RQ1.1 How can the control flow pattern simple merge be constructed in an
automated manner?

However, processes not only need to be adaptive to particular situations but also to
changing process exogenous influences. Process exogenous non-static context IF2 (cf.
Section 1.4.2; Dobson et al., 2006) makes it necessary to consider the fact that a pro-
cess could be conducted in different contexts (environmental situations) and particu-
larly that these contexts may change while a process is conducted. So far, the fact that
processes are exposed to IF2 exogenous non-static context has not been considered in
particular within the research field of Automated Planning of Process Models. Existing
approaches consider a process as a “closed system” so that external influences can not
be depicted by currently existing formal foundations. Further, to date no algorithmwas
presented, which deals with the Automated Planning of context-aware Process Mod-
els. Hence, in the remainder of this dissertation the so far unsolved research question
RQ1.2, focussing on the factor IF2 and thus on FT2 , by means of Automated Planning
of Process Planning, should be answered:

RQ1.2 How can comprehensive context-aware process models be planned
automatically to consider non-static context during design-time?
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When talking about processes in today’s distributed business world, a vast majority of
these processes are conducted by more than one actor. Hence, it is not sufficient to con-
struct process models that are capable of depicting only one contributing actor. There
are existing approaches to depict processes conducted bymultiple actors by incorporat-
ing so-called swimlanesBusiness ProcessModel andNotation (BPMN): Version 2.0.2 (2013)
andOMGUnified Modeling Language TM (OMGUML): Version 2.5 (2015). However, au-
tomatically coordinating multiple contributing actors nowadays is mainly realized by
decentralized approaches. Such approaches split the overall problem into sub-problems
for each actor, enabling a distributed system of individual algorithms to construct indi-
vidual processes for each actor. However, as actors might need to cooperate in order to
reach their individual or common goals, they need to be coordinated by a central mech-
anism. This problem, striving IF3 , may be supported by an approach incorporating
Automated Planning of Process Models. Hence, this dissertation aims at answering the
following research question with respect to FT2 :

RQ1.3 How can feasible processmodels comprisingmultiple different actors
be constructed by means of an Automated Planning approach?

Today’s business world is not only distributed but also competitive. This requires com-
panies to be agile and thus to adapt their processes efficiently and in a timely manner
(cf., e.g., Harmon, 2019) to IF1 upcoming needs for change in advance. Even though,
there are existing works from the research strand of Automated Planning of Process
Models (e.g., Eisenbarth, 2013; Eisenbarth et al., 2011; Lautenbacher et al., 2009) that
strive related issues, none of these guarantees that the resulting processmodels are com-
plete. Though approaches in other research strands – such as Process Mining – to detect
deviations and therefore evolutionary change in as-is processes exist (cf., e.g., Seeliger
et al., 2017; Zheng et al., 2017), no particular approach to automatically adapt to-be
processes to IF1 upcoming needs for change exists. Hence, it is promising to support
modelers in adapting existing process modelers to IF1 upcoming needs for change in
order to increase the flexibility of processmodels (cf. FT2 ) and to increase the efficiency
of process reengineering and redesign initiatives with respect to FT1 . This dissertation
therefore aims at answering the following research question:

RQ2 How can process models be adapted to needs for change in advance in
an automated manner?

In conclusion, Automated Planning of Process Models has so far not been evaluated
with respect to the efficiency of process modelers in detail. Even though first works
in this field exist (Krause et al., 2013, cf., e.g., ), no detailed research has been carried
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out to evaluate whether process modelers are more or less efficient when incorporat-
ing Automated Planning of Process Models in their work routine. When talking about
the efficiency of process modelers, not only the required time for finishing a modeling
task but also the quality of constructed process models should be taken into account
with respect to the value of BPM, one of the aforementioned major challenges. Fur-
ther, Automated Planning of Process Models influences the established procedure of
how process models are constructed. In particular, process modelers need to put higher
efforts in formally specifying the required input for the algorithms of the Automated
Planning approach but on the other hand do not need to order actions and control flow
patterns appropriately and hence may save time in this phase of the overall modeling
task. Hence, it has to be analyzed whether, for instance, it is appropriate to incorporate
Automated Planning of Process Models in rather simple and small process modeling
tasks. The last research question of this dissertation therefore aims at this issue with
respect to FT1 :

RQ3 According to which criteria and in which particular situations is Auto-
mated Planning of Process Models beneficial in practice?

1.6 Research Methodology and Structure of the Dissertation

In this Section the research methodology applied for addressing these research ques-
tions is briefly sketched and the structure of the dissertation is presented.

Bertrand et al. (2002) state that “quantitative model based research can be classified
as a rational knowledge generation approach (seeMeredith et al., 1989)” (p. 249). They
further distinguish between two distinct classes of model-based OM research. The first
class, which they denote as axiomatic in line with the terminology of Meredith et al.
(1989), strives for obtaining “solutions within [a] defined model and [making] sure
that these solutions provide insights into the structure of the problem as defined within
the model” (Bertrand et al., 2002, p. 249). Hence, in place of focusing on observing the
real world and “creating amodel that adequately describes the causal relationships that
may exist in reality” (Bertrand et al., 2002, p. 250; i.e., descriptive empirical research),
axiomatic normative research aims at producing “knowledge about how to manipulate
certain variables in [a particular] model, assuming desired behavior of other variables
in the model” (Bertrand et al., 2002, p. 249).
Meredith et al. (1989) present a generic framework for classifying research paradigms

based on the framework of Mitroff et al. (1982). Their framework relies on two key di-
mensions that shape the basis for research activity. One dimension, called “rational/ex-
istential dimension” is divided into four generic perspectives that structure research by
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different degrees of formalism. “These four perspectives, in order of degree of formal
structures are axiomatic, logical positivist/empiricist, interpretive, and critical theory”
(Meredith et al., 1989, p. 305).

Paper 1 strives the construction of simple merges (RQ1.1) and primarily follows an
axiomatic approach. An existing, formal foundation (model) is extended so that the
construction of simple merges becomes possible. Further, an algorithm to automati-
cally construct the control flow pattern simple merge based on the according formal
foundation is presented. Further, to evaluate the presented approach, the algorithm is
prototypically implemented (logical positivist/empiricist). In addition to that, the pro-
totypical implementation was applied to different real-world cases (interpretive).
Paper 2 addresses theAutomated Planning of context-aware ProcessModels (RQ1.2).

Here, an axiomatic approach is conducted, as well. An existing formal foundation is
extended to enable the representation of exogenous non-static context. This represen-
tation is formalized and denoted in terms of mathematical definitions. Additionally, an
algorithm that enables the automated construction of context-aware process models is
designed and prototypically implemented (logical positivist/empiricist). To evaluate
the feasibility of the formal foundation as well as the algorithm, the approach is applied
to three real-world scenarios (interpretive).
Paper 3 aims at coordinating multiple contributing actors conducting a process by

means of an Automated Planning approach (RQ1.3). For this, the existing formal foun-
dation is extended to represent so-called partnerships. Further, an algorithm is pre-
sented that coordinates actors to build and disband partnerships appropriately. In addi-
tion to this axiomatic approach, a logical positivist/empiricist approach was conducted
by prototypically implementing the approach as well as an interpretive approach by
applying the algorithm to several real-world scenarios.
Paper 4 presents an approach to adapt existing process models to upcoming needs for

change (RQ2). This means that the needs for change have not yet been implemented
and the adapted process models have so far not yet been realized. In the paper, possible
changes are identified and addressed. In particular, a comprehensive approach that is
capable of adapting existing process models to all possible changes to a given process
graph is proposed. The evaluation of the approach, comprises mathematical proofs, an
application in a real-world situation as well as a simulation experiment to benchmark
its runtime against planning process models from scratch.
Paper 5 strives the evaluation of the presented approach for the Automated Planning

of Process Models with respect to the task performance of process modelers (RQ3).
Therefore, a laboratory experiment is conducted. This laboratory experiment aims at
answering the question whether (resp. in which particular situations) using the pre-
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sented approach is beneficial in contrast to using a commonly knownmodeling tool. To
sum up, this paper follows a logical positivist/empiricist approach.

In the remainder of this dissertation the five papers are presented (cf. Table 1.1).
Here, Chapter 2 copes with the issue of creating (adaptive) processmodels from scratch
with respect to both focal topics FT1 and FT2 and covers RQ1.1 to RQ1.3. Chapter 3 is
coping with the adaptation of already existing process models and hence covers RQ2.
Chapter 4 covers RQ3, the evaluation of the Automated Planning approach. Finally,
Chapter 5 concludes the dissertation with a discussion of major findings and an outlook
on further research.
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In this Chapter, the research questions RQ1.1 to RQ1.3 (cf. Section 1.5) are addressed.
To do so, it is structured as follows. First, the automated construction of the control-flow
pattern simple merge (cf. RQ1.1) will be presented in Paper 1. This paper contributes
to FT1 by addressing the so far unsolved issue of constructing simple merges in an
automated manner within the Automated Planning of Process Models. By aiming at
constructing minimal process models (i.e., process models that do not comprise more
elements than necessary), this contributes to FT2 as well, as adaptive process models
comprising exclusive choices (cf. Heinrich et al., 2009; Heinrich et al., 2015b; Russell et
al., 2016; van der Aalst et al., 2003) are typically not minimal. Thereafter, Papers 2 and
3 address FT2 . In particular, Paper 2 strives the issue of constructing process models
considering IF2 exogenous non-static context (cf. RQ1.2) and Paper 3 addresses the
cooperation of IF3 different actors in an automated manner (cf. RQ1.3).
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Abstract

Business processes evolve dynamically with changing business demands.
Because of these fast changes, traditional process improvement techniques
have to be adapted and extended since they often require a high degree of
manual work. To reduce this degree of manual work, the automated plan-
ning of process models is proposed. In this context, we present a novel ap-
proach for an automated construction of the control flow structure simple
merge (XOR join). This accounts for a necessary step towards an automated
planning of entire process models. Here we build upon a planning domain,
which gives us a general and formal basis to apply our approach indepen-
dently from a specific process modeling language. To analyze the feasibility
of our method, we mathematically evaluate the approach in terms of key
properties like termination and completeness. Moreover, we implement the
approach in a process planning software and apply it to several real-world
processes.
Keywords: Business Process Management, Process planning, Automated
planning, Control Flow Structures.
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2.1.1 Introduction

Nowadays, as markets change, customer needs shift and new competitors evolve dy-
namically, companies must frequently (re)design their business processes to adapt
them. At the same time, business processes span not only across departments of a sin-
gle company but also across interorganizational collaborations of multiple companies,
which makes process models even more complex. For instance, according to Heinrich
et al. (2015b), a European bank has modeled and (re)designed over 2,000 processes in
different departments and areas in a project. These process models, which are com-
posed of actions and corresponding control flow structures, have been modeled using
the ARIS toolset and documented to support upcoming improvements and adaptations
of processes. To keep the process models up-to-date, frequent (re)designs due to, for
instance, the aforementioned challenges of today’s business world have been necessary.
Moreover, the authors state that employees of the bank as well as executives of other
branches such as insurance and engineering highlighted the fact that process flexibility
has become more and more important within the last decade. The reasons most fre-
quently mentioned for this increased demand for flexibility are the growing frequency
and complexity of such process (re)design projects, which involve a significant degree
of manual work (cf. also Hornung et al., 2007).

To ensure the required flexibility, several research fields in Business Process Manage-
ment (BPM) striving to support modelers and business analysts via automatic tech-
niques are of increasing importance. The research fields process mining as well as pro-
cess model verification and validation assist the analyst in the process analysis phase
(e.g., Wetzstein et al., 2007). Automated (web) service composition can be seen as part
of the phases process implementation and process execution (Khan et al., 2010; Weber,
2007). In the process modeling phase, which we will focus on in this paper, the goal of
the research strand automated process planning is to enable the automated construc-
tion of process models using planning algorithms (Heinrich et al., 2009; Heinrich et al.,
2012; Henneberger et al., 2008; Hoffmann et al., 2012; Lautenbacher et al., 2009). Auto-
mated planning aims to increase the flexibility by definition (cf. van der Aalst, 2013) of
the resulting process models and to (re)design process models - for processes that must
be frequently (re)designed. The task of an automated construction of process models
can be understood as a planning problem (Ghallab et al., 2004) with the objective to
arrange actions and control flow structures in an appropriate order based on both, an
initial state as well as a non-empty set of goal states. Here, using a nondeterministic
planning domain, allowing an abstract representation of process models, independent
from a specific process representation language, enables a widespread use. A funda-
mental challenge for the automated planning of process models is to construct control
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flow structures which represent the control flow of a process (Russell et al., 2006a; van
der Aalst et al., 2003). More precisely, in order to plan more complex process mod-
els, not only a sequence of actions but also control flow structures like exclusive choice,
parallel split or simple merge have to be constructed in an automated manner (cf., e.g.,
Heinrich et al., 2009; Heinrich et al., 2015b; Hoffmann et al., 2012).
The specific research goal of this paper is the automated construction of one of the

most important control flow structures, namely simple merge. The simple merge serves
as a join connector for two or more paths-segments (called branch) into one single sub-
sequent branch (cf., e.g., Russell et al., 2006a; van der Aalst et al., 2003) and thus reduces
the size of process models. However, the construction of simple merges within an au-
tomated planning approach does not only focus on reducing the size of process models
and thus – according to, for instance, Cardoso (2007), Mendling et al. (2010), Moreno-
Montes de Oca et al. (2015), and Sánchez González et al. (2010) – its complexity. More
generally, we have to be able to construct minimal process models in our context by
removing redundant and duplicate path-segments “as early as possible”. Further, to
increase the readability and understandability of process models especially for laymen,
La Rosa et al. (2011b) propose to use pattern-compounds (cf. also Gschwind et al., 2008;
Mendling et al., 2007b; Mendling et al., 2010) as they represent well-formed and sound
block-structured fragments of a processmodel. Simplemerges as so-called “join connec-
tors” (Mendling et al., 2010) therefore should only be constructed in accordance with
the related “split connector” (i.e., the control flow structure exclusive choice). Follow-
ing this, we aim to construct simple merges in accordance to existing exclusive choices.
The contributions of this paper are a formal definition of our planning domain and

an algorithm for the automated construction of simple merges. In more detail:

1 To follow the research field of automated process planning and thus to ensure a
widespread use of our approach, we consider belief states (possibly infinite sets of
world states that may exist before and after applying an action) as we address the
planning of process models and thus abstract from individual process executions
(cf. Ghallab et al., 2004).

2 When constructing simple merges in an automated manner, we have to construct
minimal process models. Thus, we address nested simple merges in order to sim-
plify process models by removing duplicate sequences of actions in several paths
and construct simple merges “as early as possible”.

3 We further focus on constructing simple merges in complete in terms of merging
all distinct paths of process models that can be merged.

4 We have to consider block structures (cf. Gschwind et al., 2008; La Rosa et al.,
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2011a; Mendling et al., 2007a; Mendling et al., 2010) in order to increase the read-
ability and understandability of process models by means of constructed simple
merges.

In the following Section, we discuss related work regarding our contributions 1 to 4 .
Thereafter we present the formal foundation for our approach in Section 2.1.3 and the
running example, we will use to illustrate our approach, in Section 2.1.4. Sections 2.1.5
and 2.1.6 elaborate the major design decisions and the proposed method to construct
simple merges. In Section 2.3.5 we evaluate our approach before we conclude with a
discussion, limitations of our work and an outlook to future research.

2.1.2 Related Work

Our work contributes to the research fields in BPM striving to support modelers and
business analysts via automatic techniques. Especially, it focusses on the (1) automated
planning of process models and is related to (2) process model complexity, (3) process
modeling recommender systems and (4) process mining. Thus, we want to summarize
and delimit existing research in these fields to our approach.
Ad (1): The research strand of automated planning of process models envisions the

construction of process models by means of semantically annotated process elements
and a semantic reasoning (Heinrich et al., 2008; Heinrich et al., 2012; Heinrich et al.,
2015c; Henneberger et al., 2008; Hoffmann et al., 2012; Lautenbacher et al., 2009). Es-
pecially in Heinrich et al. (2008) and Henneberger et al. (2008) the challenges and the
general planning approach is discussed. In this context, Heinrich et al. (2009) andHein-
rich et al. (2015b) propose an algorithm that copes with the construction of exclusive
choices based on the determination of conditions. Their approach creates conditions
that enable the construction of different outgoing branches of an exclusive choice, based
on co-domain of belief state variables. However, they do not cope with simple merges.
In contrast, Hoffmann et al. (2012) and Hoffmann et al. (2009) discuss the need of con-
structing simple merges (XOR joins) within their planning. However they do not pro-
vide any kind of algorithm or implementation for this problem (we ensured this by
requesting an implementation from the authors). Summing up, an approach to con-
struct simple merges in an automated manner is not presented so far (cf. contributions
1 to 4 ).
Ad (2): Following the idea of reducing the amount of manual work through automa-

tion, several works in the field of process model complexity address the appropriate
construction of control flow structures as well. Process models need to be refactored
based on rules regarding the envisioned structure of process models. Therefore, control
flow structures need to be transformed and constructed respectively. Vanhatalo et al.
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(2008b), for example, present an approach for the automated completion of workflow
graphs. Their method is based on a “well-behaved” graph with a single source (initial
state) and a single sink (goal state). They aim at constructing simple merges only at
the end of a process model (i.e., prior to the sink). Vanhatalo et al. (2009) and (2008)
introduce the concept of refined process structure trees and amethod to represent work-
flow graphs in such a tree-based hierarchy of sub-workflows. They aim to identify these
sub-workflows but not to consolidate equal sub-workflows (cf. 2 ). Polyvyanyy et al.
(2011) extend this approach and present an algorithm to transform a “multi-terminal
graph” (MTG), which means, a graph that has at least one source and at least one sink,
to a “two-terminal graph” (TTG), whichmeans, a graph that has exactly one source and
exactly one sink. They aim to connect the existing, multiple sinks of a MTG to one com-
mon single sink of the resulting TTG, but not at consolidating equal subtrees (i.e., the
representation of equal sequences of actions in different paths; cf. contributions 2 and
4 ). Munoz-Gama et al. (2014) present an approach for the decomposition of process
models. Their decomposition is based on so-called “transition boundaries” or “place
boundaries”. That means that they identify subgraphs based on a single common ac-
tion or belief state at the beginning of each subgraph. However, this is not a sufficient
criterion for the construction of minimal process models and especially of nested simple
merges (cf. 2 ). Such nested simple merges do not necessarily require a single common
action or belief state at the beginning of a subgraph. Further, none of the approaches in
research field (2) copeswith a nondeterministic planning domain and a state spacewith
possibly infinite sets of world states, which is essential when addressing the automated
planning of process models (cf. 1 ).
Ad (3): The research strand of process modeling recommender systems focusses on

issues like auto-completion of process models, finding (substructures of) process mod-
els in a repository suitable for a given problem definition or deciding where to start and
stopmodeling a process (cf., e.g., Fellmann et al., 2015b; Koschmider, 2007; Koschmider
et al., 2011) in order to reduce the manual modeling efforts. These works aim at sug-
gestions on correct and fitting process fragments that can be used to complete existing
processmodels. In detail, during the construction of processmodels, recommender sys-
tems propose fitting process fragments (saved in a process model repository) based on
(semantic) similarity measures of the fragments and the given problem definition, rep-
resented by, for instance, incomplete constructed process models at hand. This promis-
ingwork, however, does not aimon constructing simplemerges in an automatedmanner
(cf. especially 1 to 3 ).

Ad (4): Besides these approaches, process mining aims at the partially automated
reconstruction and redesign of process models based on event logs. Process mining al-
lows discovering, checking and enhancing process models including workflow patterns
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(cf., e.g., Gaaloul et al., 2005a) by means of event logs (cf., e.g., Accorsi et al., 2012; van
der Aalst et al., 2012). As (van der Aalst et al., 2012) explicate, process mining should
support basic control flow structures. The authors stated that existing algorithms like
the alpha algorithm (cf., e.g., Gaaloul et al., 2005a; Gaaloul et al., 2005b; van der Aalst
et al., 2004) are able to construct simple merges. However, these algorithms follow a
local perspective by examining pairwise relations between two actions. Thus, they do
not aim to construct simple merges in complete (cf. 3 ) and may not provide minimal
process models (cf. 2 ). Further, to the best of our knowledge, we found no approach
to construct simple merges in an automated manner that considers block structures (cf.
4 ) for increasing the readability of the constructed process models. Moreover, current
conversion algorithms (cf., e.g., Kalenkova et al., 2017), that translate Petri Nets into
Process Models (here: BPMN), do not deal with the completeness (cf. 3 ) of the con-
structed simple merges. Moreover, as process mining aims to reconstruct as-is process
models based on event logs, it does not cope with the ex-ante construction of to-be pro-
cess models as it is addressed in this paper. Further, the field of process mining usually
does not cope with a nondeterministic planning domain and a state space with possibly
infinite sets of world states. So, the approaches for the construction of workflow pat-
terns (as stated in e.g., Gaaloul et al., 2005b; van der Aalst et al., 2010), used in process
mining, do not aim to address contribution 1 . To sum up, to the best of our knowledge,
there exists no approach that addresses all contributions 1 to 4 .

2.1.3 Fundamentals

As stated above, the construction of simple merges is a nondeterministic planning prob-
lemwith belief states becausewe abstract froman individual process execution (Ghallab
et al., 2004). Using a nondeterministic planning domain which is independent from a
particular process representation language enables a widespread use and guarantees
compatibility with many existing approaches in the literature (e.g., Bertoli et al., 2001;
Bertoli et al., 2006). A nondeterministic planning domain consists of a nondeterministic
belief state-transition systemwhich is defined in terms of its belief states, its actions, and
of a transition function that describes how (the application of) an action leads from one
belief state to possibly many belief states (acc. Bertoli et al., 2006; Ghallab et al., 2004).
More formally, a belief state-transition system and (non-)determinism in state space are
defined as follows:

Definition 2.1.1. (Nondeterministic state-transition system). A nondeterministic belief
state-transition system is a tuple Σ = (BS, A, R), where

• BS is a finite set of belief states. A belief state bs∈BS contains a setBST of belief state
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tuples. A belief state tuple p is a tuple of a belief state variable v(p) and a subset
r(p) of its predefined domain dom(p), which we will write as p:=(v(p),r(p)).

• A is a finite set of actions. Each action a∈A is a triple consisting of the action name
and two sets, which we will write as a:=(name(a), precond(a), effects(a)). The set
precond(a)⊆BST are the preconditions of a and the set effects(a)⊆BST are the effects
of a.

• And R: BS×A → 2BS is the transition function. The transition function associates
to each belief state bs∈BS and to each action a∈A the set R(bs, a)⊆ BS of next belief
states.

According to this definition it is possible to represent possibly infinite sets ofworld states
quite easily. Furthermore, it is a rather intuitive way – from a processmodeling perspec-
tive – to represent certain preconditions and effects of actions.
Definition 2.1.2. ((Non-)determinism in state space). An action a is applicable in a belief
state bs bs iff |R(bs, a)| > 0; it is deterministic (nondeterministic) in bs bs iff |R(bs, a)| = 1

(|R(bs, a)| > 1). If a is applicable in bs, then R(bs, a) is the set of belief states that can be
reached from bs by performing a.
Based on bothDefinitions 2.1.1 and 2.1.2, a planning graph can be generated bymeans

of different existing algorithms that progress from an initial belief state to goal belief
states (see, e.g., Bertoli et al., 2001; Bertoli et al., 2010; Heinrich et al., 2009; Heinrich
et al., 2012). In this paper, we primarily are extending these works by means of an
approach to construct simplemerges in an automatedmanner. With that said, we define
our planning graph as follows:
Definition 2.1.3. (planning graph). A planning graph is an acyclic, bipartite, directed
graph G = (N,E), with the set of nodes N and the set of edges E. Henceforth, the
set of nodes N consists of two partitions: First, the set of flow nodes PartF (set F of
flow nodes) which further contains two partitions, the set of action nodes PartA ⊆
PartF (setA of actions) and the set of exclusive choice nodes PartEC ⊆ PartF (setEC
of exclusive choices), and second the set of belief state nodes PartBS(set BS of belief
states). Each node bs ∈ PartBS is representing one distinct belief state in the planning
graph. Each node a∈PartA is representing an action in the planning graph. Each node
ec∈PartEC is representing an exclusive choice node in the planning graph. The planning
graph starts with one initial belief state and ends with one to probably many goal belief
states (with Init∈BS and Goalj∈BS).
When focusing on automated process planning, identical or very similar actions of a

planning graph – as specified in Definition 2.1.3 – can be identified by using semantic
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concepts and automated reasoning (cf. e.g., Step 1, Heinrich et al., 2015b, p. 3). Such
actions can then be identically (syntactically) labelled in the planning graph, which we
will use in the following. However, our approach is not limited to the strand of auto-
matedprocess planning. In fact, for instance, within the research field of processmining,
several works exist (see, e.g., Kindler et al., 2006; van der Aalst et al., 2010; Verbeek et al.,
2007) that use or construct graphs similar to planning graphs. Moreover, we envision
to apply our approach to manually constructed process models by transferring them to
the notions of a planning graph.

Given Definition 2.1.3, a planning graph consists of one to many paths. Here, a path
is defined as follows:

Definition 2.1.4. (path). A path is sequence of nodes np∈N startingwith the initial belief
state and ending in exactly one goal belief state.

Further, we define a branch as a subset of nodes regarding a particular path, starting
with an exclusive choice node ec∈PartEC:

Definition 2.1.5. (branch). A branch is a sequence of nodes nb∈N starting right after an
exclusive choice node ec∈PartEC and ending in exactly one goal belief state. A branch
therefore is a subset of nodes of a specific path.

2.1.4 Running Example

We will use an excerpt of a real-world process taken from the order management of
a European bank to illustrate our approach in the following. This excerpt of an order
execution process model is represented by the planning graph (such a graph can be
constructed with one of the approaches proposed by Bertoli et al., 2006; Heinrich et al.,
2009; Heinrich et al., 2015b) shown in Figure 2.1. As illustrated, the order data must be
entered and determined in a first step. After that, depending on the type of the security
(conditions), a checkmust be stated and the order amountmust be entered or calculated
(in case of a stock order). Then, the plausibility of the order has to be proven and the
order will get executed before the order is processed internally or externally and has
to be assigned to a portfolio and documented. Finally, the order gets routed (note: the
uppercase letters A-G are used to refer to the according XORs hereafter).

2.1.5 Design Process

In this Section we will outline the major design decisions to address the contributions
1 - 4 . These major design decisions are as follows:
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1. Traverse backwards: To construct simple merges, we traverse the planning graph
backwards, starting from the goal belief states. As the planning graph ends with
one to many goal belief states, it is necessary to start the traversal with these goal
belief states to identify all potentially mergeable paths and thus to cope with 2
and 3 . The reason for traversing the planning graph backwards is that we are
able to identify mergeable paths directly and do not need to traverse them com-
pletely from the initial state (like if we would use a forward traversal). Precisely,
traversing backwards is effective because paths that can be combined by a simple
merge need to end in both equal actions and equal control flow structures.

2. Mark flow nodes with tokens: To identify mergeable paths, we compare the flow
nodes (partition PartF) of the paths in a breadth-first manner, i.e., all flow nodes
preceding the goal belief states are compared in the first iteration, all flow nodes
preceding these in the second and so on. This approach, combinedwith 1), allows
us to identify all mergeable paths directly (cf. 2 and 3 ), as they would be equal
from a specific action in the path until the goal belief state. We use tokens to mark
sets of equal flow nodes being part of different paths. For instance, given that
the last flow node before the goal belief state is equal in three paths, we mark
these flow nodes with the same token, otherwise with different ones. Continuing
traversing backwards and annotating actionswith tokens breadth-first allows us to
recognize potentially mergeable paths even if they differ in subsequent iterations.

3. Construct simple merges: To assure that paths are merged only if they were split
by an exclusive choice previously (cf. 4 ), we construct simple merges when we
reach an exclusive choice in the backward traversal. Here, the annotated tokens
are used to identify mergeable paths.

Addressing design decision 2), we have to handle the need of identifying equal se-
quences of flow nodes within different paths. Thus, we define so-called equality groups:

Definition 2.1.6. (equality group). An equality group egt = (n1, . . . , nm) is a tuple of flow
nodes with the following properties:

• ni ε PartF for all i ε {1, . . . ,m}

• ni+1 succeeds ni for all i ε {1, . . . ,m− 1}

• A token Tt denotes a flow node as member of the equality group egt

We denote the set of all equality groups by EG .
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2.1.6 Method to Construct Simple Merges

In this Section, we will elaborate and employ the above mentioned major design deci-
sions to design amethod that constructs simple merges and addresses the contributions
1 to 4 .

2.1.6.1 Step 1: Merging one single Exclusive Choice

In the first step, we address to merge - as early as possible - two or more outgoing
branches regarding a single exclusive choice. In this simple case, we conduct the fol-
lowing sub steps:

1. Check all paths, starting from their corresponding goal belief states. Mark equal
flow nodes with the same equality token, starting with the last flow node before
each goal belief state.

2. Continue traversing backwards, comparing the subsequent flow nodes of all
paths. If the flow nodes of each considered equality group are still equal, simply
add the same token to the flow nodes of these paths. If the flow nodes are dif-
ferent, add new tokens for each equality group of flow nodes. Consider that flow
nodes could only bemarkedwith the same additional token, if they aremember of
the same equality group so far, which means if their preceding (in the backward
traversal) flow nodes are the same. We additionally add the tokens of previously
marked flow nodes to each flow node for performance reasons with regard to later
phases of our approach.

3. If an exclusive choice is reached while traversing the branches backwards, we
need to check the first flow node of all outgoing branches. Those branches that
are marked with the same equality token are mergeable as they contain an equal
sequence of flow nodes. Thus, they have to be merged with a simple merge just
before the beginning of this equal sequence, which we will recognize as all con-
tained actions are marked only with equal tokens. Further, the belief states of the
merged branches have be joined (regarding our running example, the set union
of SecurityType : fund, SecurityType : certificate and SecurityType : stock) to
get the accurate belief state regarding the single subsequent path after the simple
merge. If the branches are not marked with equal tokens they will be merged only
before the goal belief state. The reached exclusive choice itself is marked with a
new token and all common tokens of the merged branches, too.

4. Note: If branches of an exclusive choice have different lengths, all branches, except
the longest, stop the backward traversal at the exclusive choice. When the traver-
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Figure 2.2: Constructing a Simple Merge regarding the Running Example

sal of the longest branch reaches the exclusive choice, all outgoing branches are
compared according to the upper description.

5. Finally, we have to continue traversing backwards andmarking all flownodeswith
tokens. Further, the approach finally reaches the initial state and terminates.

To demonstrate this first step, we use the introduced order execution processmodel. For
illustration purpose, we focus on the part of the process, which is framed in Figure 2.1.
According to the example, both paths are marked with the token T1, as both paths end
with the equal action “route order” (sub step (1)). Further, the actions “assign to portfo-
lio and file documentation” and “receive portfolio assignment and filed documentation”
differ and hence are additionally marked with different tokens (T2 resp. T3) according
to sub step (2). Then, reaching the exclusive choice, the outgoing branches are identi-
fied as mergeable, as both contain the token T1. Thus, a simple merge is inserted before
the action ”route order”, as this is the first flow node marked only with equal tokens in
both branches (see rightmost graph in Figure 2.2). Further, all subsequent belief states
(i.e., bs3 and bs4) have be joined.

2.1.6.2 Step 2: Merging multiple nested Exclusive Choices

When process models becomemore complex, exclusive choices could occur in branches
of other exclusive choices etc. Thus, our approach must be able to cope with nested
exclusive choices (e.g. exclusive choices E, F and G are nested in exclusive choice A;
cf. Figure 2.1). To address this challenging problem, we need to consider the main
components of an exclusive choice, the outgoing branches and their conditions, and
define a choice construct as follows:

Definition 2.1.7. (choice construct). The choice construct C of an exclusive choice is
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defined as a set of c(c ∈ C)where c is defined for each outgoing branch of this exclusive
choice. Moreover, c is defined as the tuple c := (Condition, Tokens) consisting of the
condition of the corresponding branch (or null if the branch has no conditions) and the
tokens of the first action of the branch succeeding the exclusive choice.

Based on this definition we are able to cope with multiple nested exclusive choices.
To enable the merging of several paths containing exclusive choices with equal choice
constructs – and therefore with equal outgoing branches and conditions – we need to
extend the above sub step (3) as follows:
(3’) As defined above in sub step (3), when reaching an exclusive choice, merge the

outgoing branches. Additionally, mark the exclusive choice with its choice construct.
Compare the exclusive choice with every other exclusive choice based on their choice
constructs similar to comparing actions and mark them with the same token, when two
or more choice constructs are equal.
The general specification in the first step above in combination with the straightfor-

ward extensions of Definition 2.1.7 and sub step (3’) allows us to cope with the prob-
lem of merging multiple nested exclusive choices in outgoing branches now. For further
comparison the tokens of the outgoing branches of a nested exclusive choice are not re-
quired anymore and thus, when marking subsequent flow nodes, only the token of the
exclusive choice is needed.
To illustrate these extensions, we consider the whole planning graph of our running

example as seen in Figure 2.1, containing multiple exclusive choices (denoted by capital
letters). Initially, the procedure is equal to the excerpt in Figure 2.2 until the exclusive
choices B, C and D are reached. When reaching each of the exclusive choices E, F and G,
both outgoing branches are marked with the equality tokens T1 and thus are mergeable
before the action “route order”. Further, exclusive choice F is marked with its choice
construct, precisely

(null, (T2, T1)), (null, (T3, T1))

(cf. sub step (3’)). As exclusive choices E and G contain the same outgoing branches
as F, they are marked with the same choice construct. According to sub step (3’), all of
those three exclusive choices get marked with T4, as their choice constructs are equal.

When continuing the backward traversal, the exclusive choices B, C andD are reached
and compared. They have to be marked with

{((Routability, false), null), ((Routability, true), (T4, T1))}

and their outgoing branches can be merged. As there is only one outgoing branch that
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leads to the goal1, no furthermerge is needed. Thereafter (cf. sub step (4)), the outgoing
branches of exclusive choice A are checked. As they all contain the equal token T5 (cf.
the equal exclusive choices B, C and D) they will be merged before the action “prove
plausibility” resulting in the graph shown in Figure 2.4.

2.1.6.3 Step 3: Merging Exclusive Choices within Parallelization Compounds

Regarding Mendling et al. (2010), process models should be “as structured as possi-
ble” (i.e., “every split connector matches a respective join connector of the same type”),
which is related to contribution 4 . So far, the proposed approach is not able to provide
this in case an exclusive choice is created within a parallelization compound (i.e., path
segments surrounded by a parallel split node and a synchronization node). To solve
this issue, the Definitions 2.1.3 to 2.1.5 must be extended to allow the representation of
planning graphs containing parallelization compounds:

Definition 2.1.8. (planning graph). A planning graph is an acyclic, bipartite, directed
graph G=(N, E), with the set of nodes N and the set of edges E. Henceforth, the set of
nodesN consists of two partitions: First, the set of flow nodes PartF (set F of flow nodes)
which further contains four partitions, the set of action nodes PartA⊆PartF (set A of ac-
tions), the set of exclusive choice nodes PartEC⊆PartF (set EC of exclusive choices), the
set of parallel split nodes PartPS⊆PartF (set PS of parallel splits) and the set of synchro-
nization nodes PartS⊆PartF (set S of synchronizations), and second the set of belief state
nodes PartBS (set BS of belief states). Each node bs∈PartBS is representing one distinct
belief state in the planning graph. Each node a∈PartA is representing an action in the
planning graph, each node ec∈PartEC is representing an exclusive choice node in the
planning graph, each node p∈PartPS is representing a parallel split node in the planning
graph and each node s∈PartS is representing a synchronization node in the planning
graph. The planning graph starts with one initial belief state and ends with one to prob-
ably many goal belief states (with Init∈BS and Goalj∈BS).

Definition 2.1.9. (path). A path is sequence of nodes np∈N either 1) starting with the
initial belief state and ending in exactly one goal belief state or 2) starting with a parallel
split node p∈PartPS and ending in the corresponding synchronization node s∈PartS.

Definition 2.1.10. (branch). A branch is a sequence of nodes nb∈N starting right after
an exclusive choice node ec∈PartEC and ending in exactly one goal belief state or a syn-
chronization node s∈PartS. A branch therefore is a subset of nodes of a specific path
(see Definition 2.1.9).
1The other outgoing branch leads to a so-called flow final node, which terminates the process and is not
needed to be merged.
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Now, we are able to represent process models containing parallelization compounds
by means of our planning domain. The upper part of Figure 2.3 shows an extension of
our running example illustrating this. To enable the automated construction of simple
merges within parallelization compounds we carefully extend the previously presented
sub steps (1), (3) resp. (3’) and (4) as follows:
(3”)When reaching a synchronization node, invoke the overallmethod (i.e., sub steps

(1para), (2), (3), (3’), (4para)) for all paths between the parallel split node and the syn-
chronization node.
(1para) Check all paths, starting from the final synchronization node. Mark equal flow

nodes with the same equality token, starting with the last flow node before the synchro-
nization node.
(4para) Continue to traverse backwards andmark all flow nodes with tokens. Further,

when finally reaching the initial parallel split node, return to the enclosing iteration.
We follow the above presented idea, used for merging nested exclusive choices, to

allow merging branches that contain nested parallelization compounds and define a so-
called parallel construct based on the contained actions:

Definition 2.1.11. (parallel construct). A parallel construct P of a parallel split is defined
as a set of Tt (Tt∈P)where Tt is denoted for each outgoing branch of this parallel split.
Moreover, Tt is defined as the token of the first flow node of the branch succeeding the
parallel split.

Further, when merging a nested parallelization compound, we compare it with every
other parallelization compound in the currently analyzed equality group based on their
parallel constructs (cf. sub step (2)) and mark them with the same token, when two or
more parallel constructs are equal.
Regarding our running example (Figure 2.3), we traverse the parallelization com-

pound backwards, starting with the synchronization node as stated in (1para). There-
upon, “enter quantity” could be identified as equal in the two branches of the exclusive
choice in sub step (2). When continuing the traversal and finally reaching the exclusive
choice, these two branches will be merged as seen in the lower area of Figure 3 regard-
ing (3). Regarding the previously defined sub steps (1) to (4), the parallel split will be
marked with the parallel construct T2, T4 when finishing the traversal of the paralleliza-
tion compound (cf. (4para)), as “determine real-time market value” gets marked with
T2 and “determine budget” gets marked with T4. To sum up, we are now able to cre-
ate minimal and block-structured (cf., e.g., La Rosa et al., 2011c; Mendling et al., 2010)
process models by constructing simple merges in complete.
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2.1.7 Evaluation

In this Section, we sketch the formal evaluation of our approach bymathematically prov-
ing that it provides minimal process models (i.e., simple merges are constructed “as
early as possible”; cf. 2 ), constructs simple merges if possible (i.e., completeness; cf.
3 ) and terminates. We further briefly sketch its computational complexity and evalu-
ate the results of our approach with respect to the construction of block structures (cf.
4 ). Afterwards we evaluate the feasibility of the approach by means of a prototypical
implementation and applying it to several real-world processes.

2.1.7.1 Formal Evaluation of the Approach

For the formal evaluation of our approach, we need to ensure that it terminates, iden-
tifies all mergeable paths (completeness), does not construct incorrect simple merges
(correctness) and constructs simple merges as early as possible (i.e., is minimal). It is
proven, that the approach meets all these criteria and its computational complexity is
O(n5) in the number of goal belief states or sequential flow nodes of the longest path of
the planning graph. This means, the algorithm is computationally efficient (cf. Arora
et al., 2009; Cobham, 1965). It is further proven that for each exclusive choice, exactly
one simple merge is created (cf. 4 ) so that the results of the approach are syntactically
correct and fulfill the criteria of soundness and s-coverability. For the proof sketches see
Appendices 7.1.2 and 7.1.3.
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Figure 2.4: Screenshot of the Constructed Process Model by means of our Prototype

2.1.7.2 Operational Evaluation of the Results

To assess the feasibility and applicability of our approach, the following questions are
evaluated:

(E1) Can our approach be instantiated in terms of a prototypical software implemen-
tation?

(E2) Can it be applied in a practical setting and what is the output resulting from its
application?

We integrated our approach in a web-based process planning tool (cf. E1; a demo
version could be accessed at http://www-sempa.uni-regensburg.de/). The web ap-
plication guides the user while populating the set of actions by providing descriptions
of preconditions and effects and specifying the initial state and goal states. To test the
implementation, persons other than the programmers analyzed the source code and
several extreme value tests and unit tests have been performed. The implementation
did not show any errors at the end of the test phase.
By means of the software implementation, we applied our approach to several real-

world processes of a European bank, European insurance companies and an educational
institution (cf. E2). Our running example is a part of one of these processes and ad-
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dresses the order management of the bank (cf. Figures 2.1 and 2.4). To be able to apply
our algorithm, the actions of former process models, used in the area of security order
management had to be extracted and afterwards imported in our planning tool. About
200 actions including their preconditions and effects could be imported via an XML
interface of ARIS, the bank’s process modeling tool. We then reviewed them to vali-
date, for instance, that their preconditions and effects were accurate noted. Finally, we
specified the initial state and the intended goal states with the help of the employees
of the bank’s responsible department and planned the feasible process models using
our planning tool. Hereby, two simple merges are constructed. The simple merge node
that is firstly constructed merges the branches after “receive portfolio assignment and
filed documentation” and “assign to portfolio and file documentation”. Its construction
is straightforward as no nested exclusive choices need to be created. In the next step,
the outgoing branches of the exclusive choices B, C and D are analyzed. As here only
one branch leads to the goal and the other branch leads to a flow final node, no further
simple merge needs to be created. As the previously merged exclusive choice occurs
in this branch again, it is needed to consider the extensions for merging nested exclu-
sive choices (cf. Section 2.1.6.2). In the last step, a simple merge node before “prove
plausibility” merges the three different branches depending on the security type. Here,
the extensions for nested exclusive choices (cf. Section 2.1.6.2) have to be considered
again. In conclusion, only one action (“enter order amount”) appears twice in the pro-
cess model due to respecting pattern compounds (cf. contribution 4 ).
As stated above, we applied the approach to further processes in different contexts

of different firms. Table 2.1 shows the results of these applications (executed on an In-
tel Core i7-2600 3.40 GHz, Windows 7 64 Bit, Kernel Version 7601.22616, Java 8). The
eleven analyzed processes of different application contexts include up to 278 actions
and 189 states in the initial graph and are therefore of a small to a large size. The largest
process model No. 10, for instance, contains actions conducted by several departments
of the European bank and external service providers. Other processes are run by an
insurance company, a mechanical engineering company (the context “Project manage-
ment”) and a university (the context “Human resources”). All process models include
simplemerges and formany processmodels nested control flow structures were created
that merge a significant number of actions and states. This illustrates that nested simple
merges are frequently used and relevant control flow structures. In all situations, our
approach was fully applicable and generated correct and complete solutions. Thus the
practical applicability of the approach is supported. The run time to construct simple
merges varies from 0.001 up to 5.405 sec. and is thus very small.
Regarding economic aspects, Krause et al. (2013) present a quantitative evaluation,

analyzing 18 process modeling projects from a financial service provider. Here, auto-
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mated planning generates higher initial setup costs than manual process modeling, es-
pecially for analyzing and annotating actions. In contrast, the ongoing modeling costs
are (as expected) much lower because of the support by the automated planning ap-
proach. Moreover, Krause et al. (2013) show that the use of automated planning of
process models increases the contribution margin by about 20% which should cover
its necessary higher initial investments. Automated planning should likely be even
more valuable over a long term as Krause et al. (2013) considered only a short period
of time. Alongside with this findings, applying the presented approach allows reduc-
ing the manual efforts when constructing process models and thus reduces the variable
costs within the planning process. Hence it is supported that our approach is evenmore
valuable for process models that need to be redesigned frequently as the initial costs can
be amortized by savings of parts of the variable costs that occur with each redesign (cf.
also Heinrich et al., 2015b). Furthermore, the complexity of the process model could be
decreased by reducing the amount of nodes within the process model, which then may
lead to less errors during the execution of the process (cf. La Rosa et al., 2011c; Laue
et al., 2010; van der Aalst et al., 2008).

2.1.8 Discussion and Conclusion

We propose a novel approach to construct the control flow structure simple merge in
an automated manner and thus contribute to the research strand of automated process
planning. Further, this work aligns to several research fields in BPM striving to support
modelers and business analysts via automatic techniques. To abstract from individual
process executions and to ensure a widespread use of our approach, we consider belief
states (cf. 1 ). We construct minimal (cf. 2 ) and complete (cf. 3 ) process models.
Within this paper we additionally considered the construction of pattern compounds
as proposed by e.g. La Rosa et al. (2011c) in order to increase readability and under-
standability of the process models (cf. 4 ). Our approach and the planning domain
are formally noted and can therefore be well-defined and evaluated by means of math-
ematical proofs. This guarantees that key properties and envisioned contributions are
met. Further, we discussed its applicability, feasibility and the results from the practical
application by applying our approach (implemented in a process planning tool) to sev-
eral real-world processes. In this context, we have tested that the construction of simple
merges contributes to the automated planning of entire process models and thereby to
reduce the amount of manual efforts within process (re-)design.
However, our research has some limitations that need to be addressed in the future.

Constructing block structures (cf. 4 ) may imply redundancies in the resulting process
model that will not be merged in some cases (cf. action “enter order amount” in our
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running example). In some cases this might not be favorable, for instance, if the result-
ing process models are used only by domain experts in process modeling. In future
research, this issue has to be addressed. To enable this, choice constructs of nested ex-
clusive choices have to be compared in depth instead of only using their token to identify
mergeability.
To complete the automated planning of entire process models, further (advanced)

control flow structures should be constructed. Moreover, the work of Krause et al.
(2013) should be followed-up to ensure a valuable usage of automated process plan-
ning in future real-world cases. For instance, it should be evaluated whether automated
process planning makes it easier for laymen to construct correct and feasible process
models. Further, it should be evaluated how the presented approach could be applied
in other research strands such as processmining. As processmining approaches usually
employ event logs to derive process descriptions (e.g., process graphs), we expect our
approach to be beneficial especially regarding contributions 2 and 3 in this research
strand, too. However, this idea needs to be evaluated in future research.
Further, it should be evaluated how process models modeled in a manual manner

could be enriched to enable transferring them to planning graphs. Additionally, com-
bined with assessing the semantic similarity of actions, our approach seems promising
for supporting modelers as planning approaches (cf., e.g., Bertoli et al., 2006; Heinrich
et al., 2008; Heinrich et al., 2012) are already based on semantic annotations. For as-
sessing the similarity of actions and subgraphs, works in the research fields of process
management (cf., e.g., Ehrig et al., 2007; Minor et al., 2007; Montani et al., 2015) and
web service composition can be applied as especially the latter ones use input and out-
put parameters as we do (cf., e.g., Dong et al., 2004). Such works should be useable in
the context of automated planning of process models as well. However, actions that are
similar but not equal may not be merged in an automated manner but it might be pos-
sible to suggest modelers which actions may be merged after a modification. Such an
extension of our approach provides a basis for promising advancements in the future.
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Abstract

Most real world processes are heavily influenced by environmental factors,
which are referred to as the context of a process. Thus, the consideration
of context is proposed within the research field of Business Process Mod-
eling. Most existing context-aware modeling approaches consider context
only in terms of static information like, for instance, the location where a
process is performed. However, context information like the weather could
change during the conduction of a process, which we will denote as non-
static context. In order to increase the flexibility concerning environmental
influences in general and especially context-related events of context-aware
processes, we present an approach for the automated planning of context-
aware process models that considers static and non-static context. We there-
fore propose an extended state transition system in order to represent con-
text information in terms of context variables and consider process exoge-
nous changes of these context variables through context signals and receive
context actions. Further, to ensure a correct, complete and time efficient con-
struction of context-aware process models, a planning approach is used to
support modelers by means of an algorithm. To demonstrate the feasibility
of our approach we mathematically evaluated the algorithm and applied it
to real world processes.
Keywords: Context Awareness, Business Process Modeling, Automated
Planning
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2.2.1 Introduction

Most real world processes are heavily influenced by environmental factors such as
context-specific information (Hu et al., 2012; Soffer, 2005; Wang et al., 2012; Zhou et al.,
2011). Hence, to appropriately react on such influences, processes have to be context-
aware (Gottschalk et al., 2010; Gottschalk et al., 2007; La Rosa et al., 2011a; Reichert et al.,
2012; Swenson, 2010; van der Aalst et al., 2006). As Abowd et al. (1999) and Dey (2001)
define context as “any information that can be used to characterize the situation of an
entity” and “an entity is a person, place, or object that is considered relevant” within a
process, we call processes that are adaptive to environmental influences context-aware.
Especially emerging modern technologies like smartphones, wearable sensors and mo-
bile devices in general (Baldauf et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2009) enable to gather detailed
information about the current context of an entity and especially of the performer of
a process. Context information like the current location, for instance, could easily be
gathered by using sensor technology, which is present in almost every modern smart-
phone. Thus, the research field of context-aware processes of both, organizations and
private persons, becomes evenmore relevant especiallywith respect tomobile processes
and pervasive computing (Bettini et al., 2010; Satyanarayanan, 2001; Ye et al., 2012).
As process models are an established method to represent processes, the consideration
of context-specific information in process models in order to increase the flexibility of
context-aware real world processes is also discussed (e.g., Schonenberg et al., 2008).

To address context-aware process models, several approaches (cf., e.g., Bucchiarone
et al., 2013; Hallerbach et al., 2008a; Hallerbach et al., 2010; Rosemann et al., 2010; Rose-
mann et al., 2007; Tealeb et al., 2014; van der Aalst et al., 2006) have been presented in
the last years. All of those approaches consider context by means of appropriate config-
urations or variants of a so called master process model or segments of a process model.
Each of these configurations or variants is created before starting the process execution
(i.e., at design time) and is valid in a specific context. Then, these approaches select
an appropriate configuration or variant from a process repository based on the current
context during the execution of the process (i.e., at runtime). A few other authors fol-
low a different approach (cf., e.g., Ayora et al., 2013; Sakurai et al., 2012) and consider
context information only during runtime of a process. They do not consider any context
information at design time andwithin the processmodel. The (partial) consideration of
context during runtime usually requires the performer of the process to provide a broad
knowledge and a high level of expertise, which leads to restrictions especially regarding
complex processes. Moreover, it could result in an increased process execution time as
the consideration of context information during runtime costs time (cf., e.g., Fujii et al.,
2009).
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Summing up, current approaches have already strongly contributed to the current
knowledge about context-aware processes. But most of them consider context in terms
of different but static environments like different locations inwhich a process can be per-
formed. However, occurring environmental events (i.e., context events) could change
the context of a process throughout its conduction, which we will denote as “non-static
context”. A simple, yet common example is an upcoming thunderstorm during the con-
duction of an outdoor process. Here, a process that has already started to be conducted
or a selected process variant may become inadequate due to a context event. For exam-
ple, subsequent actions could no longer be performed (e.g., a flight could not depart
due to a storm) or already running actions might be terminated (e.g., an emergency
landing is required because of a technical issue). In the worst case, the conduction of
the complete process must be terminated, as the desired process goal could no longer
be reached. Therefore, it is inevitable to consider non-static context throughout a process
model (Dobson et al., 2006). This issue is addressed only by few authors at all, which,
however, use rather complex process reconfiguration tasks that need to take place dur-
ing runtime (cf., e.g., Hallerbach et al., 2008a) and therefore may delay the process ex-
ecution. Thus, the consideration already during design time and hence the reduction
of complexity during runtime is useful. However, to the best of our knowledge, there
is no approach, which considers non-static context during design time within process
models so that no further, complex reconfiguration tasks need to be performed during
runtime to enable a consideration of context. We therefore want to address this research
question and tend to construct a comprehensive process model, which does not have to
be reconfigured or adapted during runtime in order to consider non-static context.
To allow us a correct, complete and fast construction of comprehensive context-aware

process models the second research question arises of how this construction can be sup-
ported through a planning approach (e.g., algorithms). This question follows several
approaches to support modelers and business analysts bymeans of automation (e.g., al-
gorithms) in the last years. For instance, ProcessMining (e.g., van der Aalst et al., 2004),
especially automated process discovery, assists business analysts in the process analysis
phase of the Business Process Management (BPM) Lifecycle (cf. Wetzstein et al., 2007).
Automated service selection and composition (cf., e.g., Heinrich et al., 2015a; Khan et
al., 2010; Weber, 2007) increase the degree of automation within the phases process im-
plementation and process execution. The construction of process models in an automated
way is addressed by process planning algorithms (Heinrich et al., 2012; Henneberger
et al., 2008; Hoffmann et al., 2009; Hoffmann et al., 2012) to support modelers in the
phase of process modeling. To follow such approaches, we aim to present an approach
for the automated planning of context-aware process models (second research question)
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that can cope with non-static context (first research question) in this paper. The main
contributions are as follows:

1 We aim to construct comprehensive context-aware process models by considering
non-static context in terms of context variables. Therefore, we introduce a formal
definition of a planning domain that can cope with non-static context throughout a
process model. To construct complex process models, which are able to cope with
occurring environmental events in terms of context events (resulting in context
signals), we take into account that the context of the process might change while
it is performed later on.

2 To address the issue of constructing context-aware process models in an auto-
mated way, we present a novel planning algorithm. In order to abstract from an
individual process execution (cf. Ghallab et al., 2004) and to construct entire pro-
cess models, we consider belief states instead of world states. Further, to enable
a widespread use and acceptance of our approach we present a nondeterminis-
tic state transition system that is independent from a specific process modeling
language as the formal basis for our algorithm.

2.2.2 Background

In the following, wewill discuss existing approaches on context-aware BPM and related
topics like modeling exceptional flows and signals. Further, we want to summarize re-
latedworkwithin the fields of context representation in general andwell-knownprocess
modeling languages in particular.

An increasing amount of research has been conducted on context-aware BPM. Rose-
mann et al. (2008) state that context-awareness is highly relevant in the field of busi-
ness process modeling. Rosemann et al. (2010) further state that the research has “in-
creased attention to flexibility” which results from “the trend toward decreasing time-
to-market” and “increasing frequency of product innovation” and therefore a demand
for process flexibility with regard to their environment (Soffer, 2005) emerges. Rose-
mann et al. understand process flexibility as “the ability to change the process [during
runtime] without completely replacing it” (Bider, 2005; Regev et al., 2007). Hallerbach
et al. (2010) follow a slightly different approach by defining so called process variants.
By means of process variants, they assign different process models to different contexts.
Further, during runtime, they reconfigure the process for the current context by apply-
ing rather complex reconfiguration tasks, defined alongside with the process variants.
Basically, their approach could be understood as a selection of a specific process model
from a large repository of regular (not context-aware) process models and a reconfig-
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uration of the currently conducted process model in case of changing context informa-
tion. As both approaches need to change parts of the process during runtime they do
not consider a comprehensive process model that takes context into account as part of
the regular control flow, whichwould be favorablewith respect to an automated process
execution (cf., e.g., Khan et al., 2010; Weber, 2007).
Zhu et al. (2014a) and Zhu et al. (2014b) strive the problem of location dependency,

which is a subproblem of context-awareness, by means of “location-dependent process
model patterns” (e.g., a location dependent exclusive choice). However, these location-
dependent process model patterns do not significantly differ from regular control flow
patterns (van derAalst et al., 2003). For example, a “location-dependent exclusive split”
(i.e., an exclusive choice) describes a decision based on location information and hence
is basically a particular type of a regular exclusive choice. Further, they do not address
other context information and the challenge of non-static context (Dobson et al., 2006).
Mattos et al. (2014) propose ametamodel for context-aware processmodels but do not

address how to construct and represent (in terms of a notation) context-aware process
models. Further, they state that well-known modeling languages like EPC, UML or
BPMN“do not include the concept of context” but also leave this issue unsolved. Within
their metamodel they define Contextual Entities (persons, places, objects, etc.) which
are considered in terms of Rules that must be met in order to execute an action but they
do not cope with the problem of integrating context into process models as they do
not propose an approach to represent context and consider it in terms of a modeling
language.
However, there exist well-known approaches striving related challenges like excep-

tion and signal handling in process models. Russell et al. (2006b) present five different
exception types that could be determined throughout a process. Amongst others, Exter-
nal Triggers represent “[t]riggers from sources external to a work item [that] are often
used as a means of signaling the occurrence of an event that impacts on the work item
and requires some form of handling. These triggers are typically initiated [. . . ] from
processes in the operational environment, in which the PAIS [i.e., Process Aware Infor-
mation System] resides” (Russell et al., 2006b). Thus, environmental events in terms
of context signals could be classified as External Triggers. Here, Russell et al. (2006b)
focus on recovery and termination strategies in order to enable a graceful continuation
or termination of the process. For example, they consider rollback strategies and reof-
fering the interrupted action later. Thus, as we want to design process models that are
adaptive to changing contexts, their findings are not applicable for our needs.
Besides the consideration of exception handling in terms of recovery approaches,

UML and BPMN contain approaches to denote exceptional flows, which may also be
used to represent context signals within process models. BPMN (since version 2.0)
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distinguishes between erroneous situations that lead to an interruption of an action (er-
ror events) and so called escalation events that may be non-interrupting (Business Process
Model and Notation (BPMN): Version 2.0.2 2013). Context signals may influence an ac-
tion in a non-interrupting and an interrupting manner, too, and thus both cases should
be considered here, as well. Furthermore, UML (cf. OMG Unified Modeling Language
TM (OMG UML): Version 2.5 2015) contains so called Exception Handlers that, in case
of an exception, gracefully handle the exception that occurred during a performed ac-
tion (i.e., interrupting). Further, so-called Interruptible Activity Regionswith interruptible
edges denote areas in a process model (instead of single actions) that could be inter-
rupted due to an exception. Besides, exogenous influences (i.e., non-interrupting) are
denoted in terms of signals. Incoming signals (e.g., events initiated by another process)
are handled by so called Accept Event Actions that initiate a further regular control flow
within the process. “If [an] accept event action is executed and object detected event
matching one of the triggers [i.e., signals] on the action, then the accept event action
outputs a value describing the event. If the event does not match expected event, the ac-
tion waits for the next event.” In contrast to the representation of exceptions, events and
signals, the representation of specific context variables and their consideration in process
models receives only little discussion so far (cf. Zhu et al., 2014a). Processmodeling lan-
guages like BPMN, UML or EPC do not take context variables explicitly into account.
In BPMN, for example, the context could be modeled by means of swimlanes, anno-
tations or data (Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN): Version 2.0.2 2013). Such
a consideration in annotations or data attributes is limiting, as context then could not
be considered as a variable during process execution (cf., e.g., Mulholland et al., 2006)
or by means of the control flow (e.g., decisions in terms of an exclusive choice are not
feasible on annotations). Further, in languages like BPMN and UML (cf., e.g., Business
Process Model and Notation (BPMN): Version 2.0.2 2013; OMG Unified Modeling Language
TM (OMGUML): Version 2.5 2015) no modeling elements for context signals or context
variables in particular exist, even though they strive related issues. To summarize, the
discussed languages provide a basis to cope with contribution 1 as they address re-
lated issues. However they do not strive contribution 2 , the automated construction of
context-aware process models.
As modeling context information is the foundation for our work, we will review cur-

rent approaches for context representation in the following aswell. Strang et al. (2004) and
Bettini et al. (2010) reviewed the most relevant approaches (according their appraisal)
for modeling context and classified them in several groups. Especially the identified
Ontology Based Models are closely related to the research strand of process planning
(cf. Section 2.2.3). Further, ontology based context modeling has been proposed due to
its advantages by means of normalization and formality (Öztürk et al., 1997). We will
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therefore use ontology based context modeling as a further basis to cope with contri-
bution 1 within our approach. Basically all approaches of this group (cf., e.g., Attard
et al., 2013; Chen et al., 2003; Nadoveza et al., 2014; Simons et al., 2007) have in common,
that context is represented as a set of atomic or composite (consisting of atomic or com-
posite variables again) context variables with a specific domain. Simons et al. (2007),
for example, introduce a UML profile for context modeling that could be used as a com-
prehensive metamodel for context modeling. Chen et al. (2003) and Wang et al. (2004)
introduce context ontologies expressed in the Web Ontology Language (OWL), which
is heavily used within the research fields of BPM and automated compositions of (web)
services. However, none of these works addresses the issue of planning context-aware
process models and thus contribution 2 , as they focus on the representation of context.

2.2.3 Planning Domain and Running Example

As already stated, several approaches to support modelers and business analysts by
means of process automation have been proposed in the last years. As part of this devel-
opment, the construction of context-aware process models in an automated way seems
promising especially as context-aware process models are usually more complex than
non-context-aware process models. The automated construction of process models can
be understood as a planning problem (e.g., Heinrich et al., 2009). More precisely, we
have to abstract from an individual process execution and its world states in order to
construct entire process models, valid for various process executions, resulting in a non-
deterministic planning problem with belief states (Ghallab et al., 2004). Here, a belief
state represents possibly infinite sets of world states. Hence, to enable a widespread
use and acceptance of our approach to construct context-aware process models, we use
a general set-theoretic planning domain (cf. Ghallab et al., 2004) as a foundation and
starting point for our approach. This further guarantees a maximum of compatibility
with existing approaches in the literature (e.g., Bertoli et al., 2001; Bertoli et al., 2006;
Heinrich et al., 2009; Meyer et al., 2006; Sycara et al., 2003). Considering this planning
domain, a planning graph, which basically consists of two types of nodes - representing
belief states and actions - and edges is used. As a belief state bs ⊆ BST could be seen as
a set of information about the variables currently available in a process state (so called
belief state variables) we denote a belief state as a set of belief state tuples, whereas each
of them denotes one particular characteristic:

Definition 2.2.1. (belief state). BS is a finite set of belief states. A belief state bs∈BS
contains a set BST of belief state tuples. Here, every belief state tuple p exists one time at
the most. A belief state tuple p∈BST is a tuple of a belief state variable v(p) and a subset
r(p) of its predefined domain dom(p), which we will write as p:=(v(p),r(p)).
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{(Daytime, {afternoon}),
(Sight, {false})}

Visiting indoor sight

Visiting outdoor sight

{(Daytime, {afternoon}),
(Sight, {true})}

{(Daytime, {morning}),
(Sight, {false})}

Visiting indoor sight

Visiting outdoor sight

{(Daytime, {morning}),
(Sight, {true})}

Having lunch and
selecting next sight

Figure 2.5: Initial Planning Graph of the Running Example

To represent actions conducted by a so called performer, a second type of node is
defined. An action a is a triple a=(name(a), pre(a), eff(a)) whereas pre(a)⊆BST denotes
all conditions when a could be applied and eff(a) ⊆BST denotes all changes that result
from the conduction of a.
Definition 2.2.2. (action). A is a finite set of actions. Each action a∈A is a triple consisting
of the action name and two sets, which we will write as a:=(name(a), pre(a), eff(a)). The
set pre(a)⊆ BST are the preconditions of a and the set eff(a)⊆ BST are the effects of a.

In a next step, we define a planning graph as follows:
Definition 2.2.3. (planning graph). A planning graph is an acyclic, bipartite, directed
graph G=(N, E), with the set of nodes N and the set of edges E. Henceforth, the set
of nodes N consists of two partitions: First, the set of action nodes PartA (set A of ac-
tions) and second the set of belief state nodes PartBS (set BS of belief states). Each node
bs∈PartBS is representing one distinct belief state in the planning graph. The planning
graph starts with one initial belief state and ends with one to probably many goal belief
states (with Init∈BS and Goalj∈BS).
To illustrate our approach and the planning domain, we will use a simplified excerpt

of a real world tourism process, which guides a tourist during a day trip to a foreign city
and is highly influenced by context information. The regular, non-context-aware pro-
cess is represented by the planning graph shown in Figure 2.5. Here, the initial belief
state (leftmost belief state; belief states denoted as rectangles with italic text) repre-
sents the start of a tourist’s day trip in the morning. Thereby, in the morning the tourist
could perform the actions Visiting indoor sight or Visiting outdoor sight (actions denoted
as rounded rectangles with regular text). Afterwards s/he selects the next sight to visit
while having lunch and visits an outdoor or indoor sight in the afternoon again. Af-
ter performing one of those two actions, s/he finishes the process by reaching the goal
belief state (rightmost belief state).

2.2.4 Approach to plan context-aware Process Models

To enable the automated planning of context-aware process models (cf. contributions
1 and 2 discussed in the introduction) we divide this overall goal into the following
sub goals:
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• Set theoretic representation of context. To consider context information in our plan-
ning domain, we need to adapt the above definitions. In particular, we have to
extend the definition of belief states to denote context variables in terms of a set
theoretic representation.

• Consider context as non-static. As context should be considered as non-static
throughout a process (Dobson et al., 2006), it is required to take occurring pro-
cess exogenous changes of context into account. Therefore, it is needed to extend
the set theoretic state transition system by means of context signals that accord to
those occurring process exogenous changes. In detail, to address contribution 2 ,
we need to automatically construct receive context actions (i.e., by means of an al-
gorithm) that represent process exogenous changes of context (i.e., the transition)
taking place during the conduction of a (regular) action in the process models.

• Align notation to well-known modeling languages. To ensure a maximum of compat-
ibility with existing process modeling approaches and to increase the acceptance
of the constructed process models among modelers, we need to consider existing
notations of well-known process modeling languages like UML. Thus, in order to
represent process exogenous context changes we need to use well-known model-
ing notation elements for asynchronous events or signals, for instance.

2.2.4.1 Consider Context within the Planning Domain

As a first step, we need to represent context variables in terms of our planning domain.
As said above, context is supposed to be represented by means of ontology based mod-
els (Bettini et al., 2010; Öztürk et al., 1997; Strang et al., 2004). Thus, we represent the
context of a process as a set of so called context variables, a subset of belief state vari-
ables that allow us to denote context information and their predefined domains. As
context variables represent process exogenous information and regular belief state vari-
ables represent process endogenous information, we define those two set as disjoint.
A belief state tuple p∈BST therefore is either contained in the set CT⊆BST of so called
context tuples or in the set BST\CT of regular belief state tuples.
Therefore, we adapt the previous definitions of belief states and actions as follows:

Definition 2.2.4. (belief state). BS is a finite set of belief states. A belief state bs∈BS
contains a set BST of belief state tuples. A belief state tuple p∈BST is either assigned to
the set of context tuples CT⊆BST or to the set of regular belief state tuples BST\CT and
is, in any case, a tuple of a belief state variable v(p) and a subset r(p) of its predefined
domain dom(p), which we will write as p:=(v(p),r(p)).
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Definition 2.2.5. (action). A is a finite set of actions. Each action a∈A is a triple consisting
of the action name and two sets, which we will write as a:=(name(a), pre(a), eff(a)).
The set pre(a)⊆BST are the preconditions that must be met to apply action a. The set
eff(a)⊆BST\CT are the effects that result from the conduction of a.

By using context tuples in the preconditions of actions, we create a basis for consider-
ing context information throughout a process model. However as Definition 2.2.5 also
outlines, the conduction of (regular) actions a cannot change context variables due to
their process exogenous character.
Both definitions are a first step that allows us to take context into account in a static

manner. For instance, within our running example, it may be favorable to plan the ac-
tions Visiting indoor sight and Visiting outdoor sight depending on the weather, as a per-
former may prefer an indoor activity like a museum to an outdoor activity in case of
bad weather. Such user preferences can be denoted and considered by means of belief
state tuples within the initial state of the process model. To denote the fact that visiting
an outdoor sight depends on the weather, we include the according context tuple (Rain,
{false}) in the preconditions of the corresponding action. By denoting context informa-
tion in terms of context variables we are now able to consider static context information
throughout the process.
In order to take different possible contexts in which a planned process model can

be performed into account, we need to identify relevant context variables that could
influence the process execution. As each influencing context variable is part of the pre-
conditions of at least one action, the identification is quite straightforward as we need
to consider all context variables that are contained in any action’s preconditions. Thus,
in order to be able to determine if an action can be planned (i.e., is applicable) within
a particular context, that is, if all context-related preconditions of that action hold, con-
text variables must be included from the beginning to the end of the regular process,
making this process context-aware in a static manner. Moreover, it is needed to include
all relevant context variables (i.e., all context variables present in any actions precondi-
tions) within the initial belief state of the process, as these context variables cannot be
changed by regular actions (cf. Definition 2.2.5).
A comprehensive coverage of possible contexts, in which a process can be performed,

requires the consideration of all context variables, contained in the preconditions of any
action a∈A. Thereby, all possible contexts can be represented in terms of permutations
of context variables. Therefore we include the following context tuples (v(p),r(p)) ∈ CT
to the initial states of the state transition system:
{(v(p),r(p))∈CT |r(p)⊆ dom(p), ∃(v(q),r(q)) ∈ pre(a), v(q)=v(p), a∈A, q∈CT}.
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{(Daytime, {afternoon}),

(Rain, {false}),

(Sight, {true})}

{(Daytime, {afternoon}),

(Rain, {false, true}),

(Sight, {true})}

{(Daytime, {afternoon}),

(Rain, {false}),

(Sight, {true})}
{(Daytime, {afternoon}),

(Rain, {false}),

(Sight, {false})}
Visiting indoor sight

Visiting outdoor sight

{(Daytime, {afternoon}),

(Rain, {false, true}),

(Sight, {false})}

Visiting indoor sight

Visiting outdoor sight

{(Daytime, {morning}),

(Rain, {false, true}),

(Sight, {true})}

Having lunch and
selecting next sight

{(Daytime, {morning}),

(Rain, {false}),

(Sight, {true})} Having lunch and
selecting next sight

{(Daytime, {morning}),

(Rain, {false, true}),

(Sight, {false})}

Visiting indoor sight

Visiting outdoor sight

Figure 2.6: Extended Planning Graph including Static Context Information

By means of this extension, our running example can be extended as seen in Figure
2.6.

2.2.4.2 Consider non-static Context within the Planning of Process Models

So far, context is considered as static throughout the process, whereas in real world
processes changes to context variables could occur when conducting the process due to
environmental influences (Dobson et al., 2006). For example, it could start rainingwhile
conducting the action Visiting outdoor sight and thus, the performer may be required to
react on this dynamic context change. Thus, we have to address how to cope with non-
static context throughout the process in the following.
To consider process exogenous changes of the values of context variables caused by

nature or process-external agents butwithout the involvement of a performer of the pro-
cess, we need to model this exogenously initiated state transition. We denote a specific
event, whichmay occur dynamically throughout the process as a context signal. As a con-
text signal represents an occurred event or state, we denote a context signal sig ∈ SIG
(with SIG as the set of context signals) as a set of context-related belief state tuples
sig:={(v(p),r(p))|(v(p),r(p))∈CT}. For example, the context signal rain starts falling:=
{(Rain, {true})} denotes, that the value of the context variable Rain changed to true due
to a process exogenous event. We define a context signal as follows:

Definition 2.2.6. (context signal). SIG is a finite set of context signals. A context signal
sig∈SIG contains a set of context tuples with (v(p),r(p))∈sig⊆CT.

Besides the state representation, we have to cope with the state transition, which
means, we need a model element that depicts the according transition of context vari-
ables (i.e., the value of the context variable Rain changes from false to true). Thus, we
define a receive context action csig ∈ C (with C as the set of receive context actions) similar
to a regular action (in terms of preconditions and effects) but distinct the sets of receive
context actions and regular actions. This is due to the fact that regular actions need to be
executed by a performer and could not influence context variables while receive context
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actions are triggered by nature or (process-external) agents who are not conducting the
process. Thus, we define a receive context action as follows:

Definition 2.2.7. (receive context action). C is a finite set of receive context actions. A
receive context action csig∈C – related to a context signal sig – is defined as a triple con-
sisting of the name of the context signal that is handled by this receive context action
and two sets, which we will write as csig:=(name(csig), pre(csig), eff(csig)). The first set
pre(csig)⊆BST are the preconditions of csig and the second set eff(csig)=sig⊆CT are the
effects of csig.

Context signals are process exogenous and thus independent of regular belief state
variables representing information created within the process. Therefore, within the
effects of receive context actions only context variables are considered. However, as
process endogenous information may be used to determine if a receive context action is
applicable, regular belief state variablesmay be usedwithin the preconditions of receive
context actions. Within our running example the receive context action for the context
signal rain starts falling, for instance, needs to be considered only if the performer se-
lects an outdoor sight (denoted by the belief state variable NextSight) and we therefore
include (NextSight, {outd.}) in the preconditions of the according receive context action.

Considering our planning domain, the determination whether an action is applicable
in a belief state is based on the according preconditions and the belief state itself. If the
preconditions of an action hold in a belief state, the action is applicable, if the precon-
ditions do not hold, the action is not applicable. Based on this, context signals that may
influence the execution of an action are identified by analyzing the preconditions of this
action.
Following this, an action would be interrupted if the preconditions of a (regular)

planned action no longer hold (due to an occurred context signal). For example, within
our running example the action Visiting outdoor sight will be interrupted by the men-
tioned context signal

rain starts falling (eff(crain starts falling) = {(Rain, {true})})

as

(Rain,{false})∈ pre(Visiting outdoor sight) and true/∈{false}

which is the intuitive way to denote that the planned action must not be performed in
case of bad weather. Thus, formally written, a planned action a must be interrupted by
a context signal sig if and only if

∃ (v(p),r(p)) ∈ sig : ∃ (v(q),r(q)) ∈ pre(a), v(q)=v(p), r(p)∩r(q)=∅.
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Furthermore, context signals may also be relevant for actions that are not necessar-
ily interrupted by the context signal. For example the context signal rain stops falling
may occur during Visiting indoor sight and thus a performer may continue this action as
sunny weather does not prevent him from visiting an indoor sight while another per-
former might prefer Visiting outdoor sight to Visiting indoor sight if the rain stops falling.
This means that such a context signal may lead to an interruption under certain cir-
cumstances but does not necessarily interrupt the considered action. Hence, the further
process is conditionally influenced by the context signal. In terms of our planning do-
main, this means, that the restrictions of at least one context tuple of the considered
context signal overlap with those of the preconditions of the planned action. Regarding
our example, r(Rain) = dom(Rain) is present in the preconditions of the action Visiting
indoor sight and thus, the action is applicable regardless of the weather. However, it may
be interrupted if a performer prefers outdoor activities. Based on such user preferences
it can be decided whether to continue or to interrupt the conduction of the action based
on its preconditions. In terms of our planning domain, we distinct both cases due to the
fact, that the planned action is applicable again in the belief state after the occurrence of
a context signal.
Based on the Definitions 2.2.4 to 2.2.7, we are now able to define a nondeterministic

context-aware state transition system as follows:

Definition 2.2.8. (Nondeterministic context-aware state transition system). A nondetermin-
istic context-aware belief state transition system is a tuple Σ = (BS, A, C, R), where

• BS is a finite set of belief states. A belief state bs∈BS contains a set BST of belief
state tuples. Here every belief state tuple p exists one time at the most. A belief
state tuple p∈BST is a tuple of a belief state variable v(p) and a subset r(p) of
its predefined domain dom(p), which we will write as p:=(v(p),r(p)). The set of
context tuples is denoted as CT⊆BST.

• A is a finite set of actions. Each action a∈A is a triple consisting of the action
name and two sets, which we will write as a:=(name(a), pre(a), eff(a)). The set
pre(a)⊆BST are the preconditions of a and the set eff(a)⊆BST\CT are the effects of
a.

• An action a is applicable in a belief state bs if ∀u ∈ pre(a) ∃ w ∈ bs: v(u)=v(w) ∧
(r(u)∩r(w)6= ∅).

• SIG is a finite set of context signals. A context signal sig∈SIG contains a set of con-
text tuples with (v(p),r(p))∈sig⊆CT. An according receive context action csig∈C
further is defined as a triple consisting of the name of the context signal handled
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by this receive context action and two sets, whichwewillwrite as csig:=(name(csig),
pre(csig), eff(csig)). The set pre(csig)⊆BST are the preconditions of csig and the set
eff(csig)=sig⊆CT are the effects of csig.

• The context signal sig that is handled by a receive context action csig interrupts a
planned action a in a belief state bs if ∃ t ∈ eff(csig) : ∃u ∈ pre(a), v(t) = v(u) ∧
(∀x ∈ pre(csig) ∃w ∈ bs : v(w) = v(x) ∧ ((@ y ∈ pre(a), v(y) = v(x), r(x) ∩ r(w) 6=
∅) ∨ (∃ y ∈ pre(a), v(y) = v(x), r(x) ∩ r(y) ∩ r(w) 6= ∅)).

• R: BS×A×C→ 2BS is the transition function. R associates to each belief state bs∈BS,
each action a∈A and each receive context action csig∈C the set R(bs, a, csig)⊆BS of
next belief states.

The transition function R basically consists of two parts. In the first part, the belief state
resulting from the application of an action a is retrieved. Further, in the second part, if
a context signal sig interrupts the action a, the according belief state resulting from the
interruption is determined taking into account the according receive context action csig.

More precisely, in the first part the belief state bs prior to a is joined with the precon-
ditions of a while the effects of a are concatenated with bs by means of a set theoretic
union of each belief state variable’s restriction to retrieve the belief state resulting from
the application of a. For example, the belief state variable Sight is changed to true by the
action Visiting outdoor sight within our running example.

In the second part, the probable interruption by means of the context signal sig has to
be taken into account. Here, it is uncertain (during design time) whether and to which
extent the effects of the interrupted action a have to be applied. Thus, within the belief
state after the interruption, the value of a belief state variable could either be the value
that is defined in the effects of the action a (if the effects are applied) or the value of
the variable in the belief state bs prior to a. Within our example, the variable Sight, as
already stated, is changed to true in case the action Visiting outdoor sight is applied. As
the value is false in the belief state prior to this action, we have to unify those two values
so that Sight may be false or true in the next belief state after the interruption. This can
be referred to as context-related uncertainty (corresponding to the well-known initial
state uncertainty). However, when we determine the belief state after the interruption
the particular context signal that interrupts the action has to be considered as well. This
means, the preconditions and effects of the according receive context action have to be
applied to the previously constructed belief state regarding our state transition function
in Definition 2.2.8. Thus, considering the context signal rain starts falling, the value of the
context variable Rain is true, which is the unique representation of the state, as the value
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of a context variable that is addressed by a context signal is known (i.e., no context-
related uncertainty in this case).
After both steps, if the resulting belief state already exists within the planning graph

(e.g. in case a loop is created), the further planning for the current path stops here, as
the belief state has already been checked for applicable actions.
By means of the nondeterministic context-aware state transition system in Definition

2.2.8, we are able to construct a comprehensive process model that considers context
signals throughout the process. In order to visualize the resulting planning graph, we
extend our running example by the two already mentioned context signals and their
according receive context actions:
rain starts falling (
pre(crain starts falling)={(Rain, {false}), (NextSight, {outd.})},
eff(crain starts falling)= {(Rain, {true})})

rain stops falling (
pre(crain stops falling)={(Rain, {true})},
eff(crain stops falling)= {(Rain, {false})})
The context signal rain starts falling, for example, is relevant during the conduction of

the action Visiting outdoor sight as the preconditions of this action will no longer hold
in case of the occurrence of the context signal. Here, we additionally need the belief
state variable NextSight, to avoid that the context signal rain starts falling interrupts the
conduction of the action Visiting indoor sight and the according receive context action is
planned, as no other action thanVisiting indoor sight could be conducted in this case. As
seen in Figure 2.7, receive context actions are represented in terms of Accept Event Ac-
tions (cf. OMG Unified Modeling Language TM (OMG UML): Version 2.5 2015) and thus
depicted by means of concave pentagon symbols labelled with the name of the accord-
ing context signals. Further, we denote context signals that are relevant for planned ac-
tions bymeans of Interruptible Activity Regions (cf.OMGUnifiedModeling Language TM
(OMG UML): Version 2.5 2015) and thus by means of dashed, light gray areas around
these actions. Further, we connect an Interruptible Activity Region to the according re-
ceive context action that handles the context signal by means of a dashed edge.
In Figure 2.7 we see the process model as seen in Figure 2.6, denoted in terms of bold

actions and bold belief states2. Based on Definition 2.2.8, for instance, during the con-
duction of the action Visiting outdoor sight (see leftmost area) the context signal rain
starts falling may occur (see Interruptible Activity Region). If so, the regarding path
continues with the according receive context action rain starts falling and continues with
regular actions. Precisely, in the belief state right after the receive context action rain
2Wedeliberately omitted belief state tuples within belief states for reasons of readability. For a full version
of Figure 2.7, including the belief state tuples see Appendix 7.2.1.
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starts falling (see leftmost belief state), the actions Having lunch and selecting next sight
and Reselecting next sight (as the user needs to choose a new sight) are applicable. Con-
tinuing this planning, the goal state (labeled with “GS”) at the very right of Figure 2.7
can be reached.

Thus, by constructing a context-aware processmodel, we are able to consider possibly
occurring context signals already during design time. We further enable to reduce com-
plexity during runtime and thus allow performers to execute a process without being
mindful of possible context signals.

2.2.4.3 Algorithm

Within an algorithm3 that realizes the presented nondeterministic context-aware state
transition system, the planning graph is constructed by means of a depth first search,
starting with the initial belief state. Applicable actions are retrieved by means of their
preconditions and thus, regarding the state transition function, the following belief
states are constructed until a goal state or an already determined belief state is reached.
Further, relevant context signals for all planned actions are retrieved (cf. Primitive
isRelevantForActionAndState; part of class ContextSignal; Listing 2.1).
The retrieval basically consists of two components: First, a context signal that affects

the conduction of a planned action is identified, if at least one context variable of the
effects of the receive context action csig (i.e., of the according context signal sig) is also
present in the preconditions of the action a (cf. ∃t ∈eff(csig) : ∃u ∈pre(a), v(t)=v(u);
lines 2-9). In a second step, it is checked if the context signal could occur (i.e., if all
preconditions of the according receive context action csig are fulfilled within bs; cf. lines
12-20). If both conditions hold, csig is planned (cf. Definition 2.2.8).

Thereafter, the belief state after the planned receive context action csig is de-
termined by means of the context-aware state transition function (cf. Primitive
applyContextSignal of class State). Now, the algorithm continues planning appli-
cable actions for this newly determined belief state regarding the transition function.
The forward search stops if either no action is applicable in a belief state or if a goal
state or an already considered belief state is reached.

2.2.5 Evaluation

Wemathematically evaluated the feasibility of our approach by proving the key proper-
ties termination, completeness (i.e., all relevant receive context actions are considered in
the resulting planning graph), correctness (i.e., no receive context actions are planned

3For the full pseudo-code of the algorithm, see Appendix 7.2.2.
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Listing 2.1 Pseudo-Code for the retrieval of relevant context signals
1 boolean i sRelevantForActionAndState (Action a , S t a t e prev iousSta te ) {
2 boolean foundCommonContextVariable = f a l s e ;
3 for (ContextTuple s ignalTuple in e f f e c t s ) {
4 ContextTuple act ionTuple = a . precondi t ions . f ind { e ~> e . va r i ab l e ==

signalTuple . va r i ab l e } ;
5 i f ( act ionTuple != null ) {
6 foundCommonContextVariable = t rue ;
7 break ;
8 }
9 }
10 i f ( ! foundCommonContextVariable)
11 return fa l s e ;
12 for ( Be l i e f S t a t eTup l e s ignalTuple in precondi t ions ) {
13 Be l i e f S t a t eTup l e act ionTuple = a . precondi t ions . f ind { e ~> e . va r i ab l e ==

signalTuple . va r i ab l e } ;
14 Be l i e f S t a t eTup l e s ta teTuple = s t a t e . bs t . f ind { e ~> e . va r i ab l e ==

signalTuple . va r i ab l e } ;
15 i f ( act ionTuple != null && sta teTuple != null ) {
16 Be l i e f S t a t eTup l e in t e r s e c t i onTup le =

signalTuple . i n t e r s e c t ( act ionTuple ) . i n t e r s e c t ( s ta teTuple ) ;
17 i f ( in t e r s e c t i onTup le == null )
18 return fa l s e ;
19 }
20 }
21 return true ;
22 }
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that must not interrupt a regular action) and computational complexity. Further, we
evaluated our approach by means of a prototypical implementation of the previously
presented algorithm and an experimental evaluation within real world fields of appli-
cation.

2.2.5.1 Mathematical Evaluation

In order to prove the feasibility of our approach, we need to ensure that it terminates
(Theorem 1), considers all receive context actions (completeness; Theorem 2) and does
not plan any incorrect context signals and receive context actions (i.e., is correct; Theo-
rem 3). It is proven, that the approach meets all these requirements and its computa-
tional complexity is O(n4) in the number of context tuples or belief state tuples, which
means, the algorithm is computationally efficient (cf. Arora et al., 2009; Cobham, 1965).
For the proof sketches see Appendix 7.2.3.

2.2.5.2 Prototypical Implementation and Experimental Evaluation

To demonstrate the practical feasibility (cf. Peffers et al., 2008) of our approach, we im-
plemented the proposed algorithm by means of a prototype4. A Java implementation
of a state transition system served as a basis for our work. We ensured the validity of
our prototype by applying several tests using the JUnit framework including unit test,
extreme value tests and integration tests. Further, persons other than the programmers
validated the source code via a structured walkthrough.
In the next step, we applied our approach to the application fields Day city trip and

House building to evaluate if the constructed context-aware process models are suitable
for representing possibly occurring context signals and are thus valid (Adelman, 1991;
Peffers et al., 2008)5. Here, our running example is a simplified excerpt of a Day city trip
process thatwas defined based on the attractions and activity categories of trip planning
websites like tripadvisor.com.
Further, to evaluate the efficacy of our approach, we conducted a naturalistic ex-post

approach (cf. Venable et al., 2012) within the alreadymentioned application fieldHouse
building. Within an experimental setting (cf. Hevner et al., 2004)we questioned, in a first
step, an experienced architect, which context signals, from his experience, could possi-
bly influence aHouse building process. This process, according to the architect, consists
of three major phases that are required in order to build a house. After the planning

4We executed the prototype on a Dell Latitude Notebook with an Intel Core i7-2640M, 2.80 GHz, 8GB
RAM running on Windows 8.1 (Version 6.3.9600) 64 bit and Java 1.8.0 (build 1.8.0.-b132) 64 bit.

5Therebyweused our prototypical implementation, whichwas also suitable for creating the figureswithin
this paper.
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phase, which is mainly not context-aware, the shell is constructed. This phase could be
heavily influenced by environmental events like rain, raising or lowering temperatures,
polluted ground or rising groundwater. After the shell is finished, the interior work has
to be done. Within this phase, plaster may not dry, for example, which leads to delays
or may be dried using construction dehydrators. Based on this given information, we
planned both a regular, non-context-aware as well as a context-aware process model by
means of our approach.

Thereafter, we presented both process models to the architect (in a next meeting) and
questioned him on how he assesses the validity (Adelman, 1991) of the context-aware
process model with respect to the context signals he told us before. The professional
architect aswell as several further experts in the area of processmodelling supported the
efficacy of our approach. They considered the resulting context-aware process model
as valid as it is more suitable regarding the consideration of possibly occurring context
signals within process models compared to the regular process model. By means of
both, the prototypical implementation and the experimental evaluation we aimed to
show that we are able to take process exogenous changes of context variables (due to
environmental events) into account in process models of real world processes.
We examined the size of the non-context-aware process models (i.e., the number of

actions and belief states) in contrast to the size of the context-aware process models
(i.e., the number of actions, belief states and receive context actions; note that multiple
planned receive context actions may be subsumed by means of Interruptible Activity
Regions in Figure 2.7) as an indicator of the complexity of the planning problem on
the one hand and for the resulting flexibility concerning environmental influences in
general and context events in particular on the other hand. Large process models (like
the House building process) may not be very suitable for visualizing processes but,
however, they are particularly suitable as a foundation for process-aware information
systems and especially for automated execution of processes by means of, for example,
workflow-engines (cf., e.g., Khan et al., 2010; Weber, 2007). A summary of all measured
properties and the regarding durations for planning both the regular and the context-
aware process model can be seen in Table 2.2.

2.2.6 Conclusion, Limitations, and Further Research

Within this paper, we presented an approach construct complex and comprehensive
context-aware processmodels in an automatedway and therefore contribute to a hereto-
fore unsolved issue. Thereby, we consider both static and non-static context within the
regular control-flow of process models. By means of such context-aware process mod-
els we are able to shift complexity from runtime to design time, which may be useful
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especially for performers without broad knowledge and expertise, and further enable
the automated execution of context-aware processes by means of workflow-engines, for
instance (cf., e.g., Khan et al., 2010). As we use well-known process modeling elements
like Accept Event Actions and Interruptible Activity Regions within our approach, we
ensure readability andunderstandability of the constructed context-aware processmod-
els. We further ensure the feasibility of our approach by means of mathematical proofs
of its key properties, a prototypical implementation and the application to real world
processes.

However, there are some limitations of our work, which have to be addressed in fur-
ther research. Especially considering large processes like, for example, the House build-
ing process (cf. Section 2.2.5), our graphical notation bymeans of receive context actions
implies very large resulting processmodels. As in processmodeling notations like UML
Activity diagrams and BMPN, belief states are not (explicitly) considered, further re-
search is needed to increase readability of context-aware process models by means of,
for instance, reducing the amount of required nodes within the process model. Some
promising preliminary ideas tend to identify areas of (subsequent) actions in process
models that could all be interrupted by one context signal. Thus, Interruptible Activ-
ity Regions as used in UML (OMGUnified Modeling Language TM (OMG UML): Version
2.5 2015) seem promising to reduce the number of receive context actions. We already
strived this to some extent (as seen in Figure 2.7), but, as wewanted to focus on the con-
struction of context-aware process models, we did not use a specific process modeling
language. However, we already consider the issue of transferring the graph resulting
from the nondeterministic transition system to a process modeling language within our
research by means of automatically constructing control flow patterns and using UML
activity diagrams (cf., e.g., Heinrich et al., 2009; Heinrich et al., 2012). Moreover, to en-
able the automated planning of context-aware process models in a user-friendly way, an
existing process planning tool needs to be extended by the context-aware features.
Further, following the approach of Russell et al. (2006b), recovery strategies to grace-

fully handle the interruption of actions due to context signalsmay be considered. For ex-
ample, an already started action (e.g., a cycling tour) may be rolled back (return home)
or even continued if a suitable action is available and applicable (take on rain jacket).
Basically, we are able to plan such recovery strategies by means of modeling the accord-
ing recovery actions. However, it seems promising to support a modeler in terms of
proposing potential recovery actions in a (semi-)automated way where possible.
Additionally, besides context events, other users could affect a user during the con-

duction of his/her process. As the consideration of multi-user processes within the re-
search strand of automated planning is an unsolved issue, this would be a relevant next
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step in order to fully cover adaptive process models regarding external influences re-
garding other users and context events.
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Abstract

In many business processes, multiple actors such as different employees, de-
partments or companies are involved. These actors need to work together
and form appropriate partnerships in parts of these processes to achieve
their individual goals. Hence, from a Business Process Management per-
spective, the actors need to cooperate. We present a conceptual foundation
for multi-actor process models, which enables the consideration of individ-
ual starting points and goals as well as partnerships. Further, we incorpo-
rate the cooperation of actors in the control flow of process models by con-
structing explicit actions determining where in the process to form and dis-
band partnerships. We pursue an automated planning approach due to the
complexity of the required cooperation. The constructedmulti-actor process
models are proven to be correct and complete. We demonstrate the feasibil-
ity of our approach by an application in several real-world scenarios and its
effectiveness through the assessment of a practitioner.
Keywords: Business process management; Multi-actor processes; Process
modeling
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2.3.1 Introduction

Ever-increasing competition in today’s business world requires companies to reduce
costs and increase their efficiency. Hence, companies need to consider economic ef-
fects of, for instance, strengthening their own capabilities in a particular business area
(Forstner et al., 2014) to stay competitive. With companies focussing on particular ca-
pabilities, oftentimes multiple actors such as different departments, companies or indi-
viduals are involved in the conduction of a business process (cf.,e.g., Davenport et al.,
1990; The Workflow Management Coalition Specification, 1999). These conducting ac-
tors cooperate by forming so-called partnerships – whichmeans, sets of selected actors (cf.
Grefen et al., 2000; Huang et al., 2013; Leymann et al., 2002) jointly conduct parts of the
process (Pulgar et al., 2017). In a similar vein, Serve et al. (2002) state that ’business
processes are linked and managed across multiple companies’ as it could be beneficial
for a company to source out parts of its business processes (Katzmarzik et al., 2012). In
such inter-organizational processes, each conducting actor (e.g., suppliers, partnering
companies or customers) usually starts at an individual starting point, follows its own
individual goals (cf.,e.g., Becker et al., 2013; Chiu et al., 2003; Skjoett–Larsen et al., 2003)
but needs to cooperate with other conducting actors (cf. Lambert et al., 1996; Stadtler
et al., 2015). Similarly, multiple actors (e.g., departments or employees of a company)
cooperate within intra-organizational processes (cf., e.g., Ghrab et al., 2017). In either
case, the partnerships formed to jointly conduct actions during the process are usually
not required throughout the entire process, but just for certain parts of it (Grefen et
al., 2000). To give an example, customers can possibly conduct parts of a process on
their own by using self-service technologies (Klier et al., 2016). A process comprising
partnerships of actors that conduct parts of it jointly and in which actors start at an in-
dividual starting point and follow individual goals is referred to as a multi-actor process
in the following.
Besides this discussion based on scientific literature, the relevance of multi-actor pro-

cesses can also be reflected from a practical perspective. For instance, in cooperations
with two European financial services providers (a bank and an insurance company) we
supported an analysis of over 600 (core) processes from – amongst others – the divi-
sions credit lending and securities trading (in case of the bank) and the general project
management department (in case of the insurer). The aim of the cooperations was to
increase transparency (e.g., definition of responsibilities) and efficiency regarding eco-
nomic indicators and capacities of these processes. Therefore, detailed data for the pro-
cesses themselves as well as the involved departments and actors was analysed. In this
context, we examined – amongst other characteristics – which of these processes are
multi-actor processes, which means, whether several actors in terms of employees and
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departments of the financial services providers as well as external service providers and
customers have to work together and thus form partnerships in parts of the processes.
Our analyses showed the following results: Partnerships of at least two actors conduct
parts of the process (i.e., actions) jointly in more than 90% of all considered insurer pro-
cesses resp. more than 70% in case of the bank processes. Partnerships of three or more
actors are comprised in more than 60% of the insurer processes resp. in more than 50%
of the bank processes. Thereby, these actors do not necessarily represent individual em-
ployees but also departments that usually comprise more than one individual. Hence,
the aforementioned sizes of the partnerships serve as lower bounds and, in a particular
process execution, usually more individuals are involved. The examined partnerships
were used for several reasons by both companies: For example, in many processes, they
allowed a high utilization of resources and an efficient workload of employees. Further-
more, in some cases, theywere required to ensure legal and regulatory compliance (e.g.,
to realize a dual or triple control principle). The security order management process of
the bank may serve as an example for a multi-actor process: A number of brokers and
order processing specialists, the internal risk assessor as well as external contractors are
just some of the indispensable actors in this process to conduct actions jointly. This il-
lustrates the motivation and importance of partnerships and jointly conducted actions
in practice. Besides, we refer to the Section 2.3.5 Evaluation, where an evaluation of the
approach provided in this paper bymeans of several of these processes is discussed and
concrete key properties for the processes (e.g., the number of involved partnerships) are
presented.
After discussing the relevance and importance of multi-actor processes in research

and practice, we will focus on how multiple actors in process models are currently ad-
dressed within the research field of BPM (Business Process Management; e.g., Chinosi
et al., 2012) as process models are an established way to represent processes. Within
different well-known process modeling languages, concepts for representing multiple
actors exist. For example, the languages BPMN andUML comprise so-called swimlanes
that allow to associate actions to one specific actor that needs to conduct these actions
(Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN): Version 2.0.2 2013; OMG Unified Model-
ing Language TM (OMG UML): Version 2.5 2015). These swimlanes merely serve as an
annotation. However, the association of actions to conducting actors by swimlanes is
not sufficient for reliably forming appropriate partnerships (cf., e.g., Kossak et al., 2016;
Natschläger et al., 2013; Pulgar et al., 2017; Recker et al., 2006;Wohed et al., 2006). In par-
ticular, the lack of expressiveness is considered a major weakness of swimlanes (Kossak
et al., 2016; Natschläger et al., 2013). In this context, lack of expressiveness means that it
is hardly possible to express that an action needs to be performed by a particular num-
ber of selected actors jointly, which means to express the required size and composition
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of a partnership. Pulgar et al. (2017) highlight this issue and state that ’there is no natu-
ral way to represent collaborative activities performed by different roles’ (i.e., actors in
our terms). Hence, in order to represent multi-actor processes with possibly individual
starting points and goals for each actor (cf. Aspect (A1)) comprising actions performed
by partnerships (each with a required size and composition; cf. Aspect (A2)) by means
of established processmodeling languages, a new approach needs to be developed. Fur-
ther, from a decision support perspective, it is promising to support individual actors
explicitly when andwithwhom to cooperate (Peleteiro et al., 2014). We therefore aim at
incorporating the cooperation of multiple actors in the control flow perspective of pro-
cess models (van der Aalst et al., 2003; van der Aalst et al., 2002) by planning explicit
actions determining when to form and when to disband appropriate partnerships (As-
pect (A3)). Constructing a multi-actor process model based on this conceptual founda-
tion – instead of using annotations such as swimlanes mentioned above – is envisioned
in order to increase the expressiveness ofmulti-actor processmodels. We thereforewant
to take the Aspects (A1) to (A3) into account and state our first research question of how
a conceptual foundation to represent multi-actor process models can be specified.
Besides addressing Aspects (A1) to (A3), as process (re)design projects and process

models are becoming increasingly large and complex (Hornung et al., 2007), construct-
ing process models manually develops into a more and more difficult and error-prone
task. More precisely, according to Mendling et al. (2008), larger (they refer to 40 actions
and more) and more complex process models particularly tend to contain more errors
when constructed manually. Empirical studies of Roy et al. (2014) and Fahland et al.
(2011), for instance, show that up to 92.9 % of process models are erroneous in indus-
trial contexts. Besides semantic errors (e.g., missing actions), in particular, syntactical
errors such as hanging nodes and ambiguous gateways are contained in these process
models. Even though these errors do not render the process models completely worth-
less, they make it very difficult to use the models for potential process improvements
or to apply several approaches for the automated verification (Weber et al., 2008b) and
execution (Khan et al., 2010; Weber, 2007), for instance. Further, compared to construct-
ing single-actor process models, constructing multi-actor process models manually is
even more complex and error-prone as it poses additional challenges (Aspects (A1) to
(A3)). For example, individual starting points and goals, actors cooperating in partner-
ships and the size and composition of these partnerships need to be taken into account.
We thus strive to address the construction of multi-actor process models in an automated
manner and state our second research question of how feasible multi-actor process models
can be constructed by means of an automated planning approach.

The second research question is in accordance with the emergence of several ap-
proaches to support modelers and business analysts bymeans of automation (e.g., algo-
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rithms) in the last years. For instance, process mining (e.g., IEEE Task Force on Process
Mining, 2012; van der Aalst, 2015; van der Aalst et al., 2004) assists business analysts
especially in the process analysis phase of the BPM Lifecycle (cf. Wetzstein et al., 2007).
Automated service selection and composition (e.g., Ding et al., 2015; Paik et al., 2014;
Wang et al., 2014) increase the degree of automation within the phases process imple-
mentation and process execution. Our second research question falls within the research
strand automated process planning, which envisions the construction of process mod-
els in an automated manner by means of algorithms (Heinrich et al., 2015b; Heinrich
et al., 2015c; Henneberger et al., 2008; Hoffmann et al., 2012) to support modelers in the
phase of process modeling.
To sum up, we present an approach for the automated planning of multi-actor process

models (second research question) based on a conceptual foundation (first research ques-
tion) that incorporates the cooperation of conducting actors. The main contributions
are as follows:

1 Conceptual foundation for multi-actor process models (Aspects (A1) to (A3)). We pro-
pose a conceptual foundation that enables the consideration of individual starting
points and goals of conducting actors as well as partnerships that need to conduct
actions jointly. These partnerships are of a particular size and consist of specific
actors. The conceptual foundation further includes the cooperation of conducting
actors within the control flow of process models. Cooperation is expressed by ex-
plicit actions denoting where and with whom to form and disband partnerships.

2 Automated planning of multi-actor process models. We propose an automated plan-
ning approach, the first to support a construction of feasible, correct and complete
multi-actor process models.

In the remainder of this paperwe follow the research approach as presented by Bertrand
et al. (2002) as well as Mitroff et al. (1974) and its phases conceptualization, model-
ing, model solving, and implementation: After this introduction of the problem context
(conceptualization), we discuss related work in the next Section. Thereafter we intro-
duce our planning domain and the running example we use to illustrate our approach.
Subsequently, we present a conceptual foundation for multi-actor process models (i.e.,
a ’model of the object reality’; cf. Meredith et al., 1989; modeling) and discuss how
the construction of multi-actor process models can be supported by means of the pro-
posed automated planning approach (model solving by means of an algorithm). In the
penultimate Section, we evaluate our approach in terms of its termination as well as the
completeness and correctness of the constructed process models (i.e., ’proof of the so-
lution’; cf. Bertrand et al., 2002). We further demonstrate the feasibility of our approach
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by means of a software prototype (implementation) as well as an application to differ-
ent real-world scenarios as proposed by Meredith et al. (1989). Moreover, we evaluate
its effectiveness by an application in an experimental real-world scenario together with
a practitioner. Thereby we aim at evaluating in how far our approach is able to con-
struct multi-actor process models that reflect processes as actually conducted in reality
according to the assessment of a practitioner. Finally, we summarize our considerations,
discuss limitations and provide an outlook on future steps.

2.3.2 Related Work

In this Section, we give an overview of how different fields of research address multi-
actor processes and the construction of multi-actor process models. We (1) introduce
approaches dealing with multi-actor processes and workflows within the general field
of BPM before (2) distinguishing existing approaches within the focussed research field
of automated planning from ours. Finally, we briefly analyze the related areas process
mining (3) and multi-agent-systems / autonomous systems (4).

Ad (1): Multi-actor processes are heavily discussed within the research field of BPM
(cf., e.g., Chen et al., 2001; Fleischmann et al., 2013; Jennings et al., 2000; Kannengiesser,
2017).
To begin with, the swimlanes in modeling languages such as BPMN and UML allow

the annotation of multi-actor processes (Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN):
Version 2.0.2 2013; OMG Unified Modeling Language TM (OMG UML): Version 2.5 2015),
but do not specify a conceptual foundation for multi-actor process models (cf. con-
tribution 1 ). Shapiro et al. (2012) discuss different possibilities to represent actions
that need to be performed by partnerships by means of swimlanes. However, each of
these possibilities has major shortcomings. For instance, one proposition is to duplicate
actions in the swimlane for each actor that jointly conducts the action. This results in
’messy and difficult to understand’ process models (Pulgar et al., 2017). In contrast, a
cooperation of actors is also discussed in the research field of workflow management,
where cross-organizational and collaborative workflows (cf. Boukhedouma et al., 2017;
Liu et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2016; van der Aalst, 1999) are examined. Here, ’some tasks can
only be executed by certain business partners and a case always resides at exactly one
location’ (van der Aalst, 1999). However, these works do not present a conceptual foun-
dation for multi-actor process models (cf. contribution 1 ). Further, they do not aim
to plan multi-actor process models in an automated manner but mostly rely on already
existing process models (cf., e.g., Boukhedouma et al., 2017), and thus do not address
contribution 2 .

Other works in the field of BPM consider so-called agents (corresponding to ’actors’
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in our sense) as (decentrally) acting entities, that need to interact with each other dur-
ing the execution of a process in order to reach their individual goals (Jennings et al.,
2000; Kannengiesser, 2017). In particular, these agents apply (bilateral) communication
and collaboration during process execution to align their individual tasks with others.
However, such a consideration during the execution of a process is not beneficial in all
cases. For instance, processes that are conductedwithin a department of an organization
or even inter-organizational processes usually are controlled, modeled and managed
across the involved actors in order to ’reduce operating cost, improve customer service
and expand into markets’ (Serve et al., 2002). We therefore aim at constructing multi-
actor process models (at design time; cf. contribution 2 ) instead of a communication-
based approach that takes place during the execution of a process.
Moreover, works in the research field of resource management deal with the task of

automated team selection and allocation (cf., e.g., Cabanillas et al., 2015; Havur et al.,
2015; Havur et al., 2016). For example, Cabanillas et al. discuss a language for the de-
scription of teams (corresponding to ’partnerships’ in our sense) in process models,
which partly focusses on Aspect (A2), but does not cope with Aspects (A1) and (A3)
(cf. 1 ). Particularly, they extend the ’organizational metamodel’ (Russell et al., 2005)
by means of team-related concepts such as ‘TeamRoles’ (i.e., the role a person has in
a team) or sizes of teams. However, these approaches do not aim to construct process
models (cf. 2 ) and instead rely on a given process model.
Ad (2): Within the field of automated planning, several approaches dealing with the

problem of planning in so-called multi-agent environments exist. A survey conducted
by de Weerdt et al. (2009) classifies these approaches into two basic categories: Plan-
ning by multiple instances (i.e., different planners) and planning for multiple actors.
Approaches considered in the first category strive to distribute the problem of planning
among several instances (cf., e.g., Torreño et al., 2012), which is not in the scope of this
paper. The approaches of the second category address the problem of planning formul-
tiple actors in differentways. Dimopoulos et al. (2006) aim to coordinate two actorswith
individual plans (i.e., processes), where one actor has to provide his/her plan propos-
als to a second actor based on which the second actor has to construct non-conflicting
(to the provided plan proposal) plans to achieve the goals of both actors. Nissim et
al. (2010) address the problem of planning in multi-actor environments by means of
single-actor planning approaches, conducted by each actor in a distributed manner. In
a second step, the corresponding single-actor plans are matched by means of ’seeking
sequences of public actions [i.e., single-actor plans] that satisfy a certain CSP [constraint
satisfaction problem]’ (Nissim et al., 2010). Other approaches (cf., e.g., Crosby et al.,
2013; Ephrati et al., 1994) deal with the problem by decomposing a general multi-actor
process into smaller, single-actor processes in a first step and conducting a single-actor
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planning for each of those subparts in a second step. This is also envisioned within the
research field of (web) service composition (cf. Falou et al., 2009). However, none of
these approaches aims to provide a conceptual foundation for multi-actor process mod-
els (cf. contribution 1 ), which makes them substantially different from ours. Further
planning approaches considering multiple actors exist, but the planning domain they
use is fundamentally different from the planning domain needed for the automated
planning of process models, for instance, by not considering actor-specific goal states
(Torreño et al., 2014a). To give another example, Chouhan et al. (2017) address the is-
sue of different actors having to perform different actions simultaneously to achieve a
common goal and hence conduct a planning approach to “synchronize” these actors.
In contrast, on the one hand, we aim at the cooperation of different actors performing
one or more actions (or parts of processes) jointly instead of actors performing their ac-
tions separately but simultaneously. On the other hand, the planning domain they use
does not aim to copewith actor-specific goal states as well, which is needed for the auto-
mated planning of multi-actor process models. Moreover, some of these approaches are
– additionally to their different aims – based on heuristic techniques and do not provide
a complete solution, which means, the constructed graphs do not contain all feasible
paths (Štolba et al., 2013; Torreño et al., 2014b). Hence, these approaches do not fit the
needs of automated planning of process models.

Ad (3): The research field of process mining addresses, amongst others, the issue of
reconstructing process models from event logs in an automated manner. Here, as well,
approaches to reconstruct models of processes with multiple actors (cf., e.g., Rozinat
et al., 2009; Ou-Yang et al., 2011) or process models with a consideration of ’resources’
executing the tasks (Schönig et al., 2015) exist. However, process mining follows an as-
is perspective (cf. Rosemann et al., 2015) by reconstructing process models that denote
already implemented and executed processes. In contrast, automated planning follows
a to-be perspective as it strives to construct new process models (cf. contribution 2 ).
Furthermore, existing approaches do not aim at providing a conceptual foundation for
multi-actor process models (cf. contribution 1 ).
Ad (4): The research fields of multi-agent-systems (Shoham et al., 1995; Wooldridge,

2009; Zhang, 2017) and autonomous systems (Dobson et al., 2006) aim to address the
cooperation of multiple agents (in our terms, ’actors’) in processes. They do so dur-
ing the execution of a process based on communication between the actors or between
actors and a central coordination mechanism, which is a related but different task (cf.
contributions 1 and 2 ).

To sum up: There are several valuable contributions regarding the consideration of
multiple actors in process models in the literature (cf. Table 2.3).
However, none of these works aim to incorporate the cooperation of multiple actors
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Figure 2.8: Illustrating the Action file interview results in the Running Example

based on a conceptual foundation (cf. contribution 1 ) in process models in an auto-
mated manner (cf. contribution 2 ).

2.3.3 Planning Domain

Within this Section, we introduce the planning domain, which we will extend to cope
with multi-actor planning in the remainder of the paper. The automated construc-
tion of process models can be understood as a planning problem (e.g., Heinrich et al.,
2009). More precisely, we have to abstract from an individual process execution and its
world states in order to construct entire process models, valid for various process exe-
cutions, resulting in a nondeterministic planning problem with belief states (Ghallab et
al., 2004). Here, a belief state represents possibly infinite sets of world states. Hence, we
use a general set-theoretic planning domain (cf. Ghallab et al., 2004; Ghallab et al., 2016)
independent of a concrete representation language (e.g., process modeling language)
for our approach. This ensures amaximumof compatibility with existing approaches in
the literature (e.g., Bertoli et al., 2001; Bertoli et al., 2006; Heinrich et al., 2015b; Heinrich
et al., 2016; Meyer et al., 2006; Sycara et al., 2003) and enables a widespread use of our
approach to construct multi-actor process models. Considering this planning domain,
a bipartite planning graph,which consists of two types of nodes - representing belief states
and actions - and edges is used.
To illustrate our approach and the planning domain, we will use an excerpt of a real-

world human resources process at a university with several participating actors that
need to cooperate. In this process, one of the two research project managers (Bob and
Danielle), in a first step, checks the application documents sent by an applicant. If the ap-
plication documents meet the requirements, the action job interview is conducted. Here,
the personnel officer (Eric), the two research project managers and one additional (but
not mandatory) chair member (Silvia) interview the applicant jointly. Further, if the ap-
plicant was convincing and the salary requirements of Eric and the applicant fit, s/he is
engaged. In a next step, the results of the interview are filed. We will use this action file
interview results (denoted by a rounded rectangle; belief states denoted by tables with a
bold border) to illustrate the core concepts of the planning domain (cf. Figure 2.8).
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A belief state bs can be seen as a set of information about the variables currently avail-
able in a process state (so-called belief state variables). A belief state is a set of belief state
tuples (denoted by rows in the tables in Figure 2.8), each of which denotes one particu-
lar characteristic. For instance, the belief state tuple (results archived, {false}) in the belief
state before the action file interview results expresses that at this state in the process, the
results have not yet been archived.

Definition 2.3.1. (belief state tuple). A belief state tuple p is a tuple consisting of a belief state
variable v(p) and a subset r(p) of its predefined domain dom(p), which we will write as
p:=(v(p),r(p)). The domain, dom(p), specifies which values can generally be assigned
to v(p). The set r(p)⊆dom(p) is called the restriction of v(p) and contains the values that
can be assigned to v(p) in this specific belief state tuple p.

Definition 2.3.2. (belief state). A belief state bs is a finite set of belief state tuples, con-
taining every belief state variable one time at the most. In the following, BS is a finite
set of belief states.

To represent actions (denoted by rounded rectangles) conducted by an actor during a
process, a second type of node is defined:

Definition 2.3.3. (action). Let BST be a finite set of belief state tuples. An action action
is a triple consisting of the action name and two sets, which we write as action :=

(name(action), pre(action), eff(action)). The set pre(action) ⊆ BST are the precon-
ditions of the action action, which describe the circumstances under which action can
be applied and the set eff(action) ⊆ BST are the effects of the action action, denot-
ing the consequences that result from applying action. In the following, ACTIONS is a
finite set of actions.

Definition 2.3.4. (applicability). An action action is applicable in a belief state bs iff

∀ p ∈ pre(action)∃ q ∈ bs : v(p) = v(q) ∧ r(p) ∩ r(q) 6= ∅

In other words, action is applicable in bs iff all belief state variables in pre(action) also
exist in bs and the respective restrictions of the belief state variables intersect.

The preconditions and effects of actions are denoted by the table underneath the ac-
tion name (cf. Figure 2.8). The action file interview results is applicable if the belief
state variable applicant convincing is either false or true and the belief state variable re-
sults archived is false in the previous belief state. Its effects set the belief state variable
results archived to true. Based on Definitions 2.3.1-2.3.4, a planning graph can be gener-
ated by means of different existing algorithms that progress from an initial belief state
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to goal belief states (see, e.g., Bertoli et al., 2001; Bertoli et al., 2006; Heinrich et al., 2009).
To each action action applicable in a belief state bs a state transition function R(bs, action)
associates the next belief state. We define our planning graph as follows:

Definition 2.3.5. (planning graph). A planning graph is a bipartite, directed, finite graph
G=(NODES, EDGES), with the set of nodes NODES and the set of edges EDGES. The
set of nodes NODES consists of two partitions: The set of action nodes ACTIONS and
the set of belief state nodes BS. Each node bs∈BS represents one distinct belief state in
the planning graph. The planning graph starts with one initial belief state Init∈BS and
ends with one to possibly many goal belief states Goalj∈BS.

As many real-world processes use large data types (e.g., many of the processes of the
financial services providersmentioned in the introduction), a possibly infinite set of dif-
ferent process instances may exist. The above presented planning domain supports this
subject, in contrast to STRIPS (Fikes et al., 1971) and other planners based on a classical
planning framework (e.g., Hoffmann et al., 2012; for a detailed discussion of this aspect,
cf. Heinrich et al., 2015b). However, as our approach extends existing single-actor plan-
ning approaches based on the introduced, commonplanning domain, existingworks for
the automated construction of control flow patterns within single-actor process models
(e.g., Heinrich et al., 2015a; Heinrich et al., 2016; Meyer et al., 2006) can be further used
for this purpose. Thus, it is not necessary to address how to incorporate control flow
patterns (van der Aalst et al., 2003) such as exclusive choice into multi-actor process
models in this paper. Following this, we do not consider control flow patterns in our
running example as well.

2.3.4 Approach to construct multi-actor Process Models

We divide the overall goal of an automated planning of multi-actor process models (cf.
contribution 2 ) into sub goals in accordance with the previously discussed Aspects
(A1) to (A3). At first, we extend the introduced planning domain to cope with actor-
specific information. Thereafter, as actions may need to be conducted by partnerships
(i.e., sets of selected actors, each with a particular size), we include cardinalities (i.e.,
the size of these partnerships) in the planning domain. Subsequently, we outline how
to enable the cooperation of multiple actors (cf. contribution 1 ). We will discuss each
of these three sub goals:

(1) Consider actor-specific information within the planning domain. To consider actor-
specific information in our planning domain, we adapt Definitions 2.3.1-2.3.5. In
particular, we extend the definition of belief state tuples to denote actor-specific
variables in terms of a set-theoretic representation.
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(2) Consider cardinalities. Actions in a multi-actor process may need to be conducted
by a certain number of actors. Therefore, we extend the definition of actions to
represent a condition regarding the cardinality of a partnership, which is required
to conduct a certain action.

(3) Plan partnerships of actors. As actions in a multi-actor process may be required to
be conducted jointly by multiple actors represented within different belief states,
we propose the join of multiple belief states into one belief state, representing a
partnership. Similarly, actions may be required to be conducted by a subset of
the actors represented within a single belief state. Thus, we describe how to split
belief states into multiple belief states with those subsets of actors. In this way,
the envisioned concept for enabling the cooperation of actors by explicit actions is
addressed.

After explicating these sub goals (1) to (3) in more detail in the next subsections, we
present our algorithm for the automated planning of multi-actor process models in a
final subsection.

2.3.4.1 Consider actor-specific Information within the Planning Domain

As a first step, we describe how to represent actor-specific information in terms of the
planning domain. Within the planning domain given by Definitions 2.3.1 to 2.3.5, there
is no differentiation between non-actor-specific belief state variables and actor-specific be-
lief state variables. Thus, there is no way to describe belief state variables related to a
certain actor. This is insufficient for planning multi-actor processes: Not only informa-
tion unrelated to a specific actor such as for example the availability of general resources
or general process conditions is required in order to fully characterize the current pro-
cess situation by means of belief states. Rather, actor-specific information such as the
present status or capabilities of an actor needs to be included as well. Hence, we adapt
the planning domain described in the previous Section and distinguish between actor-
specific and non-actor-specific belief state variables. To be more precise, we extend the
previous definition of belief state tuples by a so-called actor specification a(p)with a(p)⊆
ACTORS∪{non-actor}∪{arbitrary}. Here, ACTORS represents the set of actors partici-
pating in the conduction of the process, {non-actor} serves as an identifier for non-actor-
specific variables and {arbitrary} denotes not mandatory actor-specific belief state tuples
which will be discussed later in this subsection. Formally, the extended definition of be-
lief state tuples (cf. Definition 2.3.1) is as follows:

Definition 2.3.6. (belief state tuple). LetACTORS be a finite set of actors participating in
the conduction of a process. A belief state tuple p is a tuple of a belief state variable v(p), its
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restriction r(p), a subset of its predefined domain dom(p), and the actor specification a(p),
which is written as (v(p), r(p), a(p)). The actor specification a(p) is {non − actor} for
non-actor-specific variables and {arbitrary} or a subset of ACTORS with ∅ 6= a(p) ⊆
ACTORS for actor-specific belief state variables.

Following this, we adapt the previous definition of belief states (cf. Definition 2.3.2)
as well.

Definition 2.3.7. (belief state). Abelief state bs is a finite set of belief state tuples such that
for all p = (v(p), r(p), a(p)) ∈ bs : (a(p) ⊆ ACTORS∧@q 6= p ∈ bs : v(p) = v(q), r(p) =

r(q) ∧ @q 6= p ∈ bs : v(p) = v(q), a(p) ∩ a(q) 6= ∅) ∨ (a(p) = {non− actor} ∧ @q 6= p ∈
bs : v(p) = v(q)). BS is a finite set of belief states.

Definition 2.3.7 takes into account that the restrictions (r(p)) of the same belief state
variable (v(p)) may differ for multiple actors (a(p)) in a belief state: While Definition
2.3.2 states that a belief state contains ’every belief state variable one time at the most’,
this limitation has been adjusted appropriately in Definition 2.3.7. For instance, in the
context of our running example, if Eric has already conducted the job interview with
the applicant whereas Bob and Danielle have not (actor-specific) and the contract is not
closed yet (non-actor-specific), the according belief state to represent this situation is as
follows: bs = {(applicant interviewed, {true}, {Eric}), (applicant interviewed, {false}, {Bob,
Danielle}), (contract closed, {false}, {non-actor})}.
According to Definition 2.3.3, an action consists of its name, its preconditions – which

comprise everything an action requires to be applied, including input parameters –
and its effects, which denote how the application of an action affects the state of the
world, including output parameters. Both preconditions and effects consist of belief
state tuples. In light of Definition 2.3.6, these preconditions and effects can now contain
not only non-actor-specific variables, but also incorporate actor-specific variables. To
be more precise, by defining actor-specific preconditions (i.e., belief state tuples with
a(p)⊆ACTORS within the preconditions) it is possible to limit the applicability of an
action to certain actors or to describe actor-specific conditions. To give an example, the
restriction of the belief state variable applicant interviewed must be false for Eric and the
two research project managers (Bob and Danielle) in a belief state in order to be able to
apply the action job interview. To give another example, in one of the processes of the
aforementioned insurance company, a project completion report is prepared. This re-
port has to be approved by the client and the internal project manager of the insurance
company jointly. However, the project manager previously prepares the report. Hence,
in order to apply the action approve project completion report, the belief state variable project
report has to be prepared for the project manager and not approved for the client. Similarly,
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Figure 2.9: Illustrating the Action job interview in the Running Example

actor-specific effects (i.e., belief state tuples with a(p) ⊆ ACTORS within the effects)
allow to express actor-specific postconditions and, if needed, to limit the effects of an ac-
tion to belief state variables referring to particular actors. Within our running example,
this enables to denote that Eric and the applicant discuss the salary requirements during
the job interview and Eric decides whether these requirements fit (cf. belief state tuple
(salary requirements fit, {false, true}, {Eric})).

When preconditions and effects of actions are equivalent for different actors or part-
nerships (i.e., their belief state variables and restrictions are the same), it is preferable
to not model explicit ’personalized’ actions (which would differ only in the actor spec-
ification and possibly the name) for each actor or partnership. Instead, the amount of
required specified actions can be reduced by means of generalization. This reduces the
manual effort for the modeler and is more intuitive. For instance, within our example,
the action job interview basically is the same task whether Silvia, the (not mandatory)
chair member, participates or not. Hence, it should be modeled as one generic action
(cf. Figure 2.9) instead of several actions which in each case explicitly include all se-
lected actors (i.e., one action in which Silvia participates and one action in which she
does not).
The actor specification of belief state tuples within the preconditions and effects of

actions enables us to cope with this challenge: For this purpose, actor-specific belief
state tuples with a(p)={arbitrary} can be used within the preconditions and effects of
actions. This actor specification represents preconditions and effects that concern all
actors conducting the action forwhich no other explicit precondition or effect (bymeans
of a belief state tuple qwith v(p)=v(q), a(q)⊆ACTORS) is specified. To give an example,
the aforementioned action approve project completion report comprises the effect {(project
report, {approved, not approved}, {arbitrary})} as the belief state variable project report is
either approved or not approved for both actors, the project manager as well as the client.
The definition of applicability (cf. Definition 2.3.4) is also adapted in order to take

actor-specific variables in belief state tuples into account. For non-actor-specific vari-
ables (a(p)={non-actor}) in the preconditions of an action the applicability check re-
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mains as specified inDefinition 2.3.4. For belief state variableswith a(p)⊆ACTORS (e.g.,
(applicant interviewed, {false}, {Bob, Danielle, Eric})), it additionally needs to be checked
whether all actors defined in the actor specification are represented in the belief state,
the according actor-specific belief state variable exists and the restrictions (here: {false})
intersect. For belief state tuples with a(p)={arbitrary} (e.g., (applicant interviewed, {false},
{arbitrary})), the restriction (here: {false}) needs to be checked for all actors in the be-
lief state that are not affected by an according actor-specific precondition (here: Silvia).
Formally, the extended definition is as follows:

Definition 2.3.8. (applicability). Let A (bs) := ⋃(v(p),r(p),a(p))∈bs|a(p)⊆ACTORS a(p) be the
set of all actors in a belief state bs. An action action is applicable in bs iff the following
criteria are fulfilled:

• for all (v(q), r(q), a(q)) ∈ pre(action) with a(q) = {non − actor} there is a
(v(p), r(p), a(p)) ∈ bs such that v(p) = v(q)andr(p) ∩ r(q) 6= ∅.

• for all (v(q), r(q), a(q)) ∈ pre(action)with a(q) ⊆ ACTORS it holds: For all actors
a ∈ a(q) there is a (v(p), r(p), a(p)) ∈ bs such that v(p) = v(q), a ∈ a(p) and
r(p) ∩ r(q) 6= ∅.

• for all (v(q), r(q), a(q)) ∈ pre(action) with a(q) = {arbitrary} it holds: For
all actors a ∈ A(bs) \{a′ ∈ ACTORS |∃(v(x), r(x), a(x) ∈ pre(action) such that
v(x) = v(q), a(x) ⊆ ACTORS, a′ ∈ a(x)} there is a (v(p), r(p), a(p)) ∈ bs such that
v(p) = v(q), a ∈ a(p) and r(p) ∩ r(q) 6= ∅.

To obtain a planning graph containing information about actors in the belief
states, actor-specific effects (i.e., belief state tuples with a(p) ⊆ ACTORS or
a(p) = {arbitrary} in the effects of actions) are applied when performing the
state transition. Thus, belief state tuples p with a(p) ⊆ ACTORS (e.g., (salary
requirements fit, {false, true}, {Eric})) within the effects of an action are included
in the belief state after the action. Further, for each belief state tuple p with
a(p) = {arbitrary} (e.g., (applicant interviewed, {true}, {arbitrary})), the belief state
tuple (v(p), r(p), A(bs) \{a′ ∈ ACTORS |∃(v(x), r(x), a(x)) ∈ eff(action) such that
v(x) = v(p), a(x) ⊆ ACTORS, a′ ∈ a(x)}) is included in the belief state after the ac-
tion. This guarantees that the respective effect is applied for each participating actor
for which no contrary actor-specific belief state tuple is contained in the effects. By
applying these actor-specific effects to the belief state on the left of Figure 2.9, the belief
state tuple (applicant interviewed, {true}, {Bob, Danielle, Eric, Silvia}) is included in the
belief state after the action job interview as can be seen on the right of Figure 2.9.
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Each actor involved in a multi-actor process may start at an individual starting point
and tends to reach individual goals (Aspect (A1); cf., e.g., Becker et al., 2013; Chiu et
al., 2003; Skjoett–Larsen et al., 2003). Therefore, to construct feasiblemulti-actor process
models, we take actor-specific initial states and goal states into account. For instance, in
our running example, the goal of the research project managers and the chair member
is to hire a new employee who has great professional expertise and integrates well into
the team, whereas the personnel officer Eric requires the salary expectations of a new
employee to fit into the budget. To give another example, in the project completion
report process of the insurance company, the individual goal state of the project team is
reached as soon as the final project meeting took place but the project manager has to
conduct several further actions such as the preparation of the final report. To consider
actor-specific initial states (which include actor-specific belief state tuples of only one
actor) and goal states, the definition of a planning graph (cf. Definition 2.3.5) needs to
be adapted:

Definition 2.3.9. (planning graph). A planning graph is a bipartite, directed, finite graph
G = (NODES,EDGES),with the set of nodesNODES and the set of edgesEDGES.
The set of nodesNODES consists of two partitions: The set of action nodesACTIONS
and the set of belief state nodes BS. Each node bs ∈ BS represents one distinct belief
state in the planning graph. The planning graph starts with one to possibly many initial
belief states Initi ∈ BS (one for each participating actor) and ends with one to possibly
many goal belief statesGoalj ∈ BS, in which the goals of at least one actor are fulfilled.

2.3.4.2 Consider Cardinalities

We have just outlined how to consider actor-specific information in the planning do-
main. However, an important characteristic of multi-actor processes has not yet been
addressed: Actions may potentially need to be conducted by a certain number of actors
(Aspect (A2)). For instance, by means of the previous definition of the action job in-
terview, it is only determined that the actor-specific variable applicant interviewed needs
to have the restriction false for Bob, Danielle, Eric and all further actors conducting the
action. However, it is not clear whether the action is supposed to be conducted by Eric
and the two research project managers without an additional chair member or with a
certain number of additional chair members. Thus, we extend the common definition of
an action (cf. Definition 2.3.3) by including the cardinality of the partnership (i.e., set of
actors) that has to conduct the action. The cardinality can be defined as a subset of the
natural numbers. This definition reduces the amount of specification effort: It enables
to specify actions that can be conducted by partnerships of different sizes (or even by a
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single actor) in one single action, instead of having to specify each of these possibilities
(i.e., for each feasible subset of actors) separately. We adapt Definition 2.3.3 as follows:

Definition 2.3.10. (action). LetBST be a finite set of belief state tuples. An action action
is a quadruple (name(action), cardinality(action), pre(action), eff(action)) consisting
of the action name name(action), the set cardinality(action)⊂ N denoting the possible
sizes of partnerships required to conduct the action, the set pre(action) ⊆ BST of pre-
conditions of action and the set eff(action) ⊆ BST of effects of action. It must hold
min(cardinality(action)) ≥

∣∣∣⋃(v(p),r(p),a(p))∈pre(action)|a(p)⊆ACTORS a(p)
∣∣∣. In the follow-

ing, ACTIONS is a finite set of actions.

In our example, the action job interview has to be conducted by at least Eric jointly with
two research project managers Bob and Danielle, hence the cardinality of a partnership
required to conduct the action job interview has to be at least 3. As a (not mandatory)
additional chair membermay ormay not conduct the interview jointly with Eric and the
two research project managers, the action should be applicable if the cardinality of the
partnership is either 3 or 4. Thus, cardinality(action) = {3,4} is included in the definition
of the action job interview.

The cardinality now needs to be considered in the applicability definition (cf. Def-
inition 2.3.8) in order to ensure that actions are only applied in a belief state if their
cardinality is met.

Definition 2.3.11. (applicability). Let A (bs) :=
⋃

(v(p),r(p),a(p))∈bs|a(p)⊆ACTORS a(p) be
the set of all actors in a belief state bs. An action action is applicable in bs iff the following
criteria are fulfilled:

• |A(bs)| ∈ cardinality(action)

• for all (v(q), r(q), a(q))∈pre(action) with a(q) = non− actor there is a
(v(p), r(p), a(p))∈bs such that v(p) = v(q) and r(p) ∩ r(q) 6= ∅.

• for all (v(q), r(q), a(q)) ∈ pre(action)with a(q) ⊆ ACTORS it holds: For all actors
a ∈ a(q) there is a (v(p), r(p), a(p)) ∈ bs such that v(p) = v(q) , a ∈ a(q) and
r(p) ∩ r(q) 6= ∅.

• for all (v(q), r(q), a(q)) ∈ pre(action) with a(q) = arbitrary it holds: For all
actors a ∈ bs {a′ ∈ ACTORS |∃(v(x), r(x), a(x)) ∈ pre(action) such that v(x) =

v(q), a(x) ⊆ ACTORS, a′ ∈ a(x)} there is a (v(p), r(p), a(p)) ∈ bs such that
v(p) = v(q), a ∈ a(p) and r(p) ∩ r(q) 6= ∅.
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By Definition 2.3.11 – compared to the common Definition 2.3.4 – the requirements for
the planning of multi-actor process models are addressed by enabling to consider actor-
specific belief state variables aswell as the number of actors that has to conduct an action
jointly.

2.3.4.3 Plan Partnerships of Actors

To complete the conceptual foundation for multi-actor process models and thus to fully
address contribution 1 , we describe how to form and disband partnerships in the con-
text of planningmulti-actor process models and thus enable the cooperation of multiple
actors by explicit actions.
As described in Definition 2.3.9 of the planning graph, for each actor ai∈ACTORS an

individual initial state Initi∈BS with A(Initi)={ai} may be specified so that actions are
planned from each of these individual starting points. However, in a multi-actor pro-
cess, it is likely that an action (e.g., the action job interview from our running example)
can or even needs to be applied jointly by multiple actors. Formally, this may happen
due to actor-specific preconditions or cardinality restrictions. Hence, all actors conduct-
ing the process (e.g., Bob, Danielle, Eric and Silvia) need to be taken into account with
regard to forming and disbanding partnerships, particularly in order to enable an appli-
cation of actions that require specific actors and/or a specific number of actors. Partner-
ships can be seen as a set of actors represented by means of one, joint belief state. Thus,
joiningmultiple, for example single-actor belief states (belief stateswith |A(bs)|=1), into
one multi-actor belief state (a belief state with|A(bs)| > 1) is required. Within our run-
ning example, the individual initial states of Bob, Danielle, Eric and Silvia need to be
joined in order to construct a joint belief state, so that the action job interview is appli-
cable in this joint belief state. Additionally, in a multi-actor process, the situation can
arise that only a subset of actors in an existing partnership can conduct an action jointly
(e.g., due to an upper bound in the cardinality). We thus need to be able to disband a
partnership and to split a belief state bs into a set of ’sub’ belief states, each containing
a subset of actors in bs. To enable the automated construction of a complete process
model in which all appropriate partnerships are considered and hence to enable sup-
porting individual actors when and with whom to cooperate, we address these issues
by automatically identifying possibilities for forming and disbanding partnerships. We
will construct respective join actions and split actions by means of an algorithm (cf. next
subsection) and in compliance with the planning domain: These join actions and split
actions are defined in terms of name, cardinality, preconditions and effects just like reg-
ular actions (cf. Definition 2.3.10), and the joint/split states result from the application
of the join/split actions and their effects on the preceding states. Thus, by planning these
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explicit actions we incorporate the formation and disbandment of appropriate partner-
ships in the control flow of the constructed process models (cf. Aspect (A3)) while
ensuring compatibility with existing single-actor planning approaches.

The preconditions of a join/split action action are determined based on the accord-
ing preceding belief state bs so that action is applicable in bs. Their cardinality is set
to |A(bs)|. The effects of a join action are constructed so that all according belief state
tuples for actors in the other (to be joined) belief states are added (i.e., created) by
means of the effects. For instance, the effects of the join action expressing that Eric co-
operates with Bob, Danielle and Silvia are defined as {(applicant interviewed, {false}, {Bob,
Danielle, Silvia})} so that the joint state bsjoined= {(applicant interviewed, {false}, {Eric, Bob,
Danielle, Silvia})} results from its application in the belief state bsEric= {(applicant inter-
viewed, {false}, {Eric})}. The effects of a split action are specified contrarily, removing
actor-specific belief state tuples of actors that are no longer part of the partnership after
the disbandment.

Further, we aim at constructing join/split actions only when appropriate (i.e., feasible
and necessary). Thus, we need to determine which belief states are appropriate for
being joined and which belief states need to be split.
In a first step, we need to ensure that forming a partnership (i.e., joining a set of pre-

ceding belief states {bs1, . . . , bsn}) is feasible and does not lead to logical contradictions.
When forming a partnership, the status of each actor participating in the partnership
must not be represented by more than one of the belief states. Hence, before construct-
ing a join action, we require that

i. A(bsi) ∩ A(bsj) = ∅ for all i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that i 6= j.
Further, it is required that - before forming a partnership - multiple belief states rep-
resenting different actors are not contradictory with respect to non-actor specific belief
state variables. For instance, within our running example, joining two belief states with
the non-actor-specific belief state variable contract closed being {true} in one of the belief
states and being {false} in the other belief state would lead to a contradiction:

ii. For each bsi, i ∈ {1, . . . , n}: for each (v(p), r(p), a(p)) ∈ bsi with a(p)={non-actor}:
for each bsj , j 6= i: there is a (v(pj), r(pj), a(pj)) ∈ bsj with v(pj) = v(p) such that
r(p1) ∩ . . . ∩ r(pn) ∩ r(p) 6= ∅.

We further want to avoid the construction of unnecessary join actions. We thus require
that the formedpartnership is able to conduct at least one action. We ensure thiswith the
following criterion iii. that has to be met by the joint belief state bs before constructing
the according join action:
iii. In bs, at least one action is applicable (cf. Definition 2.3.11).
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In a second step, when disbanding a partnership, we need to ensure that the resulting
process model does not contain logical contradictions and thus a belief state bs with
the partnership A(bs) can be split into the belief states bs1,. . . ,bsn with the partnerships
A(bs1),. . . ,A(bsn) by split actions only if the following criteria i. and ii. are fulfilled.
These criteria are the counterparts to the previously defined criteria for forming a part-
nership. First, after disbanding a partnership, each actor may be contained in exactly
one state after disbanding the partnership (cf. i.). This again results from the fact that
the current status of an actor is always represented by one single belief state. Further, we
need to ensure that each and every actor contained in the to-be-disbanded partnership
is contained in a belief state after splitting the belief state (cf. ii.):

i. A(bsi) ∩A(bsj) = ∅ for all i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that i 6= j

ii. ∪iA(bsi) = A(bs)

Additionally, we again ensure that at least one action is applicable in each belief state
after splitting to avoid the construction of unnecessary split actions (cf. iii.). This, to-
gether with ii., is required as otherwise, actors would possibly not be able to reach their
individual goal state(s):

iii. In each belief state bsi, at least one action is applicable (cf. Definition 2.3.11).

For each set of belief states that meets the criteria for being joined, respective each sin-
gle belief state that meets the criteria for being split, we construct the according join
actions resp. split actions bymeans of an algorithm, which is presented in the following
subsection.

2.3.4.4 Algorithm

Existing single-actor planning approaches (e.g., Bertoli et al., 2001; Bertoli et al., 2006;
Heinrich et al., 2012; Heinrich et al., 2015c; Henneberger et al., 2008; Hoffmann et al.,
2009) construct planning graphs by means of a forward search that iteratively 1) re-
trieves which actions are applicable in a belief state and 2) generates the next belief state
for each of these actions. We adopt these approaches, consisting of the major phases
identification of applicable actions and retrieval of next belief state, but extend them for plan-
ning multi-actor process models (cf. contribution 2 ). Our algorithm is presented in
form of a pseudocode (see Appendix 7.3.1) and outlined in a textual description.
The algorithmworks iteratively, startingwith the initial belief states. For a belief state,

it 1a) checks which actions are applicable (cf. Definition 2.3.11; line 4 of Listing 7.16
in Appendix 7.3.1) in the considered belief state. Further, actions that 1b) can be con-
ducted by a subset of the actors represented in the belief state (line 6 of Listing 7.16) and
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actions that 1c) can possibly be conducted by a partnership that needs to be formed (line
8 of Listing 7.16) are identified.

For each action identified as applicable (cf. step 1a)), 2a) the belief state resulting
from the application of the action is constructed and planned (line 5 of Listing 7.16).
If an action can be conducted by a subset of the actors (cf. step 1b); line 6 of Listing
7.16 and SUB disband; cf. Listing 7.19), 2b) according split actions and the subsequent
belief states are constructed automatically (line 10 in Listing 7.19), based on the belief
state and the information which (smaller partnership of) actor(s) could conduct the
action. If a partnership can possibly be formed to conduct the action (cf. step 1c); line 8
in Listing 7.16 and SUB join; cf. Listing 7.18), 2c) the action together with the currently
considered preceding belief state is saved as potentially suitable for cooperation (line 2 in
Listing 7.18).
Further, in step 2d) such an identified possibility for cooperation is matched with

other combinations of belief states with the considered action already identified in pre-
ceding iterations (line 3 in Listing 7.18). If thereby an action is identified as applicable
by a partnership of actors represented in different belief states (and thus all criteria i.
to iii. are fulfilled), 2e) the algorithm subsequently performs an automated planning of
join actions (line 7 in Listing 7.18). These join actions create a joint belief state by means
of a regular state transition. They thus enable a joint conduction of the action (in the
joint belief state) by actors that formerly were represented in their own individual belief
states or cooperated in smaller partnerships. After 2e), the next iteration step starts.

To sum up the proposed approach and to illustrate the resulting planning graph, Fig-
ure 2.10 shows an excerpt of our running example. Each conducting actor starts with an
individual initial state (cf. Definition 2.3.9), denoted by means of a square, tagged with
IS and the according name of the actor, at the leftmost area in Figure 2.10. The actors
need to form a partnership in order to conduct the action job interview jointly. This is
achieved by join actions labelled with ’cooperate’ (actions are denoted by rounded rect-
angles). The partnership is represented by the joint belief state (tabular representation
of belief state tuples) in the left area of the detailed excerpt framed by the dashed line.
Then, the action job interview – our focus in Figure 2.10 – is planned for Bob,Danielle and
Eric (here, the not mandatory chair member Silvia participates as well). It leads to the
following belief state at the right of the detailed excerpt. Subsequently, the applicant
will be engaged or rejected (see actions at the top area of Figure 2.10).

2.3.5 Evaluation

In order to provide a ‘proof of the solution’ (Bertrand & Fransoo, 2002), we evaluated
the validity (E1) of our approach. Furthermore, as proposed by Meredith et al. (1989),
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Figure 2.10: Excerpt of the Planning Graph of the Running Example

we evaluated the technical and practical feasibility (E2) as well as the effectiveness of
our approach (E3) by means of a prototypical implementation and its application in
real-world scenarios.

2.3.5.1 Assessment of the Validity (E1)

To assess the validity (E1), we conducted amathematical evaluation of our approach by
proving the key properties termination, correctness (i.e., all planned paths are feasible)
and completeness (i.e., all feasible paths from an initial state to a goal state are planned).
Due to length restrictions, we refer to Appendix 7.3.2 for the proofs. The proofs show
that our algorithm terminates and the multi-actor process models constructed by our
approach in an automated manner are indeed correct and complete (cf. contribution
2 ).

2.3.5.2 Assessment of the Technical and Practical Feasibility (E2)

When evaluating the technical and practical feasibility of our approach (E2), we exam-
ined these criteria regarding the algorithm and the underlying conceptual foundation
by analysing the following three evaluation questions:
(E2.1) Can the approach be instantiated in a prototypical implementation?
(E2.2) Is it possible to apply the approach to real-world scenarios and how can the necessary

input data (i.e., the specification of actors, actions, initial states and conditions for goal states)
be obtained?
(E2.3) What are the results of these applications in terms of correctness of the constructed

multi-actor process models? What are the key properties of these models and how long does their
automated planning take?
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With respect to (E2.1), a Java implementation of a single-actor process planning al-
gorithm (cf. Bertoli et al., 2006; Heinrich & Schön, 2015) served as a basis for our work.
We extended this implementation to incorporate the presented algorithm that enables
the automated construction of multi-actor process models (see Appendix 7.3.1 for the
pseudocode of the algorithm). Actors, actions, initial states and goal states can be im-
ported into the prototype by means of XML files. We ensured the validity of our proto-
type by means of structured tests using the JUnit framework. Here we carried out ex-
treme value tests, unit tests and regression tests (i.e., validation that single-actor process
models could still be planned correctly). Further, persons other than the programmers
validated the source code via a structured walkthrough. At the end of the test phase,
the implementation did not show any errors, supporting the technical feasibility of our
approach and providing “proof by construction”.
In regard to (E2.2) we analyzed whether it is possible to apply the approach to real-

world scenarios (i.e., the scenarios Human Resources, Product Manufacturing, Healthcare
and five further scenarios from the European financial services providers discussed in
the introduction) using our prototypical implementation. In particular, we analyzed
whether and in which way it is possible to obtain the necessary input data to apply the
approach. Our study showed that the necessary input data could be obtained in differ-
ent ways. On the one hand, we, for instance, revised and extended existing single-actor
planning specifications (i.e., input about participating actors such as employees or de-
partments) to enable the planning of multi-actor process models. On the other hand,
we have been able to formalize the informal information provided by domain experts
so that our approach could be applied. This is of particular interest for process model-
ing projects in practice where domain experts and business analysts often closely work
together to construct process models. In Table 2.4 we give details about how the neces-
sary input datawas obtained, similar to Siha and Saad (2008). Due to length restrictions,
we concentrate on the scenariosHuman Resources, Product Manufacturing andHealthcare.
However, we also applied our approach to five further scenarios from European finan-
cial services providers, where the data provided by these companies could successfully
be used as input data (if desired, we can provide much further details for these five
scenarios as well).
In regard to (E2.3), we applied our approach to these scenarios and aimed at eval-

uating in how far our approach is suitable for providing a conceptual foundation (cf.
contribution 1 ) for multi-actor process models in real-world scenarios and to which
extent the results of the approach correspond to the actually conducted processes in the
scenarios. Thus, we evaluated in detail whether all Aspects (A1) to (A3) of contribution
1 are appropriately taken into account in the resulting process models. Precisely, we
evaluated whether (A1) all individual starting points and goals of conducting actors,
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(A2) all partnerships conducting actions jointly as well as (A3) all required join actions
and split actions were appropriately contained in the real-world scenarios. Similar to
the presentation in Siha and Saad (2008), we discuss the evaluation of our approach
with regard to (E2.3) in Table 2.5, where we again focus on the three scenarios Human
Resources, ProductManufacturing andHealthcare (comparable findings could be provided
for the other evaluated scenarios as well).
In the application to these real-world scenarios, all necessary individual starting

points and goals of actors as well as partnerships conducting actions jointly were rep-
resented and all join and split actions were constructed correctly according to the pro-
vided input. We evaluated this by a structured walkthrough of the constructed process
models and by examining whether each applicable action as well as each necessary join
and split action was planned and whether all planned actions were correct and actually
necessary.
We further examined the key properties of the multi-actor processes and the accord-

ing multi-actor process models resulting from applying our approach. As seen in Table
2.6, we first determined the number of actors conducting the processes as well as the
number of belief states, join actions, split actions, actions conducted in a partnership
and actions in total in the multi-actor process models. Additionally, we identified the
number of partnerships as well as the minimum and maximum number of actors coop-
erating in a partnership for each process. Lastly, we determined the required runtime for
planning themulti-actor processmodels (executed on an Intel Core i7-2640M, 2.80GHz,
Windows 8.1 64 bit, Kernel Version 6.3.9600, Java 8). The process models are of small to
large size, containing between 20 and 212 actions in total. This is also reflected by the
number of actors, which ranges from two to eight actors that form a maximum of up to
seven different partnerships. These partnerships conduct between four and 19 actions
throughout the respective processes and consist of two up to four actors. Our approach
was capable of constructing the multi-actor process models regardless of their size and
complexity. Overall, the required runtime for planningmulti-actor processmodels com-
prising a significant number of actors, partnerships as well as join and split actions still
was below four seconds, which supports the practical feasibility of our approach.
To sum up, our approach was prototypically implemented, provided a suitable con-

ceptual foundation for the resulting small, medium-sized and large multi-actor process
models in several real-world scenarios and their automated planning could be com-
pleted in appropriate time. These results support the technical and practical feasibility
of our approach.
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2.3.5.3 Assessment of Effectiveness (E3)

In order to assess the effectiveness of our approach, we discuss the following evaluation
question:
(E3) Are the constructed multi-actor process models feasible according to the assessment of a

practitioner in an experimental setting?
To evaluate the effectiveness in real-world scenarios, we applied our approach in

an experiment (cf. Meredith et al., 1989). Due to length restrictions, we focus on the
real-world scenarioHealthcare by examining a surgery process and present our findings
within this scenario.
The environment of this experiment as well as its results are presented in Table 2.7. In

this setting, we aimed to evaluate whether our approach constructs feasible multi-actor
process models that appropriately reflect processes as conducted in reality in regard
to the assessment of a practitioner. Similar to process modeling in a real business en-
vironment, an experienced intensive care surgical nurse (domain expert) provided us
with detailed information about the basic course of a surgery and the involved actors
in two interviews (cf. also the corresponding description in Table 2.4). As the surgical
nurse was not familiar with process modeling we refined and formalized the informal
information he gave us and hence specified the actors, preconditions, cardinalities and
effects of actions in terms of the aforementioned XML files. We thereafter were able to
plan a multi-actor process model that comprised 156 join actions and 24 split actions
(see Table 2.6) by means of our prototypical implementation.
We then asked himwhether the constructedmulti-actor process model appropriately

reflects the starting point and goals of the surgical nurse in the process (Aspect (A1)),
partnerships including the surgical nurse conducting actions jointly (Aspect (A2)) as
well as the join actions and split actions in which the surgical nurse participates (Aspect
(A3)). Table 2.7 describes the assessment of the surgical nurse regarding Aspects (A1)
to (A3) in detail (structured in a similar way as Siha et al. (2008) present their findings).
To sum up, the experimental evaluation together with a practitioner supported the

effectiveness of our approach to construct feasible multi-actor process models since an
actor-specific initial state and actor-specific goal states, partnerships as well as join ac-
tions and split actions were considered as valid by the practitioner.
To conclude, the analysis of the evaluation questions supports the validity, the tech-

nical and practical feasibility and the effectiveness of the presented approach. Table 2.8
summarizes the results.
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Scenario Healthcare

Description of the scenario Basic course of surgery in German hospital
Way of assessing the model Further (third) interview: Step-by-step discussion of the model

with the surgical nurse, focusing (primarily, not exclusively) on
the actions he has to perform (walkthrough); brief description
of the model so that he could understand it (as he was not
familiar with process modeling notations); verbal discussion of
Aspects (A1) to (A3); focus on the sequence of actions/tasks as
well as the partnerships he joined throughout the process

Results (according to the
assessment of the surgical nurse)
(A1) individual starting points and
goals of conducting actors
correspond to those in the actually
conducted process

We described the meaning of the belief state variables
contained in the initial states and goal states. For instance:
Discussion of the belief state tuples of the initial state in which
his process starts; surgical nurse stated that he, as correctly
represented in the initial state, starts in regular clothes in the
anteroom. He further stated that his process ends when the
paperwork is done after the actual surgery, which is also
correctly represented in the according goal state.
The surgical nurse confirmed that, in his view, initial state
and goal state in the multi-actor process model accurately
reflect the respective states compared to the conduction of the
process in reality.

(A2) partnerships conducting
actions jointly correspond to those in
the actually conducted process

Discussion of the partnerships of the multi-actor process
model in which the surgical nurse participates according to the
model; in particular: clarification whether he actually
participates in these partnerships in a real surgery. He agreed
that, for instance, he brings the patient to and from the surgery
room (formally: joins a partnership with the patient) and
finishes the paperwork without any actor; he further stated that
– at least spontaneously – he could not think of a partnership
occurring in reality but not represented in the process model.
The surgical nurse confirmed that, in his view, partnerships
are appropriately contained in the multi-actor process model
and reflect the partnerships as formed during the process in
reality.

(A3) join actions and split actions
correspond to those in the actually
conducted process

Additional clarification about the meaning of the split actions
was necessary; we elaborated that they tell an actor to “leave a
partnership” and to continue with his/her individual tasks or
with joining a different partnership with other actors;
thereafter, he confirmed that, for instance, the partnership
conducting the surgery is correctly split; anesthesiologist and
surgeon leave the surgery room.
The surgical nurse confirmed that, in his view, join and split
actions are appropriately contained in the multi-actor process
model and reflect the respective actions during the process in
reality.

Table 2.7: Evaluation of our Approach with regard to (E3)
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Evaluation Question Result

(E1) Does the approach terminate
and provide correct and complete
multi-actor process models?

A mathematical evaluation of the approach proves that these
criteria hold.

(E2.1) Can the algorithm be
instantiated in a prototypical
implementation?

The algorithm was implemented and successfully integrated
into a prototype for the automated planning of process models.

(E2.2) Is it possible to apply the
algorithm to real-world scenarios
and how can the necessary input
data (i.e., the specification of actors,
actions, initial states and conditions
for goal states) be obtained?

The algorithm was applied to several real-world scenarios. The
necessary input data could, for instance, be obtained by
analysing and refining existing specifications for single-actor
process models or by interviewing a participant of the process
and formalizing the provided data in terms of XML files.

(E2.3) What are the results of these
applications in terms of correctness
of the constructed multi-actor
process models? What are the key
properties of the constructed
multi-actor process models and how
long does it take to construct these
models?

Multi-actor process models were constructed for each of the
real-world scenarios. The Aspects (A1) to (A3) were fulfilled
in each case. The constructed multi-actor process models have
been of small to large size (regarding the number of actions,
conducting actors and partnerships). The runtime for planning
such multi-actor process models comprising a significant
number of join and split actions was below four seconds.

(E3) Are the constructed multi-actor
process models feasible according to
the assessment of a practitioner in an
experimental setting?

The practitioner confirmed that (A1) initial states and goal
states of the multi-actor process model reflected the respective
states in reality; (A2) all partnerships contained in the
multi-actor process model constructed by the approach
corresponded to those formed in the actually conducted
process; (A3) the join and split actions contained in the
multi-actor process model as well as the model itself were
feasible.

Table 2.8: Results with regard to all Evaluation Questions
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2.3.6 Conclusion, Limitations, and Future Work

In this paper, we presented an approach for the automated planning of multi-actor pro-
cess models (cf. contribution 2 ) based on a conceptual foundation (cf. contribution
1 ). We described how to extend a common planning domain in the literature to enable
taking actor-specific information and individual starting points and goals into account
(Aspect (A1)). Our approach can further cope with cardinalities of partnerships (i.e.,
sets of actors) required to conduct an action (Aspect (A2)). Moreover, we outlined how
to construct join and split actions in an automatedmanner. These actions incorporate the
cooperation of multiple actors in the control flow of process models and hence support
individual actors by determining explicitly at which steps in a process they can or need
to cooperate in partnerships to achieve their individual goals (Aspect (A3)). As our
approach extends existing single-actor planning approaches, compatibility with preva-
lent works is supported. Our approach is evaluated bymeans of mathematical proofs of
its key properties, a prototypical implementation, the application to real-world scenar-
ios, a detailed analysis of the constructedmulti-actor process models regarding Aspects
(A1) to (A3), runtime analyses and the assessment of a practitioner in an experimental
real-world scenario.

Our work addresses an important subproblem of the research field automated plan-
ning of process models, namely the automated planning of multi-actor process models.
This issue has not been addressed so far and hence we believe that our work signifi-
cantly increases the scope of that research field. Furthermore, it contributes to the gen-
eral research field of business process modeling by presenting a new approach to rep-
resent multi-actor processes that comprise partnerships conducting parts of processes
jointly. Existing modeling approaches and notations such as swimlanes have several
shortcomings, resulting in ’messy and difficult to understand’ process models (Pulgar
et al., 2017). Hence, we include the cooperation of actors in the control flow of pro-
cess models by constructing explicit actions determining where in the process to form
and to disband partnerships. Additionally, we address a relevant problem in practice as
multi-actor process models are widespread in today’s business world. For instance, we
strongly supported the analysis of about 600 core processes of two European financial
services providers. In this context, over 60% of the analyzed processes of the insurance
company comprise partnerships of three or more actors. The proposed approach en-
ables practitioners to represent multi-actor process models and to denote actions that
have to be performed by a partnership of multiple actors in contrast to existing ap-
proaches. Lastly, as runtimes for the automated planning of multi-actor process models
were short, the proposed approach enables companies to construct multi-actor process
models in appropriate time and thus to stay flexible and competitive.
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However, there are some limitations of our work which have to be addressed in fu-
ture research. First, to increase the acceptance of our approach in an industrial setting
and hence to enable process modelers or even domain experts without expertise in pro-
cessmodeling to constructmulti-actor processmodels, the prototypical implementation
needs to be extended in terms of a graphical user interface. There exists a graphical user
interface for the single-actor process planning approach that served as a basis for our
prototypical implementation. This enables modelers to specify actions, including pre-
conditions and effects, as well as initial and goal states of single-actor processes. How-
ever, this graphical user interface needs to be extended to allow the definition of multi-
actor process models, comprising partnerships of actors, with individual initial states
and goal states as well as actions that have to be conducted by these partnerships.
Second, process models can be hard to grasp for humans, especially when they rep-

resent complex processes (e.g., many actions and control flow structures) that are con-
ducted by a large number of actors. Thus, future research should strive to alleviate this
issue. A promising idea could be to provide an “actor-specific view” of the multi-actor
process models constructed by our approach by focusing on and representing only ac-
tions and belief states that are relevant for the conduction of a specific actor.
Third, multi-actor processes in practice can vary considerably with regard to partici-

pating actors, size, goals and additional criteria. While the application of our approach
in multiple real-world scenarios showed its feasibility and effectiveness, an application
in further contexts could provide a more thorough verification of its practical feasibility.
Fourth, when applying the approach in real-world scenarios, “noisy” preconditions

or effects of actions may occur (e.g., an interviewee is uncertain to specify starting from
what order amount a control by three different actors is necessary regarding regulatory
compliance) and influence the multi-actor process model resulting from planning. To
address this issue, multiple plannings with different preconditions and/or effects of
respective actions could be conducted. Based on this, it can be evaluated whether and
to what extent (i.e., which actions) the resulting process model is influenced by the
“noise” at all. This supports the determination of a feasible process model under such
circumstances.
Fifth, in this paper we presented how preconditions and effects of actions can be spec-

ified on a per-actor basis. The processes we analyzed together with European finan-
cial services providers oftentimes contain actors representing departments consisting
of multiple individuals. However, planning process models on the basis of individuals
may sometimes be preferable. For instance, this may be beneficial in the case of actions
that require a particular number of actors of a department. For such amore fine-grained
planning, it would be promising to allow a role-based specification (as it is possible, for
instance, in security related topics like access control) of preconditions and effects. Fol-
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lowing this, a department consisting of multiple persons could be represented by a role
and the individual persons could be specified by role-based preconditions and effects.
In future, the presented approach can be enhanced to incorporate such role-based spec-
ifications by subsuming actors as well as action-specifications under roles and requiring
a subset of the actors of each role for role-based preconditions.
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Automated Adaptation of Existing Process

Models
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This Chapter addresses FT2 and RQ2 in particular. In contrast to the previous Chap-
ter, the adaptation of existing process models by means of Automated Planning is envi-
sioned. This is of particular interest as processes nowadays are strongly influenced by
IF1 upcoming needs for change. Paper 4, which focusses of the particular question how
process models can be adapted to upcoming needs for change in advance by means of
an Automated Planning approach.
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Today’s fast-paced business world poses many challenges to companies.
Amongst them is the necessity to quickly react to needs for change due to
shifts in their competitive environment. Hence, a high flexibility of business
processes while maintaining their quality has become a crucial success fac-
tor. We address this issue by proposing an automated planning approach
that is capable of adapting existing process models to upcoming needs for
change. Thismeans that the needs for change have not yet been implemented
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More precisely, the process models resulting from the presented approach
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3.1.1 Introduction

The ability to be agile and align existing capabilities to new needs quickly is one of the
most important factors for companies’ success and competitive advantage (McElheran,
2015). Companies are required to react to shifts in their competitive environment flex-
ibly and within short time in order to stay operational and competitive (Döhring et al.,
2014; Forstner et al., 2014; Katzmarzik et al., 2012; Reisert et al., 2018; Rosemann et al.,
2015). Examples of such shifts include dynamic customer behavior, market develop-
ments or new regulatory requirements and are referred to as needs for change. Accord-
ing to Le Clair (2013), in the last decade the inability to react to such needs for change
has led to 70% of the Fortune 1000 companies to be removed from this list. The study
proposes ten dimensions to characterize business agility, half of them being process-
focused. This underlines that improving the flexibility of business processeswhilemain-
taining their quality has become a crucial success factor for companies (Reichert et al.,
2012). Here, process flexibility is understood as the ability to configure or adapt a pro-
cess and the according process model without completely replacing it (Afflerbach et al.,
2014; Bider, 2005; Hallerbach et al., 2010; Regev et al., 2007). It is hardly surprising
that the importance of process flexibility is widely recognized in the literature (cf., e.g.,
Cognini et al., 2018; Ellis et al., 1995; Hammer, 2015; Hull et al., 2016; La Rosa et al., 2017;
Mejri et al., 2018; van der Aalst, 2013).

Process flexibility is also acknowledged as an important issue in practice. To give an
example, in an extensive project with a European bank we analyzed over 600 core busi-
ness processes as well as 1,500 support processes. These processes spread across dif-
ferent departments and business areas of the bank. The majority of the processes and
their corresponding process models, which initially had been modeled using the ARIS
toolset, required a frequent redesign or adaptation due to needs for change caused by,
for instance, new or enhanced distribution channels and changing products. Indeed,
the bank has been conducting projects to adapt business process models much more
frequently, causing the vast majority of the budget, compared to projects to design com-
pletely new business process models. Moreover, several IT and business executives of
the bank stated that nowadays process redesign projects are more time-consuming than
they were ten years ago due to a higher complexity. Interviews with staff members of
companies in other industries supported these insights. This underlines the relevance
of approaches for an adaptation of process models.
The increasing complexity of process models and process (re)designs also has an-

other effect: Constructing and adapting processmodelsmanually turns out to be amore
and more difficult task. According to Mendling et al. (2008), especially larger and more
complex process models are likely to contain more errors when constructed manually.
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For instance, Roy et al. (2014) and Fahland et al. (2011) examined business processmod-
els in an industrial context and found that up to 92.9% of thesemodels contained at least
one (syntactical or semantic) error. Hence, in this paper, we follow other approaches
making use of automation techniques (e.g., algorithms)whenmodeling processes (e.g.,
Marrella, 2019; Rosemann et al., 2010). The research strand “automated planning of
process models” (Heinrich et al., 2015b; Heinrich et al., 2015c; Henneberger et al., 2008;
Hoffmann et al., 2009; Hoffmann et al., 2012) aims to construct process models in an
automated manner and from scratch. Here, a process model is planned by means of
algorithms based on states, actions, and control flow patterns. Our approach for an au-
tomated adaptation of process models enhances methods of automated planning and
thus contributes to this research strand.
Adapting process models to needs for change comprises the modeling of an existing

or desired process. Modeling an existing process means that the required changes have
already been realized. In this case, the changed process can be modeled by adapting
or reconstructing an existing process model to new records of event logs not already
considered in the existing process model (cf. process enhancement; IEEE Task Force on
Process Mining, 2012; Kalenkova et al., 2017). In contrast, modeling a desired process
means that the needs for change have not yet been implemented and the desired process
models have so far not yet been realized. In this paper, we focus on the latter perspec-
tive, thus aiming to adapt existing process models to needs for change in advance and to
construct models of desired processes, leading to the following research question:

How can process models be adapted to needs for change in advance in an
automated manner?

In literature, many existing approaches for the adaptation of process models aim to
“repair” process models locally when considering changes (e.g., Alférez et al., 2014;
Eisenbarth, 2013). However, both process models and process (re)designs are becom-
ing increasingly large and complex (cf. Hornung et al., 2007 and the discussion above)
and local repairs or changes to just some components of process models are not suf-
ficient. Instead, the challenging task of providing adapted process models, which are
correct and complete, has to be addressed. Correct means that the adapted process mod-
els contain only feasible paths and no infeasible paths, while complete means that the
adapted processmodels contain all feasible paths. Correct and complete processmodels
are important to, for instance, increase “flexibility by definition”, which is “the ability to
incorporate alternative execution paths within a process definition at design time such
that selection of the most appropriate execution path can be made at runtime for each
process instance” (van der Aalst, 2013). A correct and complete process model enables
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the flexibility to select the most appropriate feasible path for execution (e.g., based on
economic criteria). Hence, we discuss the following research question:

How can process models be adapted such that the resulting process models
are correct and complete?

The main contributions of this paper are thus as follows:

1 Adaptation to needs for change in advance in an automated manner. The approach
adapts existing processmodels to needs for change in advance (i.e., no reconstruc-
tion of existing process models, e.g., to new records of event logs). To this end, it
enhances methods especially from automated planning of process models.

2 Construction of correct and complete process models. The approach adapts process
models in such a way that the resulting process models are correct and complete.

In the next Section, we discuss relatedwork to explicate our research gap. Thereafter, we
introduce a running example and define the formal foundation, which forms the basis
of our approach. After that, we present our approach to adapt existing process mod-
els to needs for change in advance via automated planning. Subsequently, we evaluate
our approach by means of mathematical proofs of its key properties, demonstrate its
efficacy by means of an application in a real-world situation and benchmark its perfor-
mance in a simulation experiment. We conclude by summarizing our work, discussing
its limitations and proposing future research.

3.1.2 Related Work

In the following, we will discuss existing approaches dealing with an adaptation of pro-
cess models. To structure this discussion, we consider five phases of the BPM lifecycle
as proposed by vom vom Brocke et al. (2018) and omit the process identification phase,
as it is not subject of our research. We start with approaches in (1) the process discov-
ery phase and continue by discussing existing approaches in (2) the process analysis
phase. Thereafter, we briefly analyze approaches in (3) the process re-design phase,
(4) the process implementation phase and close with (5) the process monitoring and
controlling phase. Table 3.1 at the end of the Section summarizes our discussion.

Ad (1): During the process discovery phase, detailed information about processes
(e.g., in terms of process models) is derived from actually conducted processes in a
company. The research field of process mining addresses the area of process discov-
ery (cf., e.g., Augusto et al., 2019; IEEE Task Force on Process Mining, 2012; van der
Aalst, 2015). Within this area, approaches use event logs from process instances to re-
construct process models (van Dongen et al., 2009). The issue that the information of
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event logs might change from time to time due to changes in the corresponding exe-
cuted process, which needs to be considered when discovering the process model, has
extensively been addressed in the literature (Bose et al., 2014; Chen et al., 2012; Mei-
hong et al., 2012). The focus of this research, however, is different to ours because an
existing, already changed process is reconstructed. This means, the aim is a reconstruc-
tion of a (new) process model considering needs for change already realized in actual
process instances. Therefore, these works do not aim to provide an approach for adapt-
ing process models to changes in advance and, as they rely on event logs, do not present
concepts to support this task. In contrast, we aim to model a desired process which is
not yet realized and thus to adapt to needs for change in advance (cf. 1 ).
Ad (2): During the process analysis phase, for instance, weaknesses in the discov-

ered processes are determined. In this context, the research field of process (model)
and workflow verification (e.g, Masellis et al., 2017) aims to check and improve syntac-
tic and semantic correctness of process models. For instance, the automated repair of
unsound workflow nets by means of annealing procedures (i.e., heuristic approaches
which generate a set of alternative workflow nets containing fewer errors) is envisioned
by Gambini et al. (2011). Further, the verification of workflows by means of Petri nets is
focused on by Verbeek et al. (2005) andWynn et al. (2009) in order to “detect the sound-
ness property”. However, within this research field, there is no work on the adaptation
of process models to needs for change in advance (cf. 1 ).
Ad (3): Approaches in the process re-design phase aim to increase process flexibil-

ity in the way they model business processes, for instance by capturing customizable
process models (La Rosa et al., 2017). To this end, manual as well as automated (i.e.,
by means of an algorithm) approaches have been proposed. Generalizations (van der
Aalst et al., 2009; vom Brocke, 2009) or specific change patterns (Weber et al., 2008a),
which are both constructed manually, provide possibilities to increase process flexibil-
ity. Generalization approaches result in less specific processmodels, due to, for instance,
the assignment of several specific actions to one abstract, general action. Hence, such
generalized processmodels (e.g., referencemodels; cf. vomBrocke, 2009)may lack sup-
port for real-world scenarios that are not modeled explicitly, especially with respect to
an (automated) process execution (cf., e.g. Khan et al., 2010; Weber, 2007). On the other
hand, specific change patterns allow the replacement of parts of a process model – often
supported by a modeling tool – by different, predesigned parts. The purpose of those
approaches is different from ours, since they do not aim to provide an approach for the
automated adaptation of process models, which are correct and complete (cf. 1 and
2 ). A second research strand in the process re-design phase striving to increase process
flexibility is the automated planning of process models (cf., e.g., Heinrich et al., 2018b).
In this strand, few approaches exist that address the issue of adapting process models to
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needs for change in advance (cf. Eisenbarth, 2013; Eisenbarth et al., 2011; Lautenbacher
et al., 2009). Theseworks adapt parts of a processmodel due to (a few) changed actions.
They identify so-called single-entry-single-exit fragments surrounding an action to be
changed. Based on such an identified fragment, the idea is to determine “quasi-” initial
and goal states (for the considered fragment) and to initiate a regular process plan-
ning in order to replace the existing fragment by means of a newly planned fragment.
Changed actions, however, can affect the whole process model (e.g., when a changed
action results in several new feasible paths), so that the processmodels adapted by these
approaches are usually not complete. Further, these approaches do not ensure that the
whole process model is correct because of adapting only fragments. Additionally, the
need for adapting a process model may not only arise from actions to be changed but
also from changed initial and goal states, which is not covered by this research. To sum
up, these works do not aim to provide adapted process models which are complete and
correct and are “interested in adapting only parts of a model” (Eisenbarth et al., 2011),
in contrast to 2 .

Ad (4): During the process implementation phase, the previously (in the process re-
design phase) constructed process model is implemented in the according execution
systems. For instance, (web) services are composed with the aim of aggregating exist-
ing functionality into new functionality. For this, graph structures consisting of services
and states, which are similar to actions and states in process models, are constructed.
Thus, within the research field of (web) service composition, issues similar to the adap-
tation of process models are discussed as “network configurations and QoS [Quality of
Service] offerings may change, new service providers and business relationships may
emerge and existing onesmay bemodified or terminated” (Chafle et al., 2006). Here, re-
search focuses on replacing (web) services (or small combinations of services) by other,
functionally equivalent (small combinations of) services (cf., e.g., Bucchiarone et al.,
2011; Canfora et al., 2005). Within this research field, some authors use so-called vari-
ability models, which are very similar to the change patterns mentioned above, to adapt
service compositions (Alférez et al., 2014; La Rosa et al., 2017). However, in contrast to
these approaches, our considered changes regarding process models are not limited to
exchanging (a few) actions but rather we aim to adapt whole process models in such a
way that the resulting process models are correct and complete (cf. 2 ).
Ad (5): In the process monitoring and controlling phase, several works exist that en-

vision to use so-called continuous planning for the recovery of failed process executions
(cf., e.g., Linden et al., 2014; Marrella et al., 2011a; Marrella et al., 2011b; Marrella et al.,
2012; Tax et al., 2017; van Beest et al., 2014). These works aim for error handling pro-
cedures that are based on planning techniques in order to resolve process executions
interrupted due to, for instance, external events. Other works support users by provid-
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ing change operations to address ad-hoc deviations from pre-modeled task sequences
within aworkflow (Reichert et al., 1997; Reichert et al., 1998; Rinderle et al., 2004). How-
ever, they do not propose an approach to enable the adaptation of processmodels (cf. 1
). In particular, as these works aim to address particular process instances, they do not
strive to provide complete process models for the business process as a whole (cf. 2 ).
Another kind of approaches (cf., e.g., Garrido et al., 2010; Gerevini et al., 2000; Gerevini
et al., 2012; Kambhampati, 1997; Marrella et al., 2017; Nunes et al., 2018; Scala et al.,
2015; van der Krogt et al., 2002; van der Krogt et al., 2005) that make use of planning
algorithms deals with the issue of adapting a process model due to discrepancies which
occurred during the conduction. Here, the task is to find a sequence of actions that will
resolve the misalignment between the modeled and the actual reality Marrella et al.
(2017). Similarly, Kambhampati (1997) introduces the concept of refinement planning
as “the process of starting with the set of all action sequences and gradually narrowing
it down to reach the set of all solutions”. Here, so-called candidates (i.e., parts of a plan
consistent with certain constraints) are combined to subsequently construct a feasible
complete plan. Further, Gerevini et al. (2000), for instance, propose a fast plan adapta-
tion by identifying delimited parts of the plan that are inconsistent and then replanning
the subgraph for these delimited parts. In theworst case, these parts comprise thewhole
plan,making planning from scratch necessary. However, they do not aim to adaptwhole
process models (cf. 2 ). Further, these approaches tend to address momentary changes
that “occur on an individual or selective basis” (van der Aalst et al., 2000b). However,
we aim to address both momentary and evolutionary (permanent) changes that “are of a
structural nature” and are typically “forced by legislature or changingmarket demands”
(e.g., van der Aalst et al., 2000b). Nebel et al. (1995) provide an empirical analysis about
the efficiency of plan reuse versus (new) plan generation. They compare the worst-case
complexity of planning from scratch with reusing andmodifying plans (so-called plan-
ning from second principles). The authors state that planning from second principles
consists of two steps: The identification of an appropriate plan candidate from a plan
library and its modification so that it solves a new problem instance. As they aim for a
“minimal modification of a plan”, they do not strive to construct complete process mod-
els (cf. 2 ). In this regard, there exist a few declarative process modeling approaches
that address similar issues as well. Declarative process models are an alternative to the
(imperative) process models addressed in this paper, specifying what should be done
in a process, not how (Pesic et al., 2007; Pesic et al., 2006; van der Aalst et al., 2009).
They tend to address momentary changes, whereas we aim to address both momentary
and evolutionary changes (van der Aalst et al., 2000b). For declarative process models,
it is further proposed to generate so-called “optimized enactment plans” that could be
understood as a planning problem (cf., e.g., Barba et al., 2013a; Jiménez-Ramírez et al.,
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2013). In this context, a replanning approach is envisioned by Barba et al. (2013b), in
case the actually conducted process deviates from the generated optimized enactment
plan. However, they aim at “optimizing performance goals like minimizing the overall
completion time” in contrast to 2 and do not adapt to needs for change in advance (cf.
1 ).
Finally, the research field of processmining comprises the areas of conformance check-

ing and process enhancement (IEEE Task Force on ProcessMining, 2012; Leemans et al.,
2018; van der Aalst, 2015) that are also part of the process monitoring and controlling
phase. Conformance checking is used to detect differences between the traces of a pro-
cess execution (e.g., found in event logs) and a given process model (de Leoni et al.,
2017; García-Bañuelos et al., 2018; van der Aalst et al., 2014). In process enhancement
(which deals with tasks such as “model extension” or “model repair”), the goal is to
change or extend an already existing process model by taking information about the
process instances from event logs into account (cf., e.g., Fahland et al., 2012). The fo-
cus of this research, however, is different to ours because an existing, already instanti-
ated and enacted process is analyzed with respect to deviations from an existing process
model. This means, the aim is an adaptation of a process model to needs for change al-
ready realized in actual process instances. Therefore, these works do not aim to provide
an approach for adapting process models to changes in advance as they rely on event
logs. In contrast, we aim to model a desired process which is not yet realized and thus
to adapt to needs for change in advance (cf. 1 ).

To sum up, to the best of our knowledge, there is no existing approach that adapts
process models to needs for change in advance in an automated manner (cf. 1 ) and
constructs correct and complete process models (cf. 2 ).

3.1.3 Running Example & Formal Foundation

In our research, we aim for a representation of process models independent of a par-
ticular process modeling language. More precisely, in contrast to relying on one sin-
gle process modeling language such as Event-driven Process Chains (EPC), we use a
formal foundation that provides a broader application scope for our approach. Our
formal foundation includes so-called process graphs, which are also referred to as plan-
ning graphs in the research field of automated planning of process models (e.g., Hein-
rich et al., 2015b; Henneberger et al., 2008; Lin et al., 2012; Zheng et al., 2008). Process
graphs utilize similar concepts as existingwell-knownprocessmodeling languages such
as EPCs, Business ProcessModel andNotation (BPMN) or UnifiedModeling Language
(UML) activity diagrams (e.g., van Gorp et al., 2013).
To illustrate the formal foundation and our approach, we use a simplified excerpt con-
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sisting of three actions from a real-worldmanufacturing process of a European electrical
engineering company as a running example (the whole process is part of our evalua-
tion in Section 3.1.5). The process is repeatedly influenced by changing requirements
and new legal regulations and therefore needs to be adapted frequently. In a first step,
the required material needs to be ordered (action “Order material”) as there is no ma-
terial in stock. Thereafter, a circuit board is prefabricated (action “Prefabricate circuit
board”). Here, basically, the circuit board goes through the actions of developing, etch-
ing and stripping. In order to produce a complete product, the prefabricated circuit
board subsequently needs to be assembled with other parts such as microchips and re-
sistors (action “Assemble product”). Finally, the product is ready for sale and the pro-
cess terminates. Figure 3.1 shows the process graph of our running example denoted in
terms of the formal foundation presented in the following.

The process starts at an initial belief state (short: initial state). Belief states are de-
noted by tables (e.g., in Figure 3.1, the first belief state at the top, annotated with “Initial
state”). They comprise multiple pieces of information, so-called belief state tuples which
are represented by the rows in the according tables. For instance, within our running ex-
ample, the belief state tuple (product, not manufactured) in the upmost table of the process
graph in Figure 3.1 (annotatedwith “Initial state”) expresses that at the beginning of the
process, the product is not yet manufactured. Actionswhich lead from one belief state to
another are denoted by rounded rectangles (e.g., the action “Order material”). Actions
contain preconditions (denoted by pre(a)) and effects (denoted by eff(a)). Preconditions
(including inputs) denote everything an action needs to be applied, whereas effects (in-
cluding outputs) denote everything an action provides, deallocates or alters after it was
applied. The process ends at one to possibly many defined belief states meeting a goal
state (i.e., the goal of the process is achieved). For example, in the belief state at the very
bottom in Figure 3.1, a belief state meeting a goal state is reached because the product is
manufactured which represents the defined goal state (product, manufactured), denoted
in italics.
The essential notions are presented formally in the following Definitions 3.1.1 to 3.1.5.

Hereby, we follow common ways to represent a planning domain (Ghallab et al., 2004;
Ghallab et al., 2016) within automated planning (Bertoli et al., 2001; Bertoli et al., 2006;
Heinrich et al., 2015b; Heinrich et al., 2015c; Heinrich et al., 2016; Henneberger et al.,
2008). We thus ensure compatibility with existing works.

Definition 3.1.1. (belief state tuple). A belief state tuple p is a tuple consisting of a be-
lief state variable v(p) and a subset r(p) of its domain dom(p), which we will write as
p:=(v(p),r(p)). The domain dom(p) specifies which values can generally be assigned to
v(p) and can for instance represent a data type such as integer or a finite set. The set
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Figure 3.1: Process Graph of the Simplified Manufacturing Process
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r(p)⊆dom(p) is called the restriction of v(p) and contains the values that can be assigned
to v(p) in this specific belief state tuple p. Let BST={p1,. . . ,pn} be a finite set of belief
state tuples.

Definition 3.1.2. (action). An action a is a triple consisting of the action name and two
sets, which we write as a:=(name(a),pre(a),eff(a)). The set pre(a)⊆BST are the precondi-
tions of a and the set eff(a)⊆BST are the effects of a. An action a is applicable in a belief state
bs iff ∀w∈pre(a) ∃u∈bs: v(w)=v(u) ∧ r(w)∩r(u) 6= ∅. In other words, a is applicable in
bs iff all belief state variables in pre(a) also exist in bs and the respective restrictions of
the belief state variables intersect.

Belief state tuples and actions are used in the definition of a nondeterministic belief
state-transition system presented in the following. The graph in Figure 3.1 is based on
such anunderlying nondeterministic belief-state transition system. Here, the initial state
contains the two belief state tuples (material, {not in stock}) and (product, {not manufac-
tured})withmaterial and product being the belief state variables and {not in stock} and {not
manufactured} being their restrictions. A nondeterministic belief state-transition system
is defined in terms of its belief states, its actions and a transition function that describes
how an action leads from one belief state to possibly many belief states (Bertoli et al.,
2006; Ghallab et al., 2004; Ghallab et al., 2016).

Definition 3.1.3. (nondeterministic belief state-transition system). A nondeterministic belief
state-transition system is a tuple∑=(BS,A,R), where

i. BS⊆2BST is a finite set of belief states. A belief state bs∈BS is a subset of BST, contain-
ing every belief state variable one time at the most.

ii. A is a finite set of actions. The set of actions that are applicable in bs are denoted
by app(bs):={a∈A | a is applicable in bs}.

iii. R:BS×A→2BS is the transition function. For each belief state bs∈BS and
each action a∈A applicable in bs the set of next belief states is calcu-
lated as R(bs,a)=bstold∪bstpre(a)∪eff(a). Here, bstold=bs\{(v(t),r(t))∈bs |
∃(v(s),r(s))∈pre(a)∪eff(a): v(t)=v(s)} are the belief state tuples of bs that are
determined by the transition function to remain unchanged (the notation “\”
represents the set-theoretic difference).

Furthermore, bstpre(a)={(v(t), r(t)∩r(s)) | (v(t),r(t))∈bs∧ (∃(v(s),r(s))∈pre(a):
v(t)=v(s)) ∧ (@(v(x),r(x))∈ eff(a): v(t)=v(x))} are the belief state tuples of
bs whose restriction is further limited by the preconditions of a. If a is not
applicable in bs, R(bs,a)=∅.
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Based on this definition, a graph as presented in Figure 3.1 and defined in Definition
3.1.5 can be constructed from scratch bymeans of existing planning approaches (cf., e.g.,
Bertoli et al., 2006; Ghallab et al., 2004; Ghallab et al., 2016; Heinrich et al., 2009; Heinrich
et al., 2015c). The planning starts with an initial state, constructs the following belief
state for each applicable action based on the transition function R(bs,a) and continues
until a goal state is met (e.g., in Figure 3.1, the goal state (product, manufactured)written
in italics is met by the belief state at the very bottom). The input data for the planning
can, for instance, be obtained by extracting actions from existing process models, using
interfaces of process modeling tools, fresh modeling of actions or conceptualization of
(web) services (Bortlik et al., 2018; Heinrich et al., 2018a).

Definition 3.1.4. (goal state). A goal state is a subset of BST, containing every belief state
variable one time at the most, which represents a termination criterion for the process.
If a belief state bs fulfills the termination criterion represented by a goal state goal (i.e.,
∀p∈goal: ∃p’∈bs, v(p)=v(p’), r(p’)⊂r(p)), we denote bs as meeting goal.

Definition 3.1.5. (process graph). A process graph is a bipartite, directed, finite graph
G=(N,E) with the set of nodes N and the set of edges E. The set of nodes N consists
of two partitions: The set of action nodes A and the set of belief state nodes BS. Each
node bs∈BS represents one distinct belief state in the process graph. Each action node
a∈A represents an action in the process graph. The process graph starts with one initial
state bsinit∈BS and ends with one to possibly many belief states bsgoal,j∈BS meeting a
goal state. A (finite) sequence of states and actions (bsinit,a1,bs2,. . . ,bsk) starting with
the initial state is called a path. A path (bsinit,a1,bs2,. . . ,bsk) is called a feasible path if the
following three additional conditions apply:

i. bsk meets a goal state

ii. bsinit,. . . ,bsk-1 do not meet any goal state

iii. a1∈app(bsinit), bs2=R(bsinit,a1),..., ak-1∈app(bsk-1), bsk=R(bsk-1,ak-1).

Within this paper, we present an approach to adapt process graphs as described in Def-
inition 3.1.5. The result of this adaptation is again a process graph based on the defi-
nitions presented above. Hence, existing works for the automated construction of con-
trol flow patterns (van der Aalst et al., 2003) such as exclusive choice based on process
graphs (e.g., Heinrich et al., 2015b; Heinrich et al., 2016; Meyer et al., 2006) can be used
as usual to construct process models containing control flow patterns. Thus, it is not
necessary to address how to consider control flow patterns in this paper.
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3.1.4 Design of our Approach

We propose two steps for the adaptation of process graphs. In the first step (i), we
identify and classify possible changes to a given process graph. In the second step (ii),
potential consequences resulting from these identified changes are addressed.

Ad (i): As given in Definition 3.1.5, a process graph consists of belief states (amongst
them one initial state and one to possibly many belief states meeting a goal state) and
actions. When constructing a process graph using an existing approach for the auto-
mated planning of process models, the initial state, the goal states and the actions are
used as input. All other belief states of the process graph are constructed during plan-
ning and thus, it is not possible without creating inconsistencies that these belief states
are directly adapted due to needs for change. Therefore, by using our formal foundation,
every need for change to a process graph is reflected in a change to this input and conse-
quently, only changes to this input need to be considered for the adaptation of process
graphs.
The initial state, goal states and preconditions and effects of actions are all represented

by sets of belief state tuples. When changing these sets we will consider changes to
single belief state tuples in the following as changes to multiple belief state tuples can
be represented by a sequence of changes to single belief state tuples. In this way, we
aim to establish so-called atomic changes. These are changes that can represent every
adaptation to a process graph when put into sequence.
To identify atomic changes, we align our research to the well-known CRUD opera-

tions. The CRUDoperations have their origin in database systems (cf.Martin, 1983) and
are the four elemental, low-level operations “create”, “read”, “update” and “delete” that
cover all possible ways of accessing and altering data. We determine all atomic changes
presented in Table 3.2 by combining these operations with the input discussed above.
As “read” does not represent a change in our context, this operation is not taken into
account in Table 3.2.
Since exactly one initial state is used as input for planning, each change to the initial

state can be represented by an update of it. For goal states and actions as well as for
each belief state tuple, however, the operations “create”, “update” and “delete” can be
applied.
We note that updating a goal state or action could be treated as deleting the old, exist-

ing goal state or action and adding a new (the updated) one. However, reusing existing
information about the process graph by considering the operation “update” enables a
more efficient approach (cf. Section 3.1.5). For instance, when updating an action and
retrieving the belief states in which the updated action is applicable, it may be benefi-
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cial to take into account in which belief states the action was applicable before it was
updated.

To address any adaptation of a process graph, a sequence of the presented atomic
changes can be used. To give an example, adding multiple single actions sequentially
allows to address changes which include a larger number of added actions. A more
detailed example is discussed in Section 3.1.4.4.
Ad (ii): We identify potential consequences for the process graph (e.g., actions be-

coming applicable in an updated initial state of the graph) resulting from each of the
discussed atomic changes in the following Sections. Thereby, we do not merely reduce
each atomic change to a planning problem solvable by existing techniques for the au-
tomated planning of process models (e.g., Heinrich et al., 2015b; Heinrich et al., 2015c;
Henneberger et al., 2008; Hoffmann et al., 2009; Hoffmann et al., 2012; Lin et al., 2012;
Zheng et al., 2008). Instead, we enhance these techniques to address each individual
atomic change compared to “planning from scratch”. To do this, we determine where
parts of the existing process graph can be reused or where new belief states and actions
have to be planned. In addition, we incorporate knowledge about the applicability of
actions in the existing process graph to reduce the effort of verifying the applicability of
these actions to changed belief states. Please note that a pseudo code of our approach is
available in Appendix 7.4.2.

3.1.4.1 Updating the Initial State

Following Definition 3.1.5, a process graph starts with exactly one initial state. Thus, ev-
ery possible change regarding the initial state, seen as an ordered set of atomic changes,
consists of the addition of a belief state tuple to the initial state, the removal of a belief
state tuple that was present in the initial state, or the update of a belief state tuple’s re-
striction (cf. Table 3.2). A belief state tuple pwith empty restriction in a belief state (i.e.,
r(p)= ∅, no value of the belief state variable is feasible) is equivalent to a non-existing
belief state tuple. Therefore, the addition of a belief state tuple p can be seen as an up-
date of (v(p),r(p)) in which r(p)= ∅ is changed so that r(p) 6= ∅ and the removal of a
belief state tuple p can be seen as an update of (v(p),r(p)) in which r(p) 6= ∅ is changed
to r(p)= ∅. Thus, we subsequently only need to consider the single case of an updated
belief state tuple to fully cover the three possible atomic changes regarding the initial
state.

To be able to clearly address the initial state before and after the adaptation, we denote
the initial state in the given (i.e., not adapted) process graph with bsinit and the initial
state after the adaptation with bsinit’. As we outline the approach of adapting a process
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graph to an updated initial state in detail, it is necessary to distinguish between old,
(completely) new and updated states in the process graph:

Definition 3.1.6. (old, new, updated states). Let BS be the set of belief states in the given
process graph and BS’ be the set of belief states in the adapted process graph. Each
belief state bs∈BS is called an old state.

We denote bs’∈BS’ as the update of bs∈BS (or generally as updated), if all of the follow-
ing criteria are fulfilled:

i. bs’/∈BS (i.e., bs’ is not old)

ii. there is a sequence of actions a1,a2,. . . ,ak in the given process graph so that a1 is ap-
plicable in the initial state bsinit (a1∈app(bsinit), the set of actions applicable in bsinit,
cf. Definition 3.1.2), bs1=R(bsinit,a1), a2∈app(bs1) and so forth until bs=R(bsk-1,ak)

iii. this same sequence of actions remains applicable in the adapted process graph
(considering the updated initial state) and applying this sequence yields bs’

We call belief states bs ∈BS’ that are neither old nor updated states new states. In other
words, if the belief state bs∈BS’ is an old state, it is a belief state that was already con-
tained in the given process graph, without any change. If bs is an updated state, it is
a belief state that was not contained in the given process graph, but is yielded by a se-
quence of actions already contained in the given process graph. A new state is a state
that was not contained in the given process graph and that is yielded by sequences of
actions not contained in the given process graph.
Nowwe will identify potential consequences resulting from updating the initial state

bsinit. Updating a belief state tuple p of bsinit can impact whether an action a is applicable
in bsinit’ if a belief state tuple p’ is contained in the preconditions of a such that v(p’)=v(p)
(cf. Definition 3.1.2). Otherwise, the belief state tuple p is not relevant in order to deter-
mine whether a is applicable. Hence, the sets app(bsinit) and app(bsinit’) can only differ
in actions containing a belief state tuple p’with v(p)=v(p’) in their preconditions. Thus,
for the set of actions {a∈app(bsinit)|@p’∈pre(a): v(p’)=v(p)}, the applicability regarding
bsinit’ does not need to be checked as these actions are unaffected and thus remain appli-
cable. Actions in the set {a∈A|∃p’∈pre(a): v(p’)=v(p)}, however, need to be checked for
potential applicability in bsinit’. The actions not contained in app(bsinit’) are not planned
at this point in the adapted process graph.
For each action a that is applicable in both bsinit and bsinit’ (i.e., a∈app(bsinit’)∩app(bsinit))

and hence “retained” its applicability we can use bs=R(bsinit,a) from the given graph,
which helps us to determine bs’=R(bsinit’,a) as we only need to apply the transition
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function R (cf. Definition 3.1.3) with respect to p and transfer these effects to bs. If bs’
was contained in the given process graph and thus is an old state, we can retain the
whole subgraph starting with bs’ as the actions that can be applied in this belief state
are known from the given process graph and do not differ since both the belief state
and the actions did not change. This is in accordance to existing techniques for the
automated planning of process models where the traversal of a previously known state
terminates planning. Otherwise (i.e., if bs’ is not an old state) bs’ is the update of bs (cf.
Definition 3.1.6). In this case, the updated belief state can now either meet a goal state,
which completes the path, or we need to continue by treating bs’ as we currently handle
bsinit’.
The set app(bsinit’), however, can also contain actions that were not applicable in bsinit.

For each such action a∈app(bsinit’) with a/∈app(bsinit), the transition function R needs to
be applied entirely (i.e., not onlywith respect to the updated belief state tuple p) in order
to obtain the belief state bs=R(bsinit’,a). If bs meets a goal state, the path is completed,
else bs is either old, updated (from a hitherto feasible path) or new. In the first case, we
retain the whole subgraph starting with bs from the given process graph. If, however, bs
is a new state, we have to apply the transition function R entirely: We compute app(bs)
and, for each a∈app(bs), the belief state R(bs,a) following bs. Again, these belief states
have to be checked in regard to being old, updated or new. Updated states are handled
in the same way as bsinit’. We proceed iteratively in this manner with every upcoming
state depending on its classification regarding Definition 3.1.6.
Altogether, the approach – in line with existing approaches for the automated plan-

ning of process models – starts with the initial state, aborting the traversal of a path
as soon as an old state, a belief state which meets a goal state or a belief state bs with
app(bs)=∅ is reached. Especially when traversing updated states it poses an improve-
ment to existing techniques for the automated planning of process models as informa-
tion from the initial process graph is (re)used.
Within the example (cf. Figure 3.2; parts influenced by the adaptation are black, not

influenced parts are grey), a new external supplier that meets the service level require-
ments is acquired as a business partner. This external supplier is able to provide pre-
fabricated circuit boards. Hence, the fact that now an appropriate external supplier is
available is denoted in terms of the belief state tuple (external supplier, {available}), which
therefore is added in the initial state (bold). By means of this change, the action “Or-
der prefabricated circuit board” (retrieved from the set of actionsA, cf. Definition 3.1.3),
which requires this particular belief state tuple, becomes applicable and thus is planned
in the adapted initial state. After this action, a new belief state is created in which the
action “Assemble product” is applicable, which in turn leads to the goal state. Thus,
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as result of the adaptation, a new feasible path (denoted by means of bold arrows and
bold-bordered actions and belief states) is constructed.

3.1.4.2 Changing (the Set of) Goal States

A process graph contains one to possibly many goal states (cf. Definition 3.1.5). In
alignment with the CRUD functions, we consider the atomic changes “adding a goal
state”, “removing a goal state” and “updating a goal state” (cf. Table 3.2).

3.1.4.2.1 Adding a Goal State. Denoting the set of all goal states in the given
process graph with GOALS, the addition of a new goal state goal/∈GOALS with
GOALS’=GOALS∪{goal} could, on the one hand, result in new feasible paths, which
lead to this new goal state. Such new feasible paths have not been feasible in the given
process graph and thus need to be newly constructed. On the other hand, as goal states
serve as termination criteria, this new goal state could imply feasible paths in the given
process graph being “shortened” so that for a given path bsinit,a1,bs1,a2,. . . ,bsk there
exists j<k with bsj meeting goal.
To determine these consequences, we traverse the paths of the given process graph

and their belief states (except for the belief states meeting a goal state from GOALS at
the end of each such feasible path), starting with the initial state. For each belief state
bs, we need to check whether bsmeets the new goal state (first case) or whether actions
applicable in bs lead to the newgoal state subsequently (second case). If, in the first case,
the currently considered belief state bs meets the new goal state, we abort the traversal
of this path as it ends here. In the second case, if bs does not meet the new goal state, we
have to take into account every possible new belief state that can follow right after bs and
start planning from each of these new belief states in order to (possibly) retrieve new
feasible paths that lead to goal. With this inmind,wefirst determine all actions a∈app(bs)
(retrieved from the set of actions A, cf. Definition 3.1.3) which were not planned in bs
in the given process graph. For each of these actions we then determine the belief state
bs’=R(bs,a) and continue planning from bs’. If, during this planning, no belief state that
meets goal is retrieved or no further action is applicable, the planning of the current path
is aborted.

3.1.4.2.2 Removing a Goal State. Removing a goal state goal∈GOALS (i.e.,
GOALS’=GOALS\{goal}) implies that a termination criterion for the process is deleted.
Therefore, each path in the given process graph that ends at a belief state meeting goal
needs to be checked whether it can be extended by an existing planning technique so
that it leads to one of the remaining goal states. If no goal state can be reached from
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Figure 3.2: Process Graph after the Adaptation resulting from updating the Initial State
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its last belief state (which formerly had met the now removed goal state goal), it is not
considered in the adapted process graph. No other paths are affected by this change.
We therefore take into account each belief state bs of the given process graph that

meets goal and try to reach one of the remaining goal states by planning (i.e., applying
the transition function R entirely and computing all applicable actions and the belief
states resulting from them), starting with each such bs. Thus, we first check each belief
state bs that meets goal for the criteria of the remaining goal states. If bsmeets the criteria
of a remaining goal state, it is ensured that the paths which had ended at goal remain
feasible in the adapted process graph. Else, the next planning step is executed: We
determine the applicable actions in bs and construct the according resulting belief states
by means of the transition function. Note that as soon as there are no actions applicable
in the examined belief state and thus the planning step fails, the paths which had ended
at goal cannot be extended to a feasible path and are therefore not considered in the
adapted process graph.

3.1.4.2.3 Updating a Goal State. We separate the case of updating a goal state goal
into two subcases. Since goal states serve as termination criteria, we distinguish between
a strengthening update (i.e., making the conditions for meeting goal more severe) and
a weakening update (i.e., making the conditions less severe). The updated goal state
will be denoted by goal’ (and thus GOALS’=(GOALS\{goal})∪{goal’}). If a goal state is
updated in anymanner that is not included in the following two cases, we can represent
this adaptation as a weakening update followed by a strengthening update.
Strengthening update. Strengthening the conditions of a goal state goal includes the

addition of a belief state tuple to goal as well as changes to a belief state tuple p∈goal
limiting its restriction, formally replacing p by p’ with v(p)=v(p’), r(p)6= ∅ 6=r(p’),
r(p)6=r(p’) and r(p’)⊂r(p) so that goal’=(goal\{p})∪{p’}. When strengthening the con-
ditions of goal, the set of (world) states that meet goal’ is a proper subset of the set of
states that meet goal, as these criteria aremore severe. Thus, we proceed in a similar way
to the case of removing a goal state (cf. Section 3.1.4.2.2): We start planning for each
belief state bsmeeting goal and each action that can be applied in bs, trying to reach one
of the goal states from GOALS’.
Looking at the running example, a new compliance directive has come into force, re-

quiring the company to integrate quality management as a documented and controlled
task in the manufacturing process. Due to the new directive, it is required that the qual-
ity assurance is documented as an inherent part of the process. Therefore, the belief state
tuple (quality controlled, {true}) is added to the goal state (bold and in italics). Thus, as
seen in Figure 3.3, an action “External quality assurance” is now planned in the belief
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state meeting the old goal state in order to meet the new, adapted goal state including
the new belief state tuple.

Weakening update. This case covers removing a belief state tuple from goal as well
as changes that extend the restriction of a belief state tuple p∈goal (i.e., replacing p by
p’ with v(p)=v(p’), r(p) 6= ∅ 6=r(p’), r(p) 6=r(p’) and r(p)⊂r(p’)). Belief states meeting
the goal state goal canonically meet goal’. Additionally, there are possibly further belief
statesmeeting goal’which do notmeet goal. Therefore, we align the approach to the case
of adding the goal state goal’ (cf. Section 3.1.4.2.1): We traverse all belief states in the
process graph, check whether a belief state meets goal’, and try to retrieve new feasible
paths to goal’ by checking whether actions applicable in the belief states lead to goal’
subsequently. In this way, feasible paths in the existing process graphmay be shortened
and new feasible paths may be constructed.

3.1.4.3 Changing (the Set of) Actions

As described in Definition 3.1.2, actions are triples consisting of the action name, the
preconditions of the action and the effects of the action. According to CRUD, the re-
quirement of an adaptation can arise from the addition of an action to the set of actions
A, the removal of an action from A or the update of the preconditions or effects of an
action in A (cf. Table 3.2).

3.1.4.3.1 Adding an Action. Let a be a new action so that A’=A∪{a}. As a might be
applicable in the given process graph, we need to check whether there exists a belief
state bs in the given process graph such that a is applicable in bs. In such belief states we
start planning by applying the transition functionR(bs,a). Further, theremay exist paths
(bsinit,a1,. . . ,bsk) with a1,. . . , ak-1∈A that have not been feasible paths in the given process
graph and with a being applicable in bsk. In such belief states we also start planning
by applying the transition function R(bsk,a). Thereby, we possibly retrieve new feasible
paths leading to a goal state.
Within the running example, the company decides to establish an own, internal qual-

ity assurance. This assurance, in difference to the external quality assurance contractor,
is able to check the assembled product as well as (optionally) the internally prefab-
ricated circuit board. As we see in Figure 3.4, an action “Internal quality assurance”
(bold) is added to the process graph appropriately throughout the whole process.

3.1.4.3.2 Removing an Action. When removing an action a fromA so thatA’=A\{a},
there can be no new feasible paths leading to a goal state. Further, each path in the
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Figure 3.3: Process Graph after the Adaptation due to a strengthening Update of the
Goal State
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Figure 3.4: Process Graph after the Adaptation due to an added Action
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given process graph containing a is not feasible in the adapted process graph and hence
not retained. The paths not containing a are not affected at all and are retained.

3.1.4.3.3 Updating an Action. When updating an action a to a’ we need to consider
the case of updating the preconditions as well as the case of updating the effects of a.
Updating the preconditions can be separated into the two subcases of strengthening and
weakening updates since any update that is not covered by one of these two cases can
be treated as performing an weakening update, followed by a strengthening update.
Strengthening update of the preconditions. When strengthening the preconditions

of an action a (i.e., adding a belief state tuple p to pre(a) or updating p to p’ so that
v(p)=v(p’), r(p)6= ∅ 6=r(p’), r(p)6=r(p’), r(p’)⊂r(p) and pre(a’)=(pre(a)\{p})∪{p’}),
only a subset of the belief states of the given process graph in which a was applicable
also fulfills the requirements for the applicability of a’. Hence, we need to check for each
belief state bs in which a was applicable whether a’ is still applicable. If this is not the
case, we do not consider the paths containing a‘ in the adapted process graph (cf. case
of removing an action, Section 3.1.4.3.2). On the other hand, if a’ is still applicable in bs,
the belief state bs1 that results from R(bs,a) may differ from the belief state bs1’ result-
ing from R(bs,a’) (cf. Definition 3.1.2). In this case, it is possible that the sets app(bs1)
and app(bs1’) do not coincide. We then proceed analogously as we did when treating
the case of updating the initial state (cf. Section 3.1.4.1) with bs1’ taking the role of the
updated state to bs1.
Weakening update of the preconditions. When weakening the preconditions of

an action a (i.e., removing a belief state tuple from pre(a) or updating p to p’ so that
v(p)=v(p’), r(p) 6= ∅ 6=r(p’), r(p) 6=r(p’), r(p)⊂r(p’) and pre(a’)=(pre(a)\{p})∪{p’}) it is
possible that a’ becomes applicable in additional belief states in which a has not been
applicable. We therefore check each belief state bs of the given process graph with
a/∈app(bs) in regard to a’∈app(bs). If, indeed, a’∈app(bs) holds, we apply a planning
approach in accordance to the case of adding a new action (cf. Section 3.1.4.3.1). Fur-
ther, theremay exist paths (bsinit,a1,. . . ,bsk) with a1,. . . , ak-1∈A that have not been feasible
paths in the given process graph and with a/∈app(bsk), but a’∈app(bsk). In such belief
states we also start planning by applying the transition function R(bsk,a’). Thereby, we
may retrieve new feasible paths leading to a goal state. Additionally, the same situation
as in the preceding paragraph (R(bs,a)6=R(bs,a’)) can arise and is handled in the same
manner as above (cf. Section 3.1.4.1).
Updating the effects. Finally, when updating the effects of an action a with respect

to a single belief state tuple, we consider each belief state bs of the given process graph
in which a is applicable. Due to the changed effects, once again, we may encounter
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Table 3.3: Enhancements over Existing Planning Approaches

the situation in which R(bs,a)6=R(bs,a’) holds, which is handled as above (cf. Section
3.1.4.1).

3.1.4.4 Summary of the Approach

In the Sections 3.1.4.1-3.1.4.3 it was shown how to adapt a process graph to each of the
atomic changes specified in Table 3.2. Table 3.3 summarizes the main enhancements
with regard to existing methods from automated planning which do not reuse any re-
sults from previous planning runs.
As all adaptations can be realized as a sequence of these atomic changes, this means

that a full-featured approach for the adaptation of process models has been developed.
We discuss this by means of our running example:
In order to enter new markets, a new manufacturing facility is built by the electri-

cal engineering company. In this new facility the manufacturing process from above
(cf. Figure 3.4) is planned to be applied, however it needs to be adapted. To reach a
broad market coverage, a second production line for the prefabrication of circuit boards
consisting of two machines has to be added. Additionally, analyses show that a new
packaging is needed for this market and hence, product packing is planned to be in-
cluded into the manufacturing process. As the external quality assurance contractor
does not operate in this market, it is planned to exclusively handle quality assurance at
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the facility. Furthermore, local regulatory requirements demand the quality assurance
for prefabricated circuit boards to be mandatory.
From this description the corresponding atomic changes can be inferred directly. First,

a second production line is incorporated into our process graph by adding the actions
“Prefabricate circuit board onmachine 1” and “Prefabricate circuit board onmachine 2”.
These actions have preconditions and effects similar to the action “Prefabricate circuit
board” with the only difference being the belief state tuple (product, {in prefabrication})
which is needed as these actions have to be put in sequence. Second, product packing is
enabled by adding the action “Packing product” and updating the goal state to contain
the belief state tuple (product, {packed}). With these atomic changes, the ability as well
as the necessity for a manufactured product to be packed is given. Third, to meet the
business changes regarding quality assurance, the action “External quality assurance”
is deleted. Additionally, the belief state tuple (quality controlled, {true}) is added to the
preconditions of the action “Assemble product” to comply with legal requirements. In
this way prefabricated circuit boards cannot be processed without having their quality
checked. The resulting process graph is shown in Figure 3.5.

3.1.5 Evaluation

We assessed our approach based on evaluation criteria stated in literature (Prat et al.,
2015). In particular, the following Table 3.4 shows the four analyzed evaluation ques-
tions, the respective evaluation criterion, the way for analysis and the Section or Ap-
pendix in which a detailed description is given (please note that parts of the evaluation
were moved to the Appendix due to their length).
More precisely, the evaluation criterion regarding correctness and completeness (E1)

was proved (cf. Appendix 7.4.1 for a detailed discussion), which shows that our ap-
proach can indeed adapt process models such that the resulting process models are
correct and complete. This finding supports contribution 2 . To evaluate (E3), the ap-
proach was used in a real-world scenario for the adaptation of existing process models
to needs for change in advance in an automated manner (cf. 1 ). Further, it was shown
bymeans of a simulation experiment as well as an algorithmic complexity analysis (E4)
that the presented approach provides advantages in performance and computational
complexity compared to planning the process graphs from scratch.

3.1.5.1 Evaluation of (E2) Technical Feasibility

We implemented our approach for the automated adaptation of processmodels in a soft-
ware prototype. An existing Java implementation of a planning technique (cf. Bertoli
et al., 2006; Heinrich et al., 2015c) for nondeterministic state transition systems able to
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Figure 3.5: Process Graph after the Adaptation due to multiple Atomic Changes
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Evaluation question Evaluation
criterion

Way for analysis Section /
Appendix

(E1) Does the proposed
approach terminate
and construct
correct and
complete adapted
process models?

Correctness and
Completeness

Mathematical
proofs

7.4.1

(E2) Can the approach be
instantiated?

Technical
feasibility

Prototypical
software
implementation,
Pseudocode

3.1.5.1,
7.4.2

(E3) Can the approach be
successfully applied
in a real-world
scenario?

Operational
feasibility

Application to
manufacturing
process of an
engineering
company

3.1.5.2

(E4) Does the approach
provide
performance
advantages
compared to
planning from
scratch?

Computational
complexity

Simulation
experiment based
on 12 real-world
processes,
Algorithmic
complexity analysis

3.1.5.3,
7.4.3

Table 3.4: Overview of Evaluation
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construct process graphs (cf. Definition 3.1.5) served as a basis. The existing imple-
mentation allows to specify planning problems by means of XML files. We added the
functionality to also specify changes to a process graph via XML files. In particular,
using a set of XML files (one file specifying the initial regular planning problem and
another file specifying changes), a process graph and one to possibly many subsequent
changes can be specified. We further integrated the previously presented approach (cf.
Sections 3.1.4.1 to 3.1.4.3) in the implemented planning technique. Persons other than
the programmers validated the source code via structuredwalkthroughs. Moreover, the
validity of this extended prototype was ensured by carrying out structured tests using
the JUnit framework. The pseudocode of our implementation can be found in Section
7.4.2 in the Appendix. This supports the technical feasibility (E2) of our approach.

3.1.5.2 Evaluation of (E3) Operational Feasibility

In order to evaluatewhether the approach can adapt processmodels to needs for change
in advance (contribution 1 ) and thus operational feasibility, we conducted a field ex-
periment by applying our approach to a manufacturing process of a European electrical
engineering company. To do so, we interviewed the manager of the manufacturing de-
partment about a process that was subject to several adaptations in recent history. Based
on a first interview, the annotations of actions, initial state and goal states of the origi-
nal process (that was in place before these adaptations) could be prepared. In a second
meeting, we reviewed them together with the staff to validate that their specification
was accurate. Thereafter, a detailed process graph, depicting the existing process (con-
sisting of 27 actions, 20 belief states and 48 paths; cf. Table 3.5) could be planned by
means of the aforementioned Java implementation. The running example used within
this paper is a simplified excerpt of this graph. During further meetings, the manager
provided uswith information about the aforementioned needs for change to this process
that took place in recent history. Please note that despite the changes to the processes
had occurred in the past, our approach still adapted to a need for change in advance in
this setting because only the need for change was used as input and the actually con-
ducted processes and resulting changes to it just served as reference for comparison to
our adaptation result. To assess the operational feasibility of our approach, we analyzed
the following three questions necessary for a successful application of our approach in
this real-world scenario:

(E3.1) Using our approach, is it possible to adapt the process graph to the needs for
change stated by the manager?

(E3.2) Do the adapted process graphs represent the actually used process models?
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(E3.3) Are the adapted process graphs assessed as correct and complete by the staff?

Ad (E3.1): Based upon the information given by the manager, we were able to deter-
mine atomic changes and specify them in terms of the aforementioned XML files. Sub-
sequently, we adapted the process graph by means of our prototype in the order the
changes occurred in reality (cf. Table 3.5). The first adaptation resulted from the de-
mand to consider the situation of prefabricated packaging being in stock (an update of
the initial state). This adaptation resulted in 15 old and 5 updated belief states in the
adapted process graph. Thereafter, based on the adapted process graph we addressed
the second need for change and so on. Overall, with respect to Table3.1, the changes
“updating the initial state”, “adding an action”, “removing an action” and “updating a
goal state” were addressed. All needs for change could be represented and addressed.
Ad (E3.2): In order to compare the adapted process graphs with the respective actual

processes conducted after each change in the company, we scheduled a further meeting
with the staff of the engineering company. After the first adaptation (cf. third row in
Table 3.5), we presented the resulting process graph to the staff and discussed the dif-
ferences with them. However, we observed that the staff had some problems compre-
hending this graph. Therefore, for the subsequent adaptations (cf. rows four to eight in
Table 3.5), we visually simplified the adapted process graphs so that they became more
understandable for the staff. In detail, we removed the belief states from the versions
presented to the company and omitted the preconditions and effects of the actions rep-
resented in the graphs so that their layout was similar to UML activity diagrams. Still,
the complete process model was presented. Then, we discussed these graphs with the
manager and employees of the manufacturing department. Particularly, for each need
for change (cf. Table 3.5), we elaborated the differences between the graph before adap-
tation and the adapted graph in detail. Thereby, we asked the staff whether the adapted
graphs represent the processes as they had actually been conducted in the company as
soon as the according change took place. The staff confirmed this for every case.
Ad (E3.3): The staff further assessed the paths in the adapted process graphs to be

correct. We also asked whether the adapted graphs neglected any feasible paths. Here,
the staff validated that the graphs contained all paths actually used in the company and
that no feasible paths not represented in the adapted process graphswere known. Please
note that while the number of paths to check was high in some cases, most paths just
contained the same actions in different order, making a manual verification possible.
To conclude, the (E3) operational feasibility of our approach could be supported in

this real-world scenario. Our approach was able to adapt process models to needs for
change in advance in an automated manner (cf. 1 ). However, we observed that the
resulting process graphs are not yet easy to comprehend. This issue may be solved
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by using approaches to construct control flow patterns based on our adapted process
graph (Heinrich et al., 2015b; Heinrich et al., 2016; Meyer et al., 2006). For assessing
(E3), however, it was sufficient to describe the process graphs to the staff and discuss
the changes of these graphs in detail.

3.1.5.3 Evaluation of (E4) Performance

We additionally conducted an analysis to evaluate computational complexity as well
as a simulation experiment to analyze the difference in performance of our approach
compared to planning from scratch1.
Overall, the complexity analysis (cf. Section 7.4.3 in the Appendix) shows that our

approach provides considerable advantages in computational complexity compared to
planning process graphs from scratch.
Regarding the simulation experiment, we focus on atomic changes to provide trans-

parent results. However, please note that all possible adaptations can be realized as a
sequence of these atomic changes. For our analysis, we measured absolute runtimes as
well as each ratio, which means, the absolute runtime for adaptation divided by the cor-
responding absolute runtime for planning from scratch for all possible types of atomic
change (cf. Table 3.2). To do so, we used adaptation cases based upon 12 existing real-
world process graphs of different companies from the application contexts Project Man-
agement, Insurance Management, Loan Management and Private Banking (cf. Table 3.6).
The process graphs consist of 17 to 8,267 actions and 15 to 2,693 belief states and contain
numeric domains as well as discrete domains in their belief state tuples. There are two
process graphs that stand out regarding the number of feasible paths (Selling an insur-
ance contract and Contracting wealth management customer). In these two cases, large parts
could be conducted in parallel to other large parts in the same process. Process graphs
do not contain control flow patterns and paths represent sequences of subsequent be-
lief states and actions. Hence, these two process graphs represent large processes of
complete value chains (including back office) in which many actions can be executed
in multiple different orders. This results in process graphs comprising a vast number
of feasible paths, each of which represents a different possible order of actions. Yet,
the number of distinct state variables remains rather small because these central busi-
ness state variables can have many different values and auxiliary state variables, which
were not counted here. We deliberately analyzed these two process graphs to show the
feasibility of our approach regarding large process graphs.
In a first step, we defined random adaptation cases for each type of atomic change

1We executed the prototype on a Dell Latitude Notebook with an Intel Core i7-2640M, 2.80 GHz, 8GB
RAM running on Windows 8.1 (Version 6.3.9600) 64 bit and Java 1.8.0 (build 1.8.0.-b132) 64 bit.
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based on the belief state variables of each of the 12 process graphs. Each of these gen-
erated adaptation cases was then (automatically) validated with regard to its validity.
For instance, a goal state could only be removed if there was at least one goal state re-
maining after the adaptation. Invalid adaptation cases remained unconsidered. We
randomly generated 1,500 valid adaptation cases for each type of atomic change over
all 12 process graphs. For each case, the specification of the process graph, the specifi-
cation of the adaptation and the specification for planning the adapted process graph
from scratch were automatically prepared in terms of XML files that could be imported
in our prototypical implementation.
We applied our approach to these adaptation cases and automatically verified that

adapting the given process graphs and planning the adapted process graphs from
scratch resulted in exactly the same process model in each case. Then, we compared
the runtime required for adapting the given process graphs with the runtime required
for planning the graphs from scratch. Both runtimes do not take into account the time
required to generate the XML files representing the adaptation cases. The results of this
runtime comparison can be seen in Figure 3.6.
We observed that the required runtime for adapting the existing process graphs by

the prototype is lower than for planning the graphs from scratch for each type of atomic
change. The left part of Figure 3.6 shows the mean of the required absolute runtime
for adapting the process graphs (first line in each cell) as well as the mean percentage
ratio (absolute runtime for adaptation divided by absolute runtime for planning from
scratch; second line in each cell), which varies between 3.68% and 10.52%, depending
on the type of atomic change. To give an example of a process, independent of the type
of atomic change our approach takes on average 0.35 seconds for adapting the graph
of the process Selling an insurance contract. In contrast, planning from scratch would on
average take about 10 seconds, which leads to an average time saving of 96.4%. The
right part of Figure 3.6 shows box plots of these percentage ratios. The left and right
ends of the boxes are the first and third quartiles, and the bands inside the boxes are the
medians. The whiskers (i.e., the horizontal lines outside of the boxes) include all values
within 1.5*interquartile range.
These results of the simulation experiment show that while for just a few adapta-

tion cases, adapting instead of planning from scratch provided only negligible or even
non-existent runtime advantages, formost adaptation cases, the runtime advantagewas
considerable. Further, the results support that using our approach provides consider-
able performance advantages, even if a sequence of changes has to be addressed. To
analyze the significance of our findings, we further conducted a one-tailed paired t-
test. This kind of test was chosen because we aimed to analyze a paired sample dataset
(runtimes for adapting versus planning from scratch). There was a significant differ-
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Figure 3.6: Evaluation Results by means of a Prototypical Implementation

ence in the runtimes according to the results of the t-test: degrees of freedom=139,190;
t-value=88.685, p-value=2.2e-16. The p-value was consistently less than or equal to 2.2e-
16 across all types of atomic changes. These significant results support the thesis that
our approach is faster than planning the adapted process graphs from scratch. This is
especially advantageous when working with graphical process modeling tools. In such
tools, modelers can – in real time – conduct a sequence of changes in order to, step by
step, adapt a given processmodel to needs for change. The previouslymentioned exam-
ple of adapting Selling an insurance contract underlines this argument. Here, for instance,
using the presented approach would on average result in a 0.35 second waiting time af-
ter each entered change instead of 10 seconds when planning from scratch. Thus, our
approach enablesmodelers to workmuchmore comfortably compared to using existing
approaches.

3.1.6 Conclusion, Limitations and Future Work

In this paper, we presented a novel approach for the automated adaptation of process
models that – in contrast to existing works – constructs correct and complete process
models (cf. contribution 2 ). This approach can be used to adapt existing process
models to needs for change in advance in an automated manner (cf. contribution 1 ).
We mathematically verified our approach, showed its technical feasibility by means of
a prototypical software implementation and its operational feasibility by applying the
approach to a real-world process in a field experiment. Additionally, we conducted a
complexity analysis which shows that our approach provides considerable advantages
in regard to computational complexity compared to planning the process graph from
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scratch. Moreover, we analyzed the performance of our approach in a simulation ex-
periment.
Our research possesses some limitations, which should be addressed in future work.

First, our approach adapts process graphs without cycles (cf. Definition 3.1.5). How-
ever, the (sub) paths within a cycle could be analyzed once and separately using the
approach presented in Section 3.1.4. In this way, process graphs containing arbitrary
cycles could be adapted as well. Second, we evaluated the operational feasibility of our
approach by applying it to a single real-world scenario in an experimental setting. Thus,
the presented approach should be further evaluated in a broader context. In particular,
a larger number of field experiments in different industry sectors should be conducted
to verify the operational feasibility.
Further, the runtime of adapting a process model to a (very) large number of changes

may be slower than planning a process model from scratch. Although we have already
provided some insights on this topic by means of the simulation experiment presented
above, additional work needs to be done. For instance, an estimation regarding the ex-
pected runtime of adapting a given process model compared to the expected runtime
of planning it from scratch, based on the needs for change, would be useful. This could
provide fruitful insights for deciding whether to use our approach or to plan the pro-
cess model from scratch, given a large number of needs for change. Further, we aim
to construct complete adapted graphs (cf. contribution 2 ) and thus do not focus on
a heuristic approach in this paper. However, the runtime for adapting process graphs
may additionally be reduced further by means of a heuristic approach in case a process
model with all feasible paths is not necessary.
Moreover, research work has to be done in order to transfer our approach to related

fields. While a larger number of approaches in (web) service composition utilizes con-
cepts of automated planning (including notions of “states” and “actions” with “precon-
ditions” and “effects”, cf. Fan et al., 2018; Montarnal et al., 2018; Rao et al., 2005) recent
research has shown how to apply similar concepts to the field of process mining as well
cf., e.g., Montarnal et al., 2018; Song et al., 2016. To extensively evaluate the feasibility
of our approach in these fields it needs to be implemented in the according toolsets and
applied to different real-world scenarios. We hope that our work will open doors for
further research in this exciting area.
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This Chapter comprises one paper that addresses FT1 and in particular RQ3 of the
dissertation at hand. Paper 5 aims at answering the question whether Automated Plan-
ning of Process Models is increasing the task performance of process modelers and
hence whether it offers an economical advantage in contrast to a “traditional” well-
known process modeling approach. Thereby, it is not sufficient to only consider the
time that is required for a modeling task but also the quality of the resulting process
models should be taken into account. Paper 5 strives at evaluating this by means of a
laboratory experiment.
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Abstract

Constructing and adapting processmodels is highly relevant in today’s busi-
ness world, but time-consuming and error-prone. Several approaches ad-
dress these issues by manual tasks or making use of automation in the past
years. Especially the research field Automated Planning envisions a (semi-
)automated construction of process models by using semantic annotations
and planning techniques.
We aim at an empirical analysis of the influence of Automated Planning on
the task performance of processmodelers compared to the task performance
when using common process modeling tools. We analyze the invested effort
in terms of the required time for modeling tasks and the outcome in terms
of the quality of the constructed process models by means of a laboratory
experiment.
Our findings indicate that Automated Planning significantly improves the
task performance. The quality of constructed process models is increased,
and especially for larger process models, the required time for modeling
tasks could be decreased.
Keywords: Business Process Management, Automated Planning, Experi-
mental Evaluation, Task Performance
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4.1.1 Introduction

Process models not only allow representing processes but are crucial instruments for
decision-makers (Rosemann et al., 2015), support the alignment of companies’ IT in-
frastructure with their business strategy (Branco et al., 2014) and are an essential tool
in business reorganization projects (Becker et al., 2010a; Mendling et al., 2010). Formal-
ized, imperative process models are commonly used as a basis for a semi-automated
execution of processes (Ding et al., 2015; Paik et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2014) or their
verification (e.g., Wetzstein et al., 2007). Additionally, a suitable representation of pro-
cesses using process models is a crucial success factor for the development of service-
oriented information systems (Aguilar-Savén, 2004; Mendling et al., 2012a). However,
today’s process modeling projects are facing several issues in practice (i.e., in a business
context). Process modeling and improving processes is time-consuming (Heinrich et
al., 2015b; Hornung et al., 2007; van der Aalst et al., 2000b) as it is not supported by
algorithms mainly. A survey conducted by Becker et al. (2010b) among 60 banks un-
derlines this: “over two thirds [...] have a negative effort-utility-ratio concerning their
process modeling initiatives”. In a cooperative project, we analyzed over 600 core busi-
ness processes as well as 1,500 support processes of a European bank. Several IT and
business executives of the bank stated that today’s process (re)design projects are more
cost-intensive and time-consuming than ten years ago, due to higher complexity. This
is particularly relevant as the know-how of representing business processes in a formal
and syntactically as well as semantically correct way is completely missing (Becker et
al., 2015) or in the responsibility of a few specialists in many organizations.

Hence, when talking about an effort-utility-ratio of business processmodeling, assess-
ing the required time (i.e., personnel costs) is not sufficient. With missing know-how,
quality issues of process models are more likely (Becker et al., 2006; Kusiak et al., 1994;
Mendling et al., 2007a). Thus, the “value of business process modeling”, seen as one
of the leading challenges and issues for practitioners in the field of Business Process
Management (BPM) by Indulska et al. (2009), could be decreased due to errors during
process modeling. Empirical studies of Roy et al. (2014) and Fahland et al. (2011) show
that up to 92.9 % of process models are erroneous in business contexts. Besides seman-
tic errors like missing actions, in particular, syntactic errors (e.g., ambiguous gateways)
are contained in these process models. Even though such errors do not render the mod-
els worthless, they make it very difficult to use them to apply, for instance, approaches
for automated verification (Weber et al., 2008b) and execution (Khan et al., 2010; We-
ber, 2007) of service-oriented systems. As said, usually few specialists are responsible
for process modeling by translating the input of process participants (e.g., staff from
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specialist departments) into formalized process models. If this translation fails, process
modeling projects fail as well (Rosemann, 2006).
On the other hand, employees’ implicit knowledge is essential when constructing pro-

cess models (cf. Seethamraju et al., 2009). Especially, when business processes span
across different departments or companies, this is even more relevant as participants
tend to have isolated views only on parts of processes within their organizational unit
(cf. Gordijn et al., 2000). For instance, we were facing two significant challenges in a
large-scale business process reengineering project of a German insurance in which the
authors were involved: the retrieval of complete and correct information of how pro-
cesses are executed in reality and a precise definition of conditions that regulate, when
and by whom parts of processes may be executed. Hence, it is promising to deeply in-
volve employees with strong explicit knowledge of how parts of processes are executed
in process modeling projects (Rosemann, 2006).
Thus, enabling process participants (novices regarding process modeling) to con-

struct process models and allowing them to construct process models (cf. Scholtz et
al., 2013) on their own is promising. It seems favorable to enable employees capturing
their specific work tasks from an insider’s perspective (Fleischmann et al., 2013) instead
of specialists constructing process models with an outsider’s perspective. Guidance for
constructing formalized, imperative process models, using algorithms, especially for
novices (Recker et al., 2012), may help to achieve this objective. The research strand of
Automated Planning of Process Models (we refer to Automated Planning in the follow-
ing) envisions to construct process models (semi-)automatically (Heinrich et al., 2012;
Heinrich et al., 2015b; Henneberger et al., 2008). A combination of semantic annotations,
as envisioned in Semantic Business Process Management (Becker et al., 2015; Betz et al.,
2006; Brockmans et al., 2006; Hepp et al., 2007; Hepp et al., 2005; Thomas et al., 2009),
and existing planning techniques (Bertoli et al., 2006; Hoffmann et al., 2005) is used.
Particularly, a planner generates a feasible process model based on a set of semantically
annotated actions, an initial state that represents the starting point of a process and goal
states representing the desired outcome of the process (see Section 4.1.3). However, it
is still to evaluate whether novices are able to specify such information and whether the
resulting process models are less erroneous. Even though a higher degree of automa-
tion is envisioned, for instance, the efforts required for the (initial) annotation of actions
are expected to be higher, compared to common process modeling approaches (cf., e.g.,
Heinrich et al., 2015b; Krause et al., 2013). We, therefore, follow previous works and
evaluate the “task performance of users” of Automated Planning, one of the most com-
mon evaluation criteria, according to Prat et al. (2015).
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Figure 4.1: Basic Steps of the Automated Planning Approach
(left: annotated action in web-based tool; center: excerpt of Action State Graph; right:

excerpt of process model)

4.1.2 Research Objective & Context

We aim at evaluating whether Automated Planning influences the task performance of
process modelers. Therefore, we conduct a laboratory experiment. Jedlitschka et al.
(2008) propose a structured approach for conducting and reporting empirical research
in the field of Information Systems, which strongly influences the structure and contents
of this paper. In the next Section, we briefly introduce the incorporatedAutomated Plan-
ning approach and outline the differences between common process modeling (partic-
ularly using ARIS Express) andAutomated Planning. Thereafter, we introduce the plan
of our experiment. In the main part of this paper, we describe the results of the experi-
ment, interpret them, and discuss the validity of our findings. We close with limitations
and an outlook on further research.
The study consists of one controlled experiment conducted with 70 students, who en-

rolled in the course “Programming in Practice” (not-mandatory part of the bachelor’s
in management of Information Systems curricula) at a German university. Students can
be considered as novices in process modeling (cf. Recker et al., 2012) but, according to
Kitchenham et al. (2002), using students “is not a major issue as long as you are inter-
ested in evaluating the use of a technique by novice[s] or nonexpert[s]”, the primary
goal of this study.
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4.1.3 Related Work and Technology under Investigation

Several research fields along the BPM Lifecycle (Scheer et al., 2010; van der Aalst, 2013;
zur Muehlen et al., 2004) support modelers and business analysts via automatic tech-
niques as “BPM should make opportune use of technology” (vom Brocke et al., 2014).
It seems promising to provide guidance in constructing formalized, imperative process
models, especially for novices (Recker et al., 2012). Plenty of these existing approaches
rely on semantic annotations and integrate semantic technologies in process modeling
and analysis (cf., e.g., Fellmann et al., 2015a). In the process analysis phase, for instance,
processmining, aswell as processmodel verification andvalidation, assist analysts (e.g.,
Wetzstein et al., 2007). Automated (web) service selection and composition can be seen
as part of the phases process implementation and process execution (Ding et al., 2015;
Paik et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2014). In the process modeling phase the research strand
of Automated Process Planning envisions the construction of process models by means
of algorithms (cf., e.g., Heinrich et al., 2009; Heinrich et al., 2012; Henneberger et al.,
2008; Hoffmann et al., 2012; Lautenbacher et al., 2009) and aims at increasing the “flex-
ibility by definition” (van der Aalst, 2013) of process models and to reduce the manual
efforts when constructing process models (Heinrich et al., 2012; Heinrich et al., 2015b;
Henneberger et al., 2008). In the remainder, we describe Automated Planning, the tech-
nology under investigation, and present differences between process modeling, using
Automated Planning and process modeling using common process modeling tools (i.e.,
alternative technologies).
Automated Planning constructs imperative process models consisting of actions and

control-flow patterns (e.g., exclusive choice and parallelization) based on a formalized
input of annotated actions, an initial state and one to many goal states. The annotation
of actions consists of preconditions (criteria to conduct the action) and effects (how the
action affects the state of the process) which are represented by variables (e.g., “amount
of money”; cf. leftmost in Figure 4.1). Each variable depicts one specific aspect of the
represented process. The approach abstracts the construction of (graphical) process
models from ordering actions and control-flow patterns to specifying contentual infor-
mation about the process and the actions the process comprises. This is the (evaluated)
manual task, a modeler has to perform when constructing process models using Au-
tomated Planning. Based on this input, the annotated actions, an initial state as well
as the goal states (sets of variables, too; input of the approach), a planner (i.e., a set of
algorithms) automatically constructs feasible process models (output of the approach)
in three automated phases A1) to A3):
A1) Retrieval of dependencies between actions: When the modeler finishes enter-

ing the information as mentioned above, he/she initiates the actual automated plan-
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ning. First, the planner retrieves dependencies between actions. It analyzes the actions
pairwise regarding their preconditions and effects. Thereby, it retrieves whether, for
instance, preconditions or effects of an action are missing to construct the desired pro-
cess model successfully. It further avoids repeated (redundant) analyses in subsequent
steps and hence improves the overall performance of the planner. In this step, algo-
rithms identify all actions that possibly “contribute” to reaching the goal state(s) of the
desired process model.

A2)Planning feasible sequences of actions: Adepth-first forward search determines
predecessor-successor-relationships between actions. Startingwith the initial state, A2i)
actions that are applicable in this state are retrieved (i.e., are preconditions fulfilled?).
Then, A2ii) the following state for each applicable action is constructed by applying the
preconditions and effects of the action on the preceding state (the initial state in the first
iteration). After that, the subphases A2i) and A2ii) are performed recursively in each
created following state. The forward search stops if all possible sequences of actions
leading from the initial state to the goal state(s) are found and a complete Action State
Graph is constructed (cf. center of Figure 4.1).
A3) Construction of feasible process models with control-flow patterns: To con-

struct feasible process models with control-flow patterns, determining sequences of ac-
tions is not sufficient. Therefore the planner constructs well-known control-flow pat-
terns (Russell et al., 2006a; Russell et al., 2016; van der Aalst et al., 2003) in the last step
(cf., e.g., Heinrich et al., 2009; Heinrich et al., 2015a). The approach relies on an abstract
representation of process models. Thus, the construction of control-flow patterns is not
restricted to a particular process modeling language.
The tool, used for this experiment (i.e., a scientific prototype), is able to generate UML

Activity Diagrams (cf. rightmost area of Figure 4.1;OMGUnifiedModeling Language TM
(OMGUML): Version 2.5 2015) but could be extended to generate other imperative pro-
cessmodeling languages (e.g., BPMN, eEPC,WS-BPEL). The algorithms are able to con-
struct the most common control-flow patterns (e.g., exclusive choices, simple merges,
parallelizations, and synchronizations) currently. It allows to define actions and anno-
tations via a web-based user interface (see http://www-sempa.uni-regensburg.de for
a public version of the prototype), Modelers define the preconditions and effects of ac-
tions in a formalized manner. This formal specification is the task under investigation.
In particular, the tool allows defining one action after the other in a list-oriented way, re-
gardless of the control-flowof the processwhich is constructed in an automatedmanner.
Modelers define new actions by entering a unique name for the action and specifying
its preconditions and effects by selecting variables as well as their possible values from
lists. They select one to possibly many variables from a list and choose the according
values in a second step. Figure 4.2 exemplarily illustrates the task of adding precon-
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ditions to the action “Withdraw cash” in the web-frontend. To conduct the action, the
variable “amount of money” has to be between 1 and 5.000, “customer request” has to
be “withdraw cash”, “PIN and TAN” has to be “correct”. The effect of the action is that
“customer request” is set to “processed”.

Additionally, the modeler adds the precondition that the variable “PIN” has to be
“entered”. To do this, in step M1 (see Figure 4.2), he/she clicks the “Add Precondition”
button. After that, the tool presents possible variables (stepM2). After choosing the ac-
cording (here: “PIN”), the tool presents possible values for the variable (stepM3) from
which the modeler chooses. In addition to the annotated actions, the modeler has to de-
fine an initial state (representing the starting point of the process) and one or more goal
states (representing the desired outcome of the process) similarly. In order to be able to
determine possible sequences of actions manually, modelers using a common process
modeling tool need to define (at least implicitly) preconditions and effects of actions
as well as initial and goal states, too. However, for enabling the Automated Planning
approach (phases A1) to A3)), they have to be formally and explicitly specified.
When constructing process models using a common process modeling tool, process

modelers, on the other hand, need to arrange the actions of a processmodel in the appro-
priate order. Additionally, they have to construct control-flow patterns where necessary
to create formalized process models in a particular process modeling language (e.g.,
eEPC, BPMN). From a modeler’s perspective, common process modeling tools sup-
port constructing business process models “sequence-oriented”. In particular, a mod-
eler usually starts to define a start node of the process model. Then, the modeling tool
presents a set of possible “next” node types (i.e., e.g., actions, control-flow patterns) to
the modeler. He/she selects one of these and, in case of selecting an action, the modeler
enters its name. After that, the modeling tool again presents a set of possible following
node types. Hence, to be able to create an entire, feasible process model, a modeler has
to construct an (at least vague) mental model of the entire process. Otherwise, he/she
would not be able to incorporate such a “sequence-oriented” modeling approach.
To sum up, we presume the more formal specification of actions taking more time

when using Automated Planning. On the other hand, modelers do not have to identify
contributing actions as they are identified automatically during phase A1). Thereafter,
the Automated Planning approach retrieves the feasible ordering of actions (phase A2))
aswell as necessary control-flowpatterns (phaseA3)) automatically, based on the given
set of annotated actions as well as initial and goal states, the modeler provides.
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4.1.4 Experiment Planning

In this Section, we describe the plan of the experiment that is used to perform it and to
analyze the results.

4.1.4.1 Goals

Precisely, we state the overall experimental goal:

Analyze an Automated Planning approach for (semi-) automatically con-
structing process models and a commonly used process modeling tool for
the purpose of comparing themwith respect to the task performance of pro-
cess modelers from the point of view of the researcher in the context of a
Management Information Systems lecture at a German university.

Performance is commonly defined as obtained outcome divided by invested resources.
In the context of process modeling, this could be the quality (in terms of completeness
and correctness) of the constructed process models (obtained outcome) divided by the
time, needed for the modeling task (invested resources).

This leads us to formulate a different goal for each facet.

Goal GA: Analyze an Automated Planning approach . . . and a commonly
used process modeling tool for the purpose of comparing themwith respect
to the obtained outcome of modeling tasks . . .
Goal GB: Analyze an Automated Planning approach . . . and a commonly
used process modeling tool for the purpose of comparing themwith respect
to the required time of modeling tasks . . .

Overhage et al. (2012) propose the 3QM-Framework to determine the quality of process
models systematically. They state that process models – amongst others – shall comply
with the syntactical rules as well as semantically comply with the according real-world
excerpt (in terms of completeness and correctness). In line with their approach, we
divide Goal A into three sub-facets, each of which is covering one particular aspect of
the obtained outcome of the modeling tasks:

Goal GA1: . . . with respect to the syntactic correctness of constructed process
models . . .
Goal GA2: . . . with respect to the semantic correctness of constructed pro-
cess models . . .
Goal GA3: . . . with respect to the semantic completeness of constructed pro-
cess models . . .
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P1Mobile
contract

P2
Stationary
internet
contract

P3 Cash
with-

drawal/
deposit

P4 Local
electronics

tore

Total num. of action /
control-flow pattern
occurrences

11 / 10 35 / 26 12 / 10 35 / 26

Total num. of variable
occurrences

27 126 35 132

Table 4.1: Key Figures of the Process Models, considered in the Experiment

4.1.4.2 Participants

70 bachelor students in the field of Management of Information Systems participated
in the experiment. It was part of courses, and the covered topic (i.e., the automated
planning approach) was relevant for the exam. The experiment was part of the not
mandatory practice lessons allowing the students to exercise for the final exams. Par-
ticipating in the experiment was voluntary. Informed consent has been obtained by
informing the students in advance about the experiment and stating that participation
was voluntary. In advance of the actual experiment, coworkers of the authors (research
assistants) participated in the pretest. We assigned participants randomly to one group
whereas the groups differed in the selection of the process modeling tasks, their order
(e.g., first the adaptation of the small process model, then modeling the large process
model from scratch) and the tool the group had to use.

4.1.4.3 Experimental Material and Tasks

To analyze the influence of Automated Planning on the task performance of process
modelers, we created textual descriptions of four processes. We aim at simulating real-
world modeling projects, where system analysts and domain experts talk about to-be
modeled processes in the first step (cf., e.g., Frederiks et al., 2006; Hoppenbrouwers et
al., 2005). Hence, we structured the textual descriptions in the form of interview tran-
scripts. The processes are generally admitted, simplified versions of enrollment of a mobile
contract (P1), enrollment of a stationary internet contract (P2), cash withdrawal and deposit
(P3) aswell as shopping in a local electronics store (P4). These processeswere derived from
unstructured interviews with professionals in the according industries and simplified
for the purpose of this experiment. We rely on these processes as each participant pre-
sumably has at least once experienced them and influences by domain knowledge could
largely be alleviated. The process models differ in their size, i.e., the total number of
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action and control-flow pattern as well as variable occurrences. Table 4.1 summarizes
these measures of the four “target process models”, considered in our experiment. P1
and P2 have to be modeled from scratch. P3 and P4 have to be adapted significantly. In
P3, security checks become obsolete in case of cash deposit and an account balance en-
quiry should be considered additionally in case of withdrawal. P4 has to be extended:
a customer has to be informed that ordered products are ready for collection and the
subprocess of a customer collecting goods needs to be complemented. Further, options
to use self-service terminals have to be included.

4.1.4.4 Hypotheses, Parameters, and Variables

As seen previously, constructing process models differs in several aspects when com-
paring the Automated Planning of process models and a common process modeling
approach. Hence, we expect differences in the task performance of process modelers.
We, therefore, chose the independent variable of our research model Use of Automated
Planning, and the dependent variable task performance of the process modeler.
Therefore, we formulate the null hypothesis for our experiment
H0: The use ofAutomated Planning does not influence the task performance of process

modelers.
We divide the participants into two experimental groups concerning the treatment,

the use of Automated Planning. One group uses the Automated Planning tool (i.e., a sci-
entific prototype), the other uses ARIS Express, a common process modeling tool. To
comprehensively investigate the performance of the process modeler, we rely on two
facets of the performance. As mentioned in Section Goals, we aim at comparing two
technologies with respect to the obtained outcomes of a task and the invested time for
the task. We rely on the quality of the resulting process models as a measure for the ob-
tained outcomes. In a literature review on quality issues of process models, conducted
by Moreno-Montes de Oca et al. (2015), the semantic and syntactic quality belong to
the most frequently referred. Becker et al. (2000) describe “syntactic correctness” as the
consistency and completeness against the underlying metamodel of the according pro-
cess model and semantic correctness as the consistency of a model with the real world.
Leopold et al. (2016) state that, in about 77% of 585 process models (denoted in BPMN
2.0) data objects that are not linked to an existing glossary are used. Hence, the se-
mantic quality, in particular, the consistency between different models representing the
same process (Becker et al., 2000; Zamperoni et al., 1993), is threatened. Hence, we aim
at evaluating how far the resulting process models are consistent with a given desired
“target process model”.
Previous works mathematically prove that the Automated Planning approach con-
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structs correct, minimal and complete process models (cf., e.g., Bertoli et al., 2006; Hein-
rich et al., 2015b). Thus, we especially expect increased syntactic correctness of the
resulting process models when using Automated Planning. Though common process
modeling tools support modelers to avoid syntactical errors by tooltips and hints, they
do not prevent it. Further, Automated Planning enables modelers to specify one action
after the other. This is due to the fact that in contrast to when using a common process
modeling tool, a modeler does not have to cope with the whole process model at once.
He/she has not to copewith dependencies between actions that may have consequences
on other parts of a process model. Therefore, we assume that the semantic correctness
could potentially be influenced as well. As previously mentioned, Automated Planning
(in particular phase A1) of the approach) identifies actions that are necessary and rel-
evant for a process model. Further, in phase A3), the approach identifies where to con-
struct which control-flow pattern. These two capabilities of the approach let us assume
that especially the semantic completeness of process models (i.e., all necessary actions
and control-flow patterns are contained in the process model) could be increased.

To assess the influence of Automated Planning on the quality of process models, we
aim at using objective metrics for assessing the quality of the resulting process models
in our research. Overhage et al. (2012) propose the 3QM-Framework – a refinement of
the SEQUAL framework, proposed by Lindland et al. (1994) and adapted for process
modeling by Krogstie et al. (2006) – that provides specific quality metrics and measure-
ments that allow “to systematically determine the quality of process models”. Here, we
focus on 1 the syntactic correctness corrsynt, 2 the semantic correctness corrsem and 3
the semantic completeness compsem of the process models. Overhage et al. (2012) pro-
pose to use a degree of correctly respectively consistently modeled elements (i.e., belief
states, actions, control-flow patterns and edges). We slightly adapt the metrics to the
context of our experimental setting and use the metrics, as seen in Table 4.2. Krogstie
et al. (2006) propose several other “levels of quality” such as “pragmatic quality” that
refers to the interpretation of process model. As we aim at an objective evaluation, we
particularly focus on the semantic and syntactic quality for this experiment. To sup-
port the statistical validity of our findings(cf. Shadish et al., 2002), we operationalize
the quality of resulting process models by the following first hypotheses:
HA: The use of Automated Planning increases the. . .

HA1: . . . syntactic correctness of constructed process models.
HA2: . . . semantic correctness of constructed process models.
HA3: . . . semantic completeness of constructed process models.

Besides this, the invested time to construct the according process model is the second
major factor influencing the task performance of a process modeler. According to Hor-
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nung et al. (2007), “manual process modeling is a time-consuming task and thus in-
creases the total amount of modeling time.” Over two-thirds of 60 banks surveyed com-
plained about a negative effort-utility-ratio of their processmodeling projects (cf. Becker
et al., 2010b). Krause et al. (2013), as well as Bandara et al. (2006), refer to the “required
person days” (resp. “invested person days of effort”) as one of the key cost drivers for
process redesign projects and process modeling in general. Hence, as the way of con-
structing process models is essentially different between the compared approaches, it
has to be evaluated whether the required time for the overall task changes. When using
the Automated Planning approach, modelers need to define the annotation of actions
as well as the initial state and goal states of the to be constructed process models.

In particular, he/she has to explicitly formalize this information in contrast to a rather
implicit consideration when constructing process models by means of a common pro-
cess modeling tool. However, algorithms visualize the process model, as well as deter-
mine the correct order of actions and control-flow patterns, completely. Thus, we use 4
the required time for the modeling task as a metric for the “invested resources” for process
modeling tasks. The required time for themodeling task is derived from log entries (i.e.,
time between opening and saving the according modeling task) when using the Auto-
mated Planning approach. When using ARIS Express, the experimenters recorded the
required timemanually. We derive the hypothesis, evaluated by means of the following
experiment:
HB: The use of Automated Planning decreases the required time for themodeling task.
Besides the independent variable (using a common process modeling tool or an Au-

tomated Planning approach) and the dependent variables ( 1 to 4 ), we discuss the
moderating variables in the following. We have to differentiate between “moderating
factors” and “modeling related factors” affecting the task performance of process mod-
elers (cf. Bandara et al., 2005; Rosemann et al., 2001; Sedera et al., 2002). Here, moderat-
ing factors refer to the process model that should be constructed and its characteristics
(e.g., size and type of modeling task) andmodeling related factors relate to, among oth-
ers, personal factors of the modeler like his/her experience concerning process modeling.
We build on this differentiation and consider process model factors and personal factors as
moderating variables in our experiment.
It is proposed to consider established metrics for process model factors, such as the size

of process models (cf. La Rosa et al., 2011c; Mendling et al., 2008). According to Mendling
et al. (2008), especially larger (i.e., 40 actions and more) and complex process models
containmore errors. We take this into account by the design of thematerials as described
in the previous Section. Further, we consider the type of the modeling task (i.e., modeling
from scratch or adapting existing process models) as moderating variable. We thereby
aim at evaluating whether it influences the task performance (especially corrsyntactic)
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if a given process model is present for the according modeling task. If, for instance,
unexperienced process modelers should adapt a given process model, they may align
their changes to the existing process model. Without a given process model, they have
no possibility to follow an already existing way of visualizing a process and hence may
construct process models containing more syntactical errors. Regarding personal factors
of the process modeler (cf. Recker et al., 2012), others differentiate between modeling
expertise and domain knowledge (cf. Hornung et al., 2008; Moreno-Montes de Oca et al.,
2015; Recker et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2007). Modeling expertise describes how familiar
someone is regarding the construction of process models. Domain knowledge refers to
the subject area of the according process. The participants have been questioned to self-
assess theirmodeling expertise. However, all participants could be considered as novices.
We renounced to question the domain knowledge but mitigated the influence of this
personal factor by relying on generally admitted processes. Table 4.2 summarizes all
variables used in our experiment.

4.1.4.5 Experimental Design

We conducted a laboratory experiment to investigate the influence of using an Auto-
mated Planning approach on the task performance of process modelers. In detail, we
investigate differences in themetrics 1 to 4 for the task performance of process model-
ers between the construction of process models using a common modeling tool as well
as an Automated Planning approach. We rely on a 2k factorial design for our experi-
ment. We aim at evaluating whether the treatment (i.e., using the technology under
investigation) influences the task performance of process modelers in different scenar-
ios. Hence, we consider the size of the process models and the type of the modeling
task as additional factors. We further use a randomized complete block design as a par-
ticipant has to solve different tasks in a given, randomized order. The experiment was
conducted pursuant to the “Experiment Process” as shown by Wohlin et al. (2012). It
was not conducted in an industrial modeling project. It did not focus on a particular
modeling language and dealt with the construction of process models – a real problem
encountered in BPM projects of every kind.

4.1.4.6 Procedure

All participants were familiar with the common process modeling tool. However, they
had no experience in using Automated Planning and the tool at hand. Hence, we ex-
plained the Automated Planning approach and tool to the participants a week prior to
the actual experiment and asked them to solve modeling tasks as homework to increase
comparability. At the beginning of the experiment, we randomly assign each participant
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to a numbered desk. When all are seated, we give a brief introduction to the experiment
and hand out the Experimental Material. After all participants have received the tex-
tual process descriptions, they are asked to start constructing the described processes
in the given order. Hereby, each participant is assigned to one treatment. Participants
at desks with even numbers use a common modeling tool, participants at desks with
odd numbers use Automated Planning. The participants do not receive a visualization
of the processes that should be modeled from scratch. The process models that should
be adapted are prepared in both tools used. When a participant finishes the last task,
he/she is asked to leave the room. The experimenters stay in the room for the whole ex-
periment assuring therewas no collaboration among the students. After the experiment,
the constructed process models were compared to the desired target process models by
the experimenters. Thereby, each element of the constructed process models is counted
and, based on the counting rules (cf. Table 4.2), the dependent variables are calculated.

4.1.5 Analysis and Discussion

In this Section, we at first present the results of our experiment, discuss them, and high-
light implications for research as well as for practice. Thereafter, we discuss possible
threats to the validity of our experiment.

4.1.5.1 Descriptive Statistics and Hypothesis Testing

135 process models were constructed successfully. Another five modeling tasks had
been canceled (i.e., the participants did not declare the tasks “finished” due to running
out of time). The 135 valid samples spread across eight different groups based on the
use of Automated Planning (Automated Planning vs. commonmodeling tool), the process
model size (small vs. larger, cf. Table 4.1), and the type of the modeling task (adaptation
vs. modeling from scratch). The number of samples varied between 15 and 19 across
the groups. As the dependent variables 1 - 3 are not normally distributed, a series of
Wilcoxon rank-sum tests have been conducted, to evaluate the hypothesis HA. As 4 the
required time for the modeling task follows a normal distribution in each class, we vali-
dated the results by means of t-tests. The tests have been executed using R version 3.2.3.
In the following, we present the descriptive statistics as well as the results of the accord-
ingly used test for each hypothesis. Figure 4.3 shows box plots for all tested hypotheses.
Table 4.3 summarizes the descriptive statistics (M: mean; SD: standard deviation) for
all hypotheses and the results of the Wilcoxon rank-sum test (W: rank-sum; p: p-value)
respectively t-test.
HA1: The use of Automated Planning increases the syntactic correctness of constructed pro-

cess models. There is a highly significant difference in the syntactic correctness corrsynt
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Figure 4.3: Box Plots for all tested Hypotheses

(cf. 1 ) of process models constructed using a common process modeling tool (“com.”)
and automatically planned process models (“auto.”) regardless of their size and the
type of the modeling task (“Modeling from scratch” resp. “Adapting an existing pro-
cess model”). These results suggest that when process modelers use Automated Plan-
ning, they construct process models with higher syntactic correctness in all cases. We,
therefore, accept HA1.

HA2: The use of Automated Planning increases the semantic correctness of constructed pro-
cess models. When modeling from scratch, there is a highly significant difference in the
semantic correctness corrsem (cf. 2 ) of process models between Automated Planning
and using a common process modeling tool regardless of the size of the process mod-
els. For the adaptation of existing process models, using Automated Planning creates
significantly better results for small process models. When comparing the results for
larger process models, the differences are highly significant. These findings (cf. Table
4.3) support that Automated Planning improves the semantic correctness of the result-
ing process models. Although the semantic correctness of commonly constructed pro-
cess models is rather high, too, Automated Planning significantly improved it across all
cases. Thus, we can accept hypothesis HA2.
HA3: The use of Automated Planning increases the semantic completeness of constructed pro-
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cess models. TheWilcoxon rank-sum tests show that when adapting process models, Au-
tomated Planning does not lead to a significantly higher semantic completeness compsem
(cf. 3 ; Table 4.3). However, Automated Planning creates highly significantly better re-
sults when constructing process models from scratch. We are able to accept hypothesis
HA3 in these two groups. As process models in practice tend to be larger than the small
and rather easy process models, considered in our research, the results support that
Automated Planning allows process modelers to construct process models with higher
semantic completeness.
HB: The use of Automated Planning decreases the required time for the modeling task. The

analysis of the boxplots (cf. Figure 4.3) shows that the required time for modeling pro-
cess models from scratch or adapting them (cf. 4 ) is reduced by using Automated
Planning. T-tests (cf. Table 4.3) show that using Automated Planning implies a highly
significant difference in the required time to adapt or construct process models from
scratch regardless of their size. Hypothesis HB can, therefore, be accepted.

In summary, the results show a significant difference between constructing process
models using a common process modeling tool and constructing process models with
Automated Planning for all of our hypotheses and thus, H0 could be rejected.

4.1.5.2 Discussion of the Results

The results indicate that the task performance of process modelers ( 1 - 4 ) is positively
influenced by using Automated Planning. We assume that process modelers may be
able to focus on one action after the other in a sequential manner instead of having the
control-flow of the complete, resulting process model in mind by using an Automated
Planning approach. This assumption is supported by the findings of our research, par-
ticularly by the increase of 2 the semantic correctness and 3 the semantic completeness
of resulting process models. This is of particular interest as especially the automated
identification of issues regarding 2 and 3 is hard (cf. Soffer et al., 2012). Our find-
ings support the initial assumption as the semantic quality ( 2 and 3 ) of small process
models is at a rather high level, even when constructing process models with a com-
mon process modeling tool. Here, the consideration of the structure of the resulting
process models is not that complex, so that process modelers are still able to focus on
the semantics of the actions. Further, using an Automated Planning approach assures
to construct syntactically correct process models (cf. 1 ) by design of the incorporated
algorithms. The required time for a modeling task 4 could be significantly decreased
by using Automated Planning. According to the findings of Krause et al. (2013) Auto-
mated Planning is especially beneficial for large process models and is not proposed to
be used for small process models that are not required to be redesigned frequently due
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to higher initial setup cost. However, with our research, we have shown that not only the
quality of the resulting, rather small process models ( 1 - 3 ) could be increased but also
the required time for constructing the according modeling tasks could be decreased.
The participants aremore experienced in using a common processmodeling tool (i.e.,

ARIS Express) than in using Automated Planning as they used common process mod-
eling tools in their prior studies. Thus, the results indicate that Automated Planning is
advantageous compared to common process modeling tools.

4.1.5.3 Implications for Research and Practice

Our research illustrates the importance of research on the topic of how to support pro-
cess modelers by means of algorithms. The approach at hand is mathematically proven
to construct complete, correct, and minimal process models. However, the algorithms
rely on a set of annotated actions. These annotations are not explicitly required when
using a common process modeling approach. We have shown that using Automated
Planning to construct processmodels from scratch or to adapt already annotated process
models is beneficial. However, future work is required that enables annotating common
process models as a basis for future adaptations by means of an Automated Planning
approach. Some process mining works, for instance, already rely on rather similar for-
mal foundations and are promising for further research. Verbeek et al. (2007) create
variables from state spaces obtained through process mining by means of a Petri net
synthesis technique based on so-called regions. Kindler et al. (2006) denote actions in
terms of their input and output documents and describe states through the actions that
were applied.
In practice, the efficiency of process modeling projects is a major issue. Our research

shows that Automated Planning of process models has a positive influence on the task
performance of process modelers. Hence, for transferring these findings into practical
use, tool vendors can make use of our findings and the developed approaches. Further
work has to be done to integrate the appropriate functionality in well-known process
modeling tools. These features will enable modelers to avoid syntactic errors in process
models. They further enable process modelers to construct semantically better process
models in equal or less time.
Additionally, our findings indicate that novices are able to construct less erroneous

process models in equal or less time. This opens plenty of chances from a manage-
rial perspective. Most obviously, the number of required professional process modelers
(and thus personnel costs) could potentially be reduced for business process modeling
projects. Enabling novices to construct process models on their own further may lead to
decentralized process modeling initiatives that could be conducted by one department
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or even employee solely, which further leads to an improved end to end performance
for such initiatives.
Further, if less dedicated staff is required, the demand for coordination and commu-

nicationwithin a process modeling project could potentially be reduced. With less com-
munication between participants in a process modeling project, the chances for misun-
derstandings that lead to erroneous process models could be reduced as well. Such
implicit consequences have, so far, not been part of our evaluation.

4.1.5.4 Threats to Validity

In this Section, we want to discuss how far the results of our experiment support our
claim about the influence of Automated Planning on the task performance of process
modelers. Shadish et al. (2002)present different types of validity and common threats
that we want to discuss regarding our research:
The statistical conclusion validity describes whether adequate statistical methods

are used. We used Wilcoxon rank-sum tests which do not rely on normally distributed
data. For the normally distributed classes, we relied on t-tests. Referring to literature
(cf. Bandara et al., 2005; Mans et al., 2013; Overhage et al., 2012; Rosemann et al., 2001;
Sedera et al., 2002), we expect having considered the relevant variables. However, as we
described the Automated Planning approach in detail before the experiment, the way
of the descriptionmight influence the results of the experiment. Further, the fact that all
participants were aware of the other experimental groupmight be a confounding factor.
Internal validity refers to the question whether the difference in the task perfor-

mance of process modelers is a consequence of using an Automated Planning approach
or not. Here, the experiment was conducted once in one moment and place. Thus,
threats caused by variance in implementation or selection of participants can be ex-
cluded. However, participants had to model two process models consecutively, which
could cause learning or exhaustion effects. Thus, we randomized the order of themodel-
ing tasks across the participants. Consequently, we couldmitigate learning, maturation,
exhaustion, and instrumentation effects. Themodeling expertise of the participants was
checked in the questionnaire.

Construct validity refers to the question, in how far our instruments reflect the con-
structs of the task performance of processmodelers, personal factors, and processmodel
factors correctly. We followed existing works and their proposals for using the quality
of process models as “obtained outcomes” and required time for the modeling task as
“invested resources” as factors for the task performance of process modelers (Bandara
et al., 2006; Mans et al., 2013). However, due to the vague definition of “task perfor-
mance of process modelers”, the construct validity can hardly be assessed objectively.
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Nonetheless, to mitigate the most obvious pitfalls, our instrumentation referred to mul-
tiple methods of assessing constructs that were pretested and used by other authors
before (cf., e.g., Mendling et al., 2012b).

External validity describes how far the causal relations discussed in this experiment
can be generalized over different settings. As discussed before, a wide range of fac-
tors (e.g., modeling purpose, modeling language) can influence the task performance
of process modelers. However, they are not part of our experimental setup. We inten-
tionally chose the form of a laboratory experiment to analyze the effect of using Auto-
mated Planning in isolation. The isolated analysis allows an interpretation whether our
results are caused by the treatment or result from an incidental combination of other
factors (see internal validity). However, this isolated analysis limits the generalizability
of our results. Obviously, it takes further research in the field to analyze how strong the
influence of Automated Planning is in more general settings.

4.1.6 Summary, Limitations, and Outlook

To the best of our knowledge, our study is the first, evaluating the influence of Au-
tomated Planning on the task performance of process modelers by empirical analysis.
After introducing the theoretical foundation and our experimental design, we evaluate
the influence of Automated Planning on the task performance of process modelers in
terms of the required modeling time as well as the semantic and syntactic correctness
and the semantic completeness of the resulting process models. The results show that
Automated Planning significantly influences the task performance of modelers. How-
ever, our work has several limitations, which we discuss in the following and address in
future work.
First to mention, the use of students in a class setting. Students can be considered as

novices in process modeling (cf. Recker et al., 2012), a target groupwhere especially the
correctness and completeness of process models is a well-known issue, which makes
them eligible candidates for our experiment. The students in our experiment repre-
sent a rather homogenous group, whereas, among practitioners, there might be more
variability, especially concerning “modeling expertise”. Hence, the results might be dif-
ferent when considering experienced practitioners. In order to evaluate this, additional
research is required. Further, we did not verify the self-assessed personal factor “mod-
eling expertise” during the experiment. This could potentially be achieved by taking the
quality of the preliminary homework into consideration as an indicator for their mod-
eling expertise in a next experiment. However, our aim was to provide a first indication
in how far Automated Planning influences process modelers and hence, this possibly
confounding aspect should be evaluated in more detail in further research as well.
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Second, comparing two specific approaches, namely one particular Automated Plan-
ning approach and one particular common process modeling tool threatens the gener-
alizability of our findings. As the participants have been using ARIS Express in prior
classes, we rely on it as a common process modeling tool. We expect a lower task perfor-
mance when using a so far unknown tool. Hence, the results of our experiment serve as
a lower bound, and we expect the differences between two unknown modeling tools to
be even greater. In this context, the experiment should be repeated with different com-
mon process modeling tools like, for instance, Signavio or Camunda Modeler1 as well
as different Automated Planning tools. Additionally, common process modeling tools
have been improved over time, whereas the Automated Planning tool is a scientific pro-
totype. Thus, revising and improving its user interface may improve the results. This
should be addressed by further research on the usability of the Automated Planning
tool at hand.
Third, we relied on four particular processes, partly of moderate size and complexity,

though well known for the participants. However, according to Mendling et al. (2008),
especially larger (they refer to 40 actions and more) and more complex process models
likely contain more errors. Thus, our findings should also be verified for larger pro-
cesses, which is part of future research. Additionally, we rely on two processes for each
of the two cases of constructing process models from scratch and adapting them. In
both cases, the processes differ considerably regarding their size and complexity. Thus,
it is likely that the participants of the experiment assess the complexity of the processes
as considerably different as well. Hence, in a second experiment, additional processes
of medium size and complexity should be taken into account as well.
Additionally, with the research of Krause et al. (2013) inmind, assessing the economic

value of Automated Planning is still an open topic. With our research, we provided a
first basis for further research, as we addressed some well-known factors that affect the
economic value of business process management projects (i.e., the required time for
modeling tasks, influencing the costs, and the syntactic and semantic quality of result-
ing process models, influencing the value contribution of process modeling). However,
based on the research of Krause et al. (2013) and our research, further work is necessary
in order to gain detailed insights into the business value of Automated Planning. For
instance, one could possibly find lower thresholds for the estimated size and complex-
ity of process models to assess the economic reasonability of Automated Planning for
a modeling task at hand. Lastly, other levels of quality should be evaluated as well. In
our research, we focused on the semantic and the syntactic quality of process models.

1https://www.signavio.com/ resp. https://camunda.com/de/products/modeler/
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However, it is still to evaluate, whether, for instance, the pragmatic quality (Krogstie
et al., 2006) could be increased as well.
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5.1. Major Findings

In Section 5.1, the major findings of this dissertation are summarized. Thereafter, in
Section 5.2, possible aspects for future work, based on the limitations of this disserta-
tion, are discussed. The points that are identified within this Chapter do not address
single papers presented in this dissertation but address the dissertation as awhole, since
respective summaries and outlooks are contained directly within the papers.

5.1 Major Findings

Today’s business world that “changes faster all the time” (Harmon, 2019, p. 441) is ex-
pecting companies to be more and more flexible and agile. BPM, in this context, not
only serves as enabler for flexibility and agility but may, to some extent, be an impedi-
ment aswell, as there is a huge amount ofmanual efforts associatedwith BPM initiatives
(Bowers et al., 1995; Škrinjar et al., 2010). Hence, “BPM should make opportune use of
technology” (vom Brocke et al., 2014, p. 533) to reduce those manual efforts. In par-
ticular, process modeling is a time consuming and therefore costly task in practice (cf.,
e.g., Becker et al., 2010b; Hornung et al., 2007). On the one hand, the research field
Automated Planning of Process Models strives this issue by decreasing the manual ef-
forts while on the other hand, the flexibility by definition (cf. van der Aalst, 2013) of
processes could be increased. This dissertation contributes to this research area and ex-
tends it by particular quantitative approaches to further decrease themanual efforts and
to increase the flexibility by definition of processes. The main contributions from both
of these focal topics are as follows.
Concerning the first focal topic, FT1 decreasing the manual efforts for constructing

to-be process models, firstly an approach to construct the control flow pattern simple
merge is presented in Paper 1 striving RQ1.1. The approach to automatically construct
the control flow pattern simple merge as presented in Paper 1 constructs minimal and
complete process models and is able to merge multiple, nested exclusive choices as well
as exclusive choiceswithin parallelization compounds. In addition to that, the approach
constructs so-called pattern compounds (cf., e.g., La Rosa et al., 2011c) that increase the
readability and understandability of process models. Secondly, an experimental study
that answers the question whether and in which particular situations Automated Plan-
ning of Process Models is beneficial in contrast to process modeling using regular, well-
known tools in Paper 5 answering RQ3 is presented. Paper 5 particularly presents a lab-
oratory experiment that shows that Automated Planning of ProcessModels is beneficial
with respect to the task performance of process modelers. The laboratory experiment
shows that the invested resources in terms of the required modeling time for modeling
tasks could be decreased, especially when constructing larger process models. Further,
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it was shown that the outcome of process modeling tasks in terms of the quality of the
resulting process models could be increased by relying on Automated Planning.
Regarding the second focal topic, FT2 increasing the flexibility of to-be processes,

three selected factors IF1 to IF3 that require processes to be flexible are considered in
the dissertation at hand. Paper 2 strives RQ1.2 and addresses IF2 exogenous non-static
context influencing processes by means of Automated Planning of Process Models. In
particular, the presented approach extends an existing set-theoretic planning domain
by so-called context variables and including context-related information in the precon-
ditions of actions. Further, to consider context as non-static, so-called context-signals
and receive context actions are introduced to handle changing context. Finally, an ex-
isting algorithm from the field of Automated Planning of Process Models is extended
to enable the planning of context-aware process models. Paper 3 aims at at answer-
ing RQ1.3 coordinating IF3 multiple contributing actors by means of an Automated
Planning approach. To do so, an existing set-theoretic planning domain is extended to
consider actor-specific information. Further, the concept of partnerships, meaning the
fact that actions may potentially need to be conducted by a certain number of actors, is
included in the planning domain. To conclude, an existing planning algorithm is ex-
tended to construct so-called join actions resp. split actions to build (resp. disband)
partnerships of actors throughout a process. Paper 4 addresses RQ2 and deals with the
issue of adapting existing process models to IF1 upcoming needs for change by means
of Automated Planning of Process Models. Initially, a structured analysis of potentially
occurring changes is conducted, based on the planning domain. Thereafter, approaches
for the adaptation of process graphs resulting from altering one particular element in
the planning domain are presented. The combined approach to adapt process graphs
to upcoming needs for change is thereafter extensively evaluated by means of mathe-
matical proofs, a case study as well as a simulation experiment.
All approaches share a common formal foundation, namely a common planning

domain to guarantee a maximum of compatibility with existing approaches (cf., e.g.,
Bertoli et al., 2001; Bertoli et al., 2006; Heinrich et al., 2009; Heinrich et al., 2019; Meyer
et al., 2006; Sycara et al., 2003). Moreover, each of the papers comprises novel concepts
as well as a particular algorithm. The key properties of each approach are formally veri-
fied. Further, the approaches are prototypically implemented and evaluated in different
real-world scenarios. In summary, all presented approaches proposed in the disserta-
tion expand the research area of Automated Planning of Process Models. Hence, the
dissertation provides particular novel approaches in two focal topics that support orga-
nizations, business analysts and especially process modelers in increasing their agility
for facing the challenges of todays fast-paced business world. However, there remains
a vast amount of interesting directions for further research.
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5.2 Outlook & Future Work

This dissertation has focused on five particular research questions to address relevant is-
sues in the field of Automated Planning of ProcessModels or BPM in general. However,
today’s fast-changing business world and the resulting pressure on companies requires
processes to be more flexible, and a reduction of efforts in the field of BPM beyond the
extent of what this work was able to achieve. Some possible directions for future work
shall be outlined in the remainder.

To begin with, the presented approaches in this dissertation share a common formal
foundation in form of a nondeterministic state-transition system. Relying on such a non-
deterministic state-transition system guarantees compatibility with existing approaches
(cf., e.g., Bertoli et al., 2001; Bertoli et al., 2006; Heinrich et al., 2009; Heinrich et al., 2019;
Meyer et al., 2006; Sycara et al., 2003) at least to some extent. However, particular issues
such as the construction of control flow patterns have so far been addressed in isola-
tion from each other. Even though, for instance, the proposed approach to construct the
control flow pattern simple merge (cf. Section 2.1) makes it possible to merge multi-
ple nested exclusive choices as well as exclusive choices in parallelization compounds, a
holistic, integrated approach that is capable of constructing process models comprising
all basic control flow patterns (cf. Russell et al., 2006a; Russell et al., 2016; van der Aalst
et al., 2003) is still an unsolved issue. This issue is still non-trivial (i.e., not only correctly
ordering the execution of the individual algorithms) as existing methods partly rely on
a planning domain without control flow patterns as input for the according algorithms
(cf., e.g., Heinrich et al., 2009; Heinrich et al., 2015b; Heinrich et al., 2019). However,
such a holistic, integrated approach is of particular interest as it lays the foundation for
a fruitful use in practice and hence to fully exploit the potential of Automated Planning
of Process Models in practical use. Integrating such a realized, integrated approach
into market-proven PAIS is a logical next step. For instance, the tremendous success
of Celonis as a commercial provider of Process Mining software allows surmising the
potential for approaches that incorporate automation in BPM. Hence, integrating Auto-
mated Planning of Process Models into tools such as Signavio, Camunda, or the ARIS
suite seems promising to enable exploiting its potential in a business context.
Lastly, when talking about this range of topics, a field evaluation should be carried out

in future work, either by relying on an integrated but scientific prototype or by means
of a PAIS that integrates Automated Planning of Process Models. So far, no explicit
field evaluation has been conducted. The economic evaluation, as presented in Section
4.1, relies on students and employs a laboratory experiment. However, to assess the
economic impact of Automated Planning in business scenarios, field studies probably
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would give exciting insights into how professionals interact with Automated Planing
and whether it is economically beneficial in real-world projects as well.
Besides that, not only integrating existing approaches to construct basic control flow

patterns seems beneficial but also the automated construction of additional, basic (cf.
van der Aalst et al., 2003) or advanced control flow patterns (cf. van der Aalst et al.,
2000a). In particular, “structural” (van der Aalst et al., 2003) control flow patterns such
as arbitrary cycles are still not explicitly covered in the field of Automated Planning of
Process Models. Even though some approaches (cf., e.g., Heinrich et al., 2008; Heinrich
et al., 2012) are implicitly capable of coping with cycles - the presented approach to
construct the control flow pattern simple merge is an example for that as well - other
works do explicitly note that they are not able to cope with cycles (cf., e.g., Heinrich
et al., 2019). Hence, further research on additional control flow patterns and especially
on arbitrary cycles is promising as real-world processes oftentimes comprise cycles.
Moreover, approaches for the Automated Planning of context-aware processes (cf.

Section 2.2) as well as for the coordination of multiple actors (cf. Section 2.3) have
been presented in this dissertation. Other research areas such as (web) service selection
are already aiming at comparable issues but employ integrated solutions. Bortlik et al.
(2018), for instance, strive to resolve the issue of determining feasible service compo-
sitions for multiple actors, each of whom has own preferences and constraints, consid-
ering context information such as daytime or location. Hence, it seems promising to
integrate both approaches and thereby to enable the Automated Planning of context-
aware multi-actor process models, accordingly.
Combining the presented approacheswith otherworks from related topicsmight pro-

vide fruitful outcomes as well. There are plenty possibilities to combine the presented
approaches with other approaches in the general area of Business Process Automation.
For instance, a combination with the aforementioned approach, presented by Bortlik et
al. (2018) or related ones from the field of (web) service selection (e.g., Falou et al., 2009;
Fujii et al., 2009; Lewerenz, 2015; Mehandjiev et al., 2012; Zhou et al., 2011) and execu-
tion may possibly yield interesting possibilities to enable automated planning, imple-
mentation, and lastly execution of context-aware multi-actor processes. As mentioned
in Section 1.3, there exist several types of process flexibility, and a combination of multi-
ple approaches that increase complementary types of flexibility may be advantageous.
Hence, instead of only increasing the flexibility of definition of processes as presented
in the dissertation, increasing the flexibility by deviation simultaneously could provide
an interesting foundation for future research. Especially regarding context-aware pro-
cesses, theremight be the fact that particular context events have not been considered by
modelers in advance and hence the flexibility by definition of the according process is
still limited. Leveraging this issue with approaches that enable deviation from the pro-
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cess model during process execution may result in a more comprehensive support for
context-aware processes. Furthermore, the development of approaches to derive new
process paths from these deviations as input for an automated adaptation of the process
model can be an interesting field for future research.

Another possible direction for future research is the integration of concepts of other
planning approaches into the Automated Planning of Process Models. For instance,
probabilistic planning as well as temporal planning might provide fruitful extensions
to the planning domain on that the approaches presented in the dissertation rely. Prob-
abilistic planning extends the given nondeterministic planning domain by means of
probabilities with which effects of actions occur. Temporal planning extends the given
nondeterministic planning domain by means of information about the duration of con-
ducting an action. Both extensions could potentially provide interesting benefits with
respect to adaptive processes. For instance, effects that result from the conduction of ac-
tionsmay potentially come into force directly at starting to conduct the according action,
with finishing the conduction or at some time in between. This idea is not new and exist-
ing works relying on temporal planning already cope with such so-called “intermediate
effects” by relying on so-called auxiliary actions that break up an action into a sequence
of ordered sub-actions (cf., e.g., Cimatti et al., 2018; Smith et al., 2008; Valentini et al.,
2019), for example. While the integration of such concepts in the Automated Planning
of Process Models is promising, it is still an unsolved topic. With concepts from proba-
bilistic planning (cf. Bonet et al., 2001; Ghallab et al., 2004; Ghallab et al., 2016), a two-
staged planning process could potentially be created. In the first step, process models
could be constructed by means of Automated Planning of Process Models as presented
in the dissertation. In a second step, the nondeterministic process model could then be
refined by integrating probabilistic information with respect to the effects of actions or
probabilities of the occurrence of context-events. For instance, context-aware process
models could first be planned without probabilistic information and, shortly before im-
plementation and execution, information such as the probability for changing weather
could be taken into account.
To conclude, this dissertation forms a solid base for various interesting future research

as Automated Planning of Process Models does not only provide an economical advan-
tage when constructing and adapting process models but also increases the flexibility
of processes. The dissertation itself has extended this research field bymeans of specific
approaches supporting process modelers and business analysts, respectively organiza-
tions in general. However, significant challenges remain to be addressed and the need
for research in this field is ongoing.
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Chapter 7. Appendices

7.1 Paper 1: Automated Planning of Process Models: The
Construction of Simple Merges

7.1.1 Pseudocode of the Algorithm

Listing 7.1 Pseudocode of the procedure ALGORITHM
1 procedure ALGORITHM(A)
2 AllChoiceNodes={}
3 Al lPara l le lNodes={}
4 MARKACTIONS(A)
5 end

Listing 7.2 Pseudocode of the procedure MarkActions(A)
1 procedure MarkActions (A)
2 ChoicePrecedings = {}
3 SubLength = A. length
4 while a := A. pop()
5 Precedings = {}
6 switch (a . type ) {
7 case JoinNode :
8 precedingTokens = PrecedingNode(a) . tokens
9 a = MarkPara l le ls (a)
10 a . tokens . add(precedingTokens )
11 Precedings . add(PrecedingNode(a) )
12 AddUniqueToken(a)
13 Al lPara l le lNodes . add(a)
14 break
15 case ChoiceNode :
16 i f (PathsNotReadyYet () )
17 break
18 endi f
19 MarkChoice(a)
20 AddUniqueToken(a)
21 f o r a l l b ∈ a . branches
22 a . tokens . add(b [ 0 ] . tokens )
23 endfor
24 AllChoiceNodes . add(a)
25 MergePaths(a)
26 ChoicePrecedings . add(PrecedingNode(a) )
27 break
28 case Action :
29 Precedings . add(PrecedingNode(a) )
30 EqualActions = {}
31 EqualActions . add(a)
32 f o r a l l b ∈ A
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33 i f (a == b && getUniqueToken(SucceedingNode(a) ) ==
getUniqueToken(SucceedingNode(b) ) )
Precedings . add(PrecedingNode(b) )

34 EqualActions . add(b)
35 A. remove(b)
36 endi f
37 endfor
38 uniqueToken=null
39 i f (SubLength != EqualActions . length )
40 uID = GenerateUniqueID ()
41 uniqueToken = new Token(uID)
42 endi f
43 f o r a l l b ∈ EqualActions
44 f o r a l l tok ∈ SucceedingNode(b) . tokens
45 b . tokens . add( tok )
46 endfor
47 b . tokens . add(uniqueToken)
48 endfor
49 break
50 i f ( Precedings . length > 0)
51 MarkActions ( Precedings )
52 endi f
53 endwhile
54 i f (ChoicePrecedings . length > 0)
55 MarkActions (ChoicePrecedings )
56 endi f
57 end

Listing 7.3 Pseudocode of the procedure MarkChoice(a)
1 procedure MarkChoice(a)
2 choiceConstruct = ChoiceConstruct .new
3 f o r a l l b ∈ a . branches
4 choiceConstruct . add({b . condi t ions , b . a c t i ons [ 0 ] . tokens })
5 endfor
6 a . choiceConstruct = choiceConstruct
7 a . uniqueToken = null
8 end
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Listing 7.4 Pseudocode of the procedure MarkParallels(node)
1 procedure MarkPara l le ls (node)
2 pa ra l l e lCons t ruc t = Para l l e lCons t ruc t .New
3 f o r a l l a ∈ PrecedingNodes (node)
4 Branch = {}
5 while a != Paral le lNode
6 i f (a == JoinNode)
7 a = MarkPara l le ls (a)
8 endi f
9 Branch . add(a)
10 a = PrecedingNode(a)
11 endwhile
12 pa ra l l e lCons t ruc t . add(Branch)
13 endfor
14 a . pa ra l l e lCons t ruc t = para l l e lCons t ruc t
15 a . uniqueToken = null
16 return a
17 end

Listing 7.5 Pseudocode of the procedure getUniqueToken(node)
1 procedure getUniqueToken(node)
2 switch node
3 case ChoiceNode
4 return node . uniqueToken
5 case Paral le lNode
6 return node . uniqueToken
7 case Action
8 return node . tokens . l a s t
9 end
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Listing 7.6 Pseudocode of the procedure addUniqueToken(node)
1 procedure addUniqueToken(node)
2 boolean ex i s t sEqua l = f a l s e
3 switch node
4 case ChoiceNode
5 f o r a l l choNode ∈ AllChoiceNodes
6 i f (node . choiceConstruct == choNode . choiceConstruct )
7 node . uniqueToken = getUniqueToken(choNode)
8 ex i s t sEqua l = t rue
9 endi f
10 endfor
11 break
12 case Paral le lNode
13 f o r a l l paraNode ∈ AllPara l le lNodes
14 i f (node . pa ra l l e lCons t ruc t == paraNode . pa ra l l e lCons t ruc t )
15 node . uniqueToken = getUniqueToken(ParaNode)
16 ex i s t sEqua l = t rue
17 endi f
18 endfor
19 i f ! ex i s t sEqua l
20 uID=generateUniqueID ()
21 node . uniqueToken = token (uID)
22 node . tokens . add( token (uID))
23 endi f
24 return
25 end

Listing 7.7 Pseudocode of the procedure mergePaths(choiceNode)
1 procedure mergePaths ( choiceNode)
2 NodeArray = {}
3 f o r a l l b ∈ choiceNode . branches
4 NodeArray . add(b . a c t i ons [0])
5 endfor
6 mergeBranches (NodeArray)
7 end
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Listing 7.8 Pseudocode of the procedure mergeBranches(NodeArray)
1 procedure mergeBranches (NodeArray)
2 TokenArray = new Array [NodeArray . length ]
3 for ( i =0; i < NodeArray . length ; i++)
4 b = NodeArray[ i ]
5 tok = smallestToken (b) // a t l e a s t T(0)
6 TokenArray[ i ] = tok
7 for ( j =0; j < NodeArray . length ; j++)
8 i f ( j != i )
9 c = NodeArray[ j ]
10 comp = max(b . SameTokens( c ) ) // b i g g e s t e l emen t in bo th b . Tokens and

c . Tokens
11 i f ( tok < comp)
12 tok = comp
13 endi f
14 endi f
15 endfor
16 i f (TokenArray[ i ] < tok )
17 TokenArray[ i ] = tok
18 endi f
19 endfor
20 tok = max(TokenArray) // h i g h e s t en t r y in Array . . w i l l a pp e a r more than

once
21 MergeArray = {}
22 IndexArray = {}
23 for ( i = 0 ; i < TokenArray . length ; i++)
24 i f (TokenArray[ i ] == tok )
25 MergeArray . add(NodeArray[ i ])
26 IndexArray . add( i )
27 endi f
28 endfor
29 NewMerge = CreateMergeNode(MergeArray , tok )
30 NodeArray . add(SucceedingNode(NewMerge) )
31 NodeArray . de l e t e Ind i c e s ( IndexArray )
32 i f (NodeArray . length > 1)
33 mergeBranches (NodeArray)
34 endi f
35 end
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Listing 7.9 Pseudocode of the procedure CreateMergeNode(MergeArray,tok)
1 procedure CreateMergeNode(MergeArray , tok )
2 mergeNode = new MergeNode
3 f o r a l l node MergeArray
4 while (getUniqueToken(node) ) != tok )
5 i f ! ( SucceedingNode(node) . isChoiceNode)
6 node = SucceedingNode(node) // I f t h e a l g o r i t hm r e a c h e s a

Pa r a l l e lNod e , t h e SucceedingNode−f u n c t i o n r e t u r n s t h e s u c c e e d i n g
Node o f t h e Jo inNode

7 i f (getUniqueToken(node) == tok && node . isMergeNode)
8 mergeNode = node ;
9 node = SucceedingNode(node)
10 endi f
11 e lse
12 f o r a l l b ∈ node . branches
13 i f ( tok ∈ getAllTokens (b [0]) )
14 node = b[0]
15 endi f
16 endfor
17 endi f
18 endwhile
19 endfor
20 f o r a l l b ∈ MergeArray
21 mergeNode . precedings . add(PrecedingNode(b) ) // I f p r e c e d i n g node o f b i s a

mergeNode , t h e Preced ingNode−f u n c t i o n r e t u r n s t h e p r e c e d i n g nodes o f
t h e mergeNode

22 endfor
23 mergeNode . succeeding = MergeArray [0]
24 i terat ingNode = MergeArray . pop()
25 while bs = ge tBe l i eveS t a t eA f t e r ( i terat ingNode )
26 f o r a l l a ∈ MergeArray
27 bs = bs ∪ ge tBe l i eveS t a t eA f t e r (a)
28 endfor
29 i terat ingNode = SucceedingNode( i terat ingNode )
30 for ( i = 0 ; i < MergeArray . length ; i++)
31 MergeArray[ i ] = SucceedingNode(MergeArray[ i ])
32 endfor
33 endwhile
34 return mergeNode
35 end
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Listing 7.10 Pseudocode of the procedure PathsNotReadyYet(Node)
1 procedure PathsNotReadyYet (Node)
2 f o r a l l b ∈ Node . branches
3 i f b [ 0 ] . Tokens == {}
4 return true
5 endi f
6 endfor
7 return fa l s e
8 end

7.1.2 Mathematical Evaluation of the Algorithm

7.1.2.1 Termination

The ALGORITHM procedure terminates:

The lines 2 and 3 terminate obviously, so it suffices to show that theMarkAc-
tions procedure starting in line 4 terminates.

The MARKACTIONS procedure terminates:

This is shown by proving that the number of iterations of each loop is finite,
and that each statement of the algorithm (also the recursions in line 52 and
line 56) terminates.
The while-loop starting in line 4 terminates:

• The statements in thewhile-loop are only executed for a finite number of elements,
because A is finite.

• The statement in line 5 terminates obviously as it is a simple (set) operation.

• The switch-case statement starting in line 6 also terminates: The cases JoinNode
and ChoiceNode terminate due to the fact that the procedures MarkParallels,
AddUniqueToken, PathsNotReadyYet, MarkChoice, MergePaths terminate (see
Lemmata) and the rest of the statements are trivially terminating set operations.
The case Action terminates aswell: The statements in the lines 29-31 are again sim-
ple set operations. The for-loop starting in line 32 terminates because A is finite
and the statements in lines 34-36 terminate trivially. The statements in the lines
39-42 terminate obviously. The for-loops starting in line 44 and 45 terminate since
the sets EqualActions and SucceedingNode().Tokens are finite and the statements in
line 46 and 48 are simple set operations.
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• The recursion in line 52 terminates because it is only invoked when the length of
the set Precedings is non-zero. This happens only a finite number of times: The
set Precedings starts empty (line 5). An element can only be added if there is a
preceding node (cf. lines 11, 29, 34). This only occurs a finite number of times
because every time the recursion is invoked, the algorithm goes one layer upward
on the path. However, our paths are assumed to be finite.

• Furthermore, the set Precedings is always finite because there are only a finite num-
ber of preceding nodes for every node and only the preceding nodes of a finite
number of nodes are considered.

• Finally, the recursion in line 56 terminates: It is only called uponwhen the length of
the set ChoicePrecedings is non-zero. To prove that this occurs only a finite number
of times, our argumentation is the following: The set ChoicePrecedings starts empty
(line 2). An element can only be added if there is a preceding node (cf. line 26),
and this only occurs a finite number of times because every time the recursion is
invoked, the algorithm goes one layer upward on the path. However, our paths
are assumed to be finite.

• Additionally, the setChoicePrecedings is always finite because there is only one pre-
ceding node for every node and only the preceding nodes of a single node are
considered.

Lemma 1: MARKPARALLELS terminates:

To show thatMarkParallels terminates, it suffices to prove that the for-loop
starting in line 3 terminates since the rest of the statements are obviously ter-
minating. The for-loop is only called upon a finite number of times because
there is only a finite number of preceding nodes for each node. Each iter-
ation of the for-loop is finite, because the statements in the lines 4 and 12
are trivially terminating and the while-loop in line 6 gets called upon only a
finite number of times. The reasoning for this is as follows: We may assume
that a is not a ParallelNode (otherwise the while-loop doesn’t get invoked at
all). If a is not a JoinNode, we move up one layer on our path because of
line 10. This “moving-up” can only occur a finite number of times due to
the assumption that our paths are finite. So we only have to consider the fact
that a is a JoinNode. Then MarkParallels gets invoked again, but with a
node that is one layer upward compared to the initial invocation. Because
our paths are assumed to be finite, also this moving upward must come to
an end. Note that the lines 9 and 10 terminate obviously.
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Lemma 2: AddUniqueToken terminates:

Only the for-loops starting in the lines 5 and 13 need to be considered, the
rest of the operations are simple set operations. These for-loops contain only
simple set operations as well and are called upon only a finite number of
times because the setsAllChoiceNodes andAllParallelNodes are finite: The sets
start out empty (cf. lines 2 and 3 in Algorithm). An element can only be
added to them via the MarkActions primitive, in lines 24 resp. 13, and just
one at most per iteration of MarkActions. However, we have already seen
that theMarkActions procedure gets invoked only a finite number of times.
Lemma 2a: GetUniqueToken terminates:

Obvious.

Lemma 3: PathsNotReadyYet terminates:

This is clear since the for-loop in line 2 terminates, because there are only
finitely many branches descending from each ChoiceNode.

Lemma 4: MarkChoice terminates:

To prove that MarkChoice terminates, it is sufficient to prove that the for-
loop starting in line 3 terminates because the rest of the statements are triv-
ially terminating. The for-loop is only invoked a finite number of times since
there are only a finite number of branches after a choice node.

Lemma 5: MergePaths terminates:

MergePaths terminates, if MergeBranches in line 6 terminates, because the
for-loop in line 3 is finite since every choice node only has a finite number of
branches.

Lemma 6: MergeBranches terminates:

• The givenNodeArray in line 1 is finite (as shown later). That causes the for-loops in
lines 3 and 7 to be invoked only a finite number of times. All the other statements
inside the for-loop starting in line 3 and also in the lines 20-22 are simple set opera-
tions. The next for-loop in line 23 terminates since TokenArray has the same length
as NodeArray and the for-loop only contains simple set operations. Lines 29-31
terminate as CreateMergeNode terminates (see Lemma) and the other lines are
simple set operations.

• The MergeBranches function terminates, if the recursive call in line 33 happens
only a finite number of times, what will be shown in the following:
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• The NodeArray is finite in line 33: It was finite in the initial call of the MERGE-
BRANCHES function (line 6 in MergePaths), owing to the fact that a choice node
only has a finite number of branches. It hasn’t been changed before line 30. Fur-
thermore, even though one node is being added to the NodeArray in line 30 and
thus the length increases by one, in the next step in line 31 more than one node are
being removed. This is caused by the fact that the length of IndexArray is greater
than one. Hence, the length of NodeArray decreases in the lines 30 and 31 in total
and therefore it decreases in every recursive call of the function, until its length is
1 and the recursion stops.

Lemma 7: CreateMergeNode terminates:

The for-loop starting in line 3 iterates only finitely many times, because
MergeArray is finite as a subset of the finite set NodeArray (cf. lines 21, 25
in MergeBranches).

• The while-loop starting in line 4 iterates finitely many times as well: When the
unique token of the current node is not tok, one of the following cases can occur:

– The succeeding node is not a choice node: In this case the algorithm traverses
further to the next succeeding node.

– The succeeding node is a choice node: Then one of the first nodes of the
branches of the choice node is marked with the token tok, and the algorithm
also proceeds to this succeeding node that is marked with tok (see line 14).
Because our paths are finite, this moving on can only occur a finite number
of times, until the algorithm reaches a node whose highest token (i.e. uni-
queToken) is tok.

• The operations within the while-loop starting in line 4 terminate, as they are sim-
ple set operations except for the for-loop starting in line 12, which terminates be-
cause a choice node only has finitely many branches.

These statements patched together allow us to conclude that the for-loop starting in line
3 terminates.
The for-loop starting in line 20 terminates, because MergeArray is finite, as we have

already seen, and line 21 is a trivially terminating set operation.

• The lines 23 and 24 terminate obviously.

• The for-loop starting in line 26 terminates, because line 27 is a simple set operation
andMergeArray is finite (it was finite before and no element has been added).
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• Line 29 is trivially terminating.

• The for-loop starting in line 30 terminates, because it only contains a simple set
operation and we knowMergeArray is finite.

• The while-loop in line 25 gets invoked only a finite number of times, because in
each iteration one proceeds to a succeeding node in line 29 and our paths are as-
sumed to be finite.

These statements allow us to conclude that the while-loop from line 25 terminates. This
finishes the proof of the termination of CreateMergeNode.

7.1.2.2 Completeness and Correctness (proof sketch)

The algorithm identifies all mergeable paths and does not create wrong simple merges:
We prove this theorem by proving the following two statements:

1) A node a can only get the same unique token as a node b, if node a is in the
same equality groups as node b (short and in quantifiers: (UniqueToken (a) =

UniqueToken (b)) ⇒ (∀ eg ∈ EG : a ∈ eg ⇐⇒ b ∈ eg) ).This leads to no
incorrect merges being done.

2) If two nodes a and b are in the same equality groups, then a and b get the same
token
(short and in quantifiers: (∀ eg ∈ EG : a ∈ eg ⇐⇒ b ∈ eg)⇒ (UniqueToken (a) =

UniqueToken (b)) ). This leads to all correct merges being done.

Concerning 1):
Let us assume there exist two nodes a and bwhich have the same unique token.

Case a): The nodes a and b are choice nodes (parallel nodes)

A choice node (parallel node) gets its token via AddUniqueToken. As seen
in lines 5-10 (lines 13-18) of AddUniqueToken, such a node gets the same
token as an existing node, if and only if they have the same choice con-
structs (parallel constructs), otherwise they get a new unique token (line
19-23). Having the same choice constructs (parallel constructs) means that
they have the same following branches with the same conditions, as can be
seen in the MarkChoice (MarkParallels) procedure. Thus a and b are in
the same equality groups.

Case b): The nodes a and b are both actions
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An action gets its unique token in line 48 in theMarkActions primitive. Be-
cause of the structure of the algorithm, the nodes a and b having the same
unique token means that either
b1) “a and b on the same layer”
Both a and b are in the same EqualActions-set. This means that the actions
have the same effect and their succeeding nodes are equal. So they are in the
same equality groups.
b2) “a and b not on the same layer”
The actions a and b are not in the same EqualActions-set, but they have the
same unique token nevertheless. Without loss of generality we may assume
that a got its tokens first (let us say, in iteration ia) and the tokens of b were
assigned later (in iteration ib ). Then in all the iterations between ia and ib,
SubLength was equal to EqualActions.length (otherwise a new unique token
would have been generated, cf. lines 40-43 in MarkActions). This means
that a and b are in the same equality groups.

Case c): The nodes a and b are two different kinds of nodes

If a node is a choice node (parallel node), it only gets the same unique token
as existing choice nodes (parallel nodes), or it gets a new unique token, but
never the same unique token as an already existing action node, or a parallel
node (choice node) (see proof of case a) for details). On the other hand, later
the same tokens that a choice node (parallel node) already possesses may be
assigned to an action node, but in this case, the argumentation of case b2)
shows that then the action node and the choice node (parallel node) are in
the same equality groups.

Concerning 2):
We may assume that the nodes a and b are in the same equality groups.

Case a): The nodes a and b are choice nodes (parallel nodes)

When a and b are in the same equality groups, their following branches and
those conditions are the same. This results in their choice constructs (parallel
constructs), which are constructed in MarkChoice (MarkParallels) being
equal. Thus the lines 5-10 (lines 13-18) in AddUniqueToken result in a and
b getting the same token.

Case b): The nodes a and b are both actions
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They are in the same equality groups, which can mean either
b1) “a and b on the same layer”
The actions a and bhave the same effect and their succeeding nodes are equal.
Then both, a and b, are added to the array Precedings in the same iteration (cf.
lines 29, 34 in MarkActions). So there is an invocation of MarkActions(A)
where A contains both a and b. When either a or b gets added to the array
EqualActions, the other one gets as well (see lines 31-33, 35 inMarkActions).
Lines 44 and onward show that this results in marking a and bwith the same
token.
b2) “a and b not on the same layer”
Without loss of generality we may assume that a gets its tokens first (let
us say, in iteration ia) and the tokens of b are assigned later (in iteration
ib). Because a is in all equality groups that b is in, in all iterations of
MarkActions between ia and ib, SubLength and the length of the (in this
case unique) EqualActions-set cannot differ, because otherwise a new equal-
ity group would emerge, containing b but not a. This results in node b (and
all nodes between a and b) acquiring all equality tokens from node a via the
lines 44-49 inMarkActions, but not gaining a different unique token, as can
be seen in the lines 39-43 in MarkActions.

Case c): The nodes a and b are different kinds of nodes

The nodes a and b are different kinds of nodes: A parallel node and a choice
node cannot have all their equality groups in common, sowe only have to ac-
count for the case of an action node and a choice node (parallel node) being
in the same equality groups. This case can only occur when the choice node
(parallel node) is a (not necessarily directly) succeeding node of the action
node. The argumentation is very similar to the one in case b2). Without
loss of generality, let a be the action node and b be the choice node (parallel
node), and let ia and ib be the iterations of MarkActions in which their to-
kens are assigned, respectively. Because b is in all equality groups that a is in,
in all iterations of MarkActions between ib and ia, SubLength and the length
of the (in this case unique) EqualActions-set cannot differ, because otherwise
a new equality group would emerge, containing a but not b. This results in
node a (and all nodes between b and a) acquiring all equality tokens from
node b via the lines 44-49 inMarkActions, but not gaining a different unique
token, as can be seen in the lines 39-43 in MarkActions.
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7.1.2.3 Minimality (proof sketch)

The algorithm creates a simple merge as early as possible:
A set of flow nodes only has the same tokens, caused by the algorithm, if they belong

to the same equality group. As shown in the proof of correctness, the algorithm finds all
flow nodes that belong to the same equality group andmarks themwith tokens accord-
ingly. This means, the result is minimal, if the algorithm finds not only a correct possible
point to merge branches with nodes with the same unique tokens, but the earliest one.

MergeBranches is invoked with a set of flow nodes following a specific exclusive
choice (cf. lines 3-5 of MergePaths). It identifies the highest token tok, with which at
least two outgoing branches of this exclusive choice are marked (cf. lines 3-20). As the
tokens growwith the upwards traversal, this is the “largest” set of flownodes (consider-
ing the length of the sequence of flow nodes) in the same equality group succeeding an
exclusive choice. We thereby identify the earliest possible point in the process models,
where at least two outgoing branches could be merged.
createMergeNode now traverses down each branch following the nodes inMergeAr-

ray, until it reaches the flow nodes with the previously identified maximal token tok
as their highest token (lines 4-18) and then creates a simple merge before these flow
nodes. To be precise, it inserts a MergeNode whose predecessors are the former prede-
cessors (cf. line 21) of the flow nodes in MergeArray and whose successor is the first
flow node within the identified equality group (cf. line 23). This leads to the fact that
the first (earliest) possible merge position is found and thus the result is minimal.
Aswe recursively invokeMergeBranches again (cf. lines 32-34) if there are unmerged

outgoing branches, we ensure to repeat this identification for each outgoing branch of
the exclusive choice and thus we create a simple merge “as early as possible” for each
outgoing branch. This leads to a minimal process model.

7.1.2.4 Computational Complexity (sketch)

The main method of the algorithm is MarkActions, which is invoked recursively. It
identifies equality groups in one layer of the process model by traversing (line 4) the
flow nodes in one layer and invokes itself again with the predecessors of the flow nodes
within these equality groups (line 52 and 56). As every flow node could be preceded by
only one other flow node, the method invokes itself n times in the maximum, whereas n
is denoted as the maximum of the number of goal belief states as this is equal with the
number of flow nodes in the last layer and the number of sequential flow nodes in the
longest path of the planning graph.
In an average case, the algorithm should be much more efficient, as the number of

flow nodes in one layer decreases when reaching exclusive choices.
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In the case, that all actions preceding the goal belief states are equal, theMarkActions
primitive gets invoked one time for each layer as it identifies one overall equality group.
Assuming, that the subsequent flow nodes stay equal until the initial belief state, the
number of flow nodes is constant for each layer. Thus, themethod invokes itself n times,
whereas n is the number of layers in the planning graph. At the other end, if all n actions
preceding the goal belief states differ, theMarkActions primitive is invoked n times for
the next layer. As then each subset only contains one action, the nested while loop is
iterated only once for each invocation. Thus, the code within the while loop is executed
n times. Let us assume that in each layer the algorithm finds two equality groups with
equal size. Thus, MarkActions gets invoked 2 times in each layer, while the length of
the Preceding subset decreases to n/2 with each iteration. Thus, the maximum number
of executions of the code within the while loop is constantly n in all cases.

Within the while loop we need to consider a switch, which implies to use the case
with maximum complexity for the further calculations. The case “ChoiceNode” is the
most complex, as the outgoing branches of an exclusive choice get merged when reach-
ing it. The most complex part of this case is the invocation of MergePaths, which fur-
ther invokesMergeBranches for the outgoing branches. MergeBranches iterates in two
nested for loops over the Array of outgoing branches which results in a computational
complexity of O(n2)with n as the number of outgoing branches of the exclusive choice.
Further, it invokes CreateMergeNode. This primitive traverses each outgoing branch of
the exclusive choice that could be merged, too. Further, it traverses along the branches
until the first flow nodes of the identified equality group. Additionally, we need to tra-
verse the outgoing branches of a nested exclusive choice, if present. Thus, the overall
computational complexity of this primitive is O(n3).

As the code within the while loop of MarkActions is executed n times at most and
the most complex case “ChoiceNode” has a computational complexity of O(n3), the
complete algorithm has an overall complexity of O(n5).

7.1.3 Verification Properties of constructed Planning Graphs

7.1.3.1 Soundness of the resulting Planning Graphs

Following van der Aalst (1998), it needs to be proven, that (1) for each belief state of
the planning graph that could be reached from the initial state (bs ∈ PartBS) a sequence
of actions or control flow structures exist that leads from the belief state to a goal state,
that (2) the instance of the process terminates, if an edge, resulting in a goal state is
traversed, and that (3) there are no “dead actions”, which means, for each action at
least one feasible path exists that contains this action.
When considering an initial planning graph, constructed by means of an automated
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planning approach, this initial planning graph fulfils (1) and (3) obviously, as auto-
mated planning approaches like Heinrich et al. (2011) construct correct (cf. (1)) and
minimal (i.e., there are no actions that could not be executed, cf. (3)) planning graphs.
As our approach does not construct any new action, (1) and (3) is furthermore guar-
anteed for the planning graph resulting after construction of simple merges in an auto-
mated manner.

As our approach constructs simple merges so that the goal belief state has exactly one
incoming edge and no outgoing edges, (2) is also guaranteed for the planning graph
that is constructed by means of our approach.
In sum: Our approach constructs sound planning graphs if for each belief state of

the initial planning graph that could be reached from the initial state (bs ∈ PartBS) a
sequence of actions or control flow structures exist that leads from the belief state to a
goal state (1) and the initial planning graph does not contain dead actions (3).

7.1.3.2 S-Coverability of the resulting Planning Graphs

In order to ensure that the resulting planning graphs are covered by S-components, we
need to ensure that the constructed planning graphs are (1) well-formed and (2) free
choice.
Ad (1): Assuming a well-formed planning graph as the starting point for our ap-

proach then our approach constructs a well-formed planning graph too. This is true,
as the constructed simple merges do not increase the number of reachable states and as
they do not influence liveness (i.e., no transitions, actions in our terms, are added and
states are only unified but no new states are added) of the planning graph.
Ad (2): Considering Definition 1, the transition function R: BS×A → 2BS associates

to each belief state bs∈BS and to each action a∈A the set R(bs, a)⊆ BS of next belief
states. Thus, each action (related to transitions in Petri nets) is connected to exactly
one preceding belief state and has exactly one input edge (arc). According to Verbeek
et al. (2001), process models (they refer to workflows) are free choice if for every two
actions, the preconditions are either disjoint or identical. In our context of automated
process planning, this issue is addressed by means of a control flow structure called R-
XOR. The control flow structure R-XOR is used to denote two or more feasible solutions,
which are functional equivalents to represent a particular (sub)structure and behavior
in a process model (for details, cf. Heinrich et al., 2015c, pp. 9-10). However, the control
flow structure R-XOR is inferred at runtime, which means, the conditions to select ex-
actly one outgoing path out of a set of outgoing actions are only given at runtime. This
selection could be done, for instance, on non-functional properties that are unknown or
undefined at planning time.
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7.1.4 Additional Considerations

Within our paper, we considered the creation of pattern-compounds as they represent
well-formed and sound block-structured fragments of a process model. Thus, process
models consisting of such pattern-compounds are more readable and therefore under-
standable for laymen.
In some cases, it could be favorable to reduce the amount of duplicate actionswhile ig-

noring pattern-compounds as then, even more duplicates could be removed. To enable
this, only minor adaptions have to be performed. Considering this requirement, it is no
longer sufficient to only use the token of nested exclusive choices to identify mergeabil-
ity. Instead, choice constructs of nested exclusive choices have to be considered within
MergeBranches:

• Within the comparison (lines 3-19) inMergeBranches choice constructs of nested
exclusive choices need to be compared in detail instead of just using the tokens of
exclusive choices as a criterion for mergeability.

• The termination criterion of thewhile loop in line 4 of CreateMergeNode has to be
adapted to consider equal actions in outgoing branches of nested exclusive choices
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7.2 Paper 2: Automated Planning of context-aware Process
Models

7.2.1 Full Version of Figure 2.7
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Figure 7.1: Full Version of Figure 2.7
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7.2.2 Pseudocode of the Algorithm

Listing 7.11 Pseudocode of the class Algorithm
1 c l a s s Algorithm {
2 generateGraph () {
3 recursiveCreateGraph ( i n i t i a l S t a t e ) ;
4 }
5 boolean recursiveCreateGraph ( S t a t e s t a t e ) {
6 i f ( s t a t e . i sGoa lS t a t e () | | s t a t e . isAlreadyChecked () ) {
7 return true
8 } e lse {
9 L i s t Action appl i cab leAct ions = s t a t e . getAppl icableAct ions () ;
10 i f ( appl i cab leAct ions . isEmpty () )
11 return fa l s e ;
12 e lse {
13 boolean successful lyReachedGoal = f a l s e
14 for (Action ac t ion : appl i cab leAct ions ) {
15 S t a t e nex tS ta t e = s t a t e . apply ( ac t ion ) ;
16 successful lyReachedGoal = ( recursiveCreateGraph ( nex tS ta t e ) | |

successful lyReachedGoal ) ;
17 for ( ContextSignal con tex tS igna l : a l lCon tex tS igna l s ) {
18 i f ( con tex tS igna l . isRelevantForAct ionAndState ( act ion , s t a t e ) {
19 S t a t e s t a t eAf t e rContex tS igna l =

s t a t e . applyContextSignal ( act ion , con tex tS igna l ) ;
20 recursiveCreateGraph ( s ta t eAf t e rContex tS igna l ) ;
21 }
22 }
23 }
24 return successful lyReachedGoal ;
25 }
26 }
27 }
28 }
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Listing 7.12 Pseudocode of the class Action
1 c l a s s Action {
2 L is t<Be l i e fS ta t eTup le> precondi t ions
3 L is t<Be l i e fS ta t eTup le> e f f e c t s
4 boolean i sApp l i c ab l e InS t a t e ( S t a t e prev iousSta te ) {
5 for ( Be l i e f S t a t eTup l e precondit ionTuple in precondi t ions ) {
6 ContextTuple s ta teTuple = s t a t e . bs t . f ind { e −> e . va r i ab l e ==

signalTuple . va r i ab l e } ;
7 i f ( s ta teTuple != null ) {
8 ContextTuple in t e r s e c t i onTup le =

precondit ionTuple . i n t e r s e c t ( s ta teTuple ) ;
9 i f ( in t e r s e c t i onTup le == null )
10 return fa l s e ;
11 } e lse return fa l s e ;
12 }
13 return true ;
14 }
15 }
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Listing 7.13 Pseudocode of the class ContextSignal
1 c l a s s ContextSignal {
2 L is t<Be l i e fS ta t eTup le> precondi t ions
3 L is t<Be l i e fS ta t eTup le> e f f e c t s
4 boolean i sRelevantForActionAndState (Action a , S t a t e prev iousSta te ) {
5 boolean foundCommonContextVariable = f a l s e ;
6 for (ContextTuple s ignalTuple in e f f e c t s ) {
7 ContextTuple act ionTuple = a . precondi t ions . f ind { e −> e . va r i ab l e ==

signalTuple . va r i ab l e } ;
8 i f ( act ionTuple != null ) {
9 foundCommonContextVariable = t rue ;
10 break ;
11 }
12 }
13 i f ( ! foundCommonContextVariable)
14 return fa l s e ;
15 for ( Be l i e f S t a t eTup l e s ignalTuple in precondi t ions ) {
16 Be l i e f S t a t eTup l e act ionTuple = a . precondi t ions . f ind { e −> e . va r i ab l e

== signalTuple . va r i ab l e } ;
17 Be l i e f S t a t eTup l e s ta teTuple = s t a t e . bs t . f ind { e −> e . va r i ab l e ==

signalTuple . va r i ab l e } ;
18 i f ( act ionTuple != null && sta teTuple != null ) {
19 Be l i e f S t a t eTup l e in t e r s e c t i onTup le =

signalTuple . i n t e r s e c t ( act ionTuple ) . i n t e r s e c t ( s ta teTuple ) ;
20 i f ( in t e r s e c t i onTup le == null )
21 return fa l s e ;
22 }
23 }
24 return true ;
25 }
26 }
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Listing 7.14 Pseudocode of the class State
1 c l a s s S t a t e {
2 L is t<Be l i e fS ta t eTup le> bst
3 L is t<Action> getAppl icableAct ions () {
4 L is t<Action> appl i cab leAct ions = new L i s t Action () ;
5 for (Action ac t ion : a l lAc t i on ) {
6 i f ( ac t ion . i sApp l i c ab l e InS t a t e ( th i s ) )
7 appl i cab leAct ions . add( ac t ion ) ;
8 }
9 return appl i cab leAct ions ;
10 }
11 S t a t e apply (Action ac t ion ) {
12 S t a t e nex tS ta t e = th i s . c lone () ;
13 nex tS ta t e . i n t e r s e c t B e l i e f S t a t eTup l e s ( ac t ion . precondi t ions ) ;
14 nex tS ta t e . in se r tOrRep laceBe l i e fS t a t eTup le s ( ac t ion . e f f e c t s ) ;
15 return nex tS ta t e ;
16 }
17 S t a t e applyContextSignal (Action act ion , ContextS ignal con tex tS igna l ) {
18 S t a t e nex tS ta t e = th i s . c lone () ;
19 nex tS ta t e . i n t e r s e c t B e l i e f S t a t eTup l e s ( ac t ion . precondi t ions ) ;
20 nex tS ta t e . inser tAndUni fyBe l ie fS ta teTuples ( ac t ion . e f f e c t s ) ;
21 nex tS ta t e . i n t e r s e c t B e l i e f S t a t eTup l e s ( con tex tS igna l . precondi t ions ) ;
22 nex tS ta t e . in se r tOrRep laceBe l i e fS t a t eTup le s ( con tex tS igna l . e f f e c t s ) ;
23 return nex tS ta t e ;
24 }
25 }

7.2.3 Mathematical Proofs of Key Properties

Theorem 1. The execution of the algorithm terminates.

Proof sketch. Termination is shownbyproving that all relevant sets are finite
and the algorithm could not reach an endless loop. Wewill, in the following,
show that the algorithm terminates.
As the set A of process actions is finite, there are only finitely many actions
that are applicable in a belief state bs. Further, there are only finitely many
next belief states that are constructed bymeans of the regular state transition.
In each of those newly constructed belief states then again finite actions are
applicable. As the effects of actions are independent of the belief state the
action was planned in, there can only arise finitely many belief states.
Hence, it is sufficient to prove that a belief state could not be considered twice
by means of our search algorithm (cf., due to a loop in the planning graph).
This is ensured by the termination criteria of the algorithm. If an already
considered belief state is reached, the forward search stops per definition.
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By means of this criterion we ensure that a belief state is only considered
once.
To prove that the planning of receive context actions terminates we need to
consider the set of context signals SIG, which is finite as well. Thus, for each
(of finitely many) combination of a belief state and a following action, only
finite context signals could occur. Further, as a context signal (i.e., the effects
of the according receive context action) is independent of the belief state and
the action during which it occurs, there can only arise finitely many belief
states by means of context signals. From these belief states the planning
starts again, and during this newly planned new context signals could be
relevant. As the termination criteria are considered here as well, we have
proven that the planning of context-aware process models terminates. q.e.d.
Further, to ensure a comprehensive process model, we need to ensure that
our approach considers all context signals and their according receive con-
text actions (i.e., completeness).

Theorem 2. The approach is complete (i.e., it plans all receive context actions for all
context signals, that could occur during planned actions).

Proof sketch. Assume there is a context signal sig that could occur and an ac-
cording receive context action csig that is not planned. Following Definition
2.2.8 the planning graph has to contain a belief state bs followed by an action
a satisfying ∀t ∈ effects

(
csig
)
∃u ∈ precond (a) |v (t) = v (u)) ∧ ( ∀x ∈

precond
(
csig
)
∃w ∈ bs | v (w) = v (x) ∧ (r (x) ∩ r (w) 6= ∅)) so that sig could occur .

As our algorithm retrieves all context signals and according receive context
actions for all planed actions and sig could occur during the conduction of
a, csig is planned and we have a contradiction. q.e.d.

Theorem 3. The approach is correct (i.e., it does not plan receive context actions accord-
ing to context signals that could not occur)

Proof sketch. Let us assume a context signal sig that could not occur during
any action exists and an according receive context action csig is planned by
the algorithm. As there is a point at which csig could have been planned,
there has to be an action a in a belief state bs so that Definition 2.2.8 is met.
As this is also the condition that a context signal could occur our assumption
is not true and thus the algorithm is correct. q.e.d.
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Further, we evaluated the computational complexity of our approach, which
means, we analyzed based on our nondeterministic context-aware state tran-
sition system the planning of receive context actions. The following two
statements must both hold in order to plan a receive context action:
∃ t∈eff(csig): ∃u ∈pre(a), v(t)=v(u) and
∀ x ∈ pre(csig) ∃w ∈ bs : v(w) = v(x) ∧ (( @ y ∈ pre(a) : v(y) = v(x) ∧ r(x)
∩ r(w)6= ∅ ) ∨ ( ∃ y ∈ pre(a) : v(y) = v(x) ∧ r(x) ∩ r(y) ∩ r(w)6= ∅)).
To ensure that 1) holds, at least one context variable must be present in both
eff(csig) and pre(a). Both setsmust be compared pairwise and thus, theworst
case here is that only the context variables in both sets compared at last are
equal (i.e., v(t)=v(u)) and both sets do not overlap in any other context vari-
able. Thus, the pairwise comparison of the context variables in those two
sets results in a complexity of O(|CT|2), O(|C|) and O(|A|). For the second
statement, |BS| belief states, |A| preconditions of actions and |C| precondi-
tions of receive context actions must be compared to each other and for each
of these combinations two pairwise comparisons for each (|BST|) belief state
tuple are required. Thus, the computational complexity of our approach is
O(|BST|2), O(|CT|), O(|C|), O(|BS|) and O(|A|). To sum it up, in the worst-
case-scenario, the algorithm is in quadratic time in the number of context
tuples or belief state tuples, which means, the algorithm is computationally
efficient (cf., Arora and Barak, 2009; Cobham, 1965).
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7.3 Paper 3: The Cooperation of Multiple Actors within
Process Models: An Automated Planning Approach

7.3.1 Pseudocode of the Main Primitives of our Algorithm

Listing 7.15 CreateWorldStates – Primitive main
1 SUB main
2 StatesThatLeadToGoal = { } ;
3 FOR ac to r ∈ ACTORS
4 bs = ac to r . i n i t i a l _ s t a t e
5 r e su l t = plan (bs )
6 IF r e su l t == t rue
7 StatesThatLeadToGoal . add(bs )
8 ENDSUB

Listing 7.16 CreateWorldStates – Primitive plan
1 SUB plan (bs )
2 r e su l t = f a l s e
3 FOR a ∈ ACTIONS
4 IF checkForAppl i cab i l i ty (a in bs ) == t rue
5 s t a t eT r an s i t i on (bs , a)
6 ELSE IF checkApplicAfterDisband (a in bs ) == t rue
7 r e su l t = disband(bs , a)
8 ELSE IF checkApplicWithJoins (a in bs ) == t rue
9 r e su l t = j o i n (bs , a)
10 RETURN re su l t
11 ENDSUB

Listing 7.17 CreateWorldStates – Primitive stateTransition
1 SUB s t a t eT r an s i t i on (bs , a)
2 r e su l t = f a l s e
3 bsnew = R(bs , a)
4 IF bsnew i s goal
5 r e su l t = t rue
6 ELSE
7 r e su l t = plan (bsnew)
8 RETURN re su l t
9 ENDSUB
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Listing 7.18 CreateWorldStates – Primitive join
1 SUB j o i n (bs , a)
2 saveForFutureJo ins (bs , a)
3 J o i n t S t a t e s = r e t r i e v eVa l i d J o i n t S t a t e s (bs )
4 j o i nPo s s i b l e = f a l s e
5 FOR j o i n t S t a t e ∈ J o i n t S t a t e s
6 IF s t a t eT r an s i t i on ( j o i n t S t a t e , a) == t rue
7 cons t ruc t Jo inAc t ions ( j o i n t S t a t e )
8 j o i nPo s s i b l e = t rue
9 RETURN jo i nPo s s i b l e
10 ENDSUB

Listing 7.19 CreateWorldStates – Primitive disband
1 SUB disband(bs , a)
2 DisbandedStates = re t r i eveVa l idD i sbS t a t e s (bs )
3 disbandPoss ib le = f a l s e
4 FOR disbandedState ∈ DisbandedStates
5 IF s t a t eT r an s i t i on ( disbandedState , a) == t rue
6 cons t ruc t Sp l i tAc t i on ( disbandedState )
7 disbandPoss ib le = t rue
8 ELSE IF checkAppl i cab i l i tyWithJo in (a in disbandedState ) == t rue
9 IF j o i n ( disbandedState , a) == t rue
10 cons t ruc t Sp l i tAc t i on ( disbandedState )
11 disbandPoss ib le = t rue
12 RETURN disbandPoss ib le
13 ENDSUB

7.3.2 Mathematical Evaluation

Theorem 1. The execution of the algorithm terminates.
Proof sketch. Termination is shown by proving that only a finite number
of iteration steps is performed, and that each iteration step of the algorithm
terminates. Let s=1,2,.. be the iteration steps and S be the set of all performed
iteration steps.
We first prove that |S| < ∞. Let R(bs, a) be the transition function which,
for an action a applicable in a belief state bs, provides the belief state re-
sulting from the application of a in bs, and R(bs, a)=∅ for an action a
not applicable in bs. Let ⋃i∈ACTORS

⋃
a∈ACTIONS R (Initi, a) =: bs1. Due

to |ACTIONS| < ∞ and |ACTORS| < ∞, |bs1|< ∞. Iteratively defining
bsk :=

⋃
bs∈bsk−1

⋃
a∈ACTIONS R (bs, a) for each k∈ N, k ≥ 2, it equivalently

follows that |bsk| < ∞ for each k∈ N because of |bsk−1| < ∞ and |AC-
TIONS|< ∞. There is a l∈ N such that for all bs ∈ bsl: bs ∈

⋃
k=1,...,l−1 bsk ∪
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⋃
i∈ACTORS Initi, hence |

⋃
k∈N bsk| <∞. In other words, only a finite num-

ber of different belief states can be constructed based on the application of
actions in ACTIONS to the initial states and the thereby constructed belief
states (*). Additionally, join actions and split actions can be constructed dur-
ing the course of the algorithm; let C be the set comprising all constructed
join actions andD be the set comprising all constructed split actions. Due to
|ACTORS| <∞ and (*), |C| <∞ and |D| <∞. Thus, altogether, the number
of actions considered and planned is finite because of |ACTIONS|+|C|+|D| <
∞. Following this, analogous to above, the number of different belief states
constructed by the algorithm is finite (**).
If a belief state bs has already been considered in an earlier iteration step,
the algorithm does not perform another iteration step for bs. Because of (**),
there is a t ∈ N and an iteration step st in which all belief states have already
been considered in the iteration steps s1, ..., st−1. Hence, altogether, |S| <∞.
An iteration step of the algorithm consists of the sub steps 1a)-1c) and 2a)-
2e) described in the algorithm subsection. Step 1a) terminates since only a
finite number of actions needs to be checked for applicability (as |ACTIONS|
<∞), and each such check terminates as just a finite number of simple set
comparisons is required (cf. Definition 2.3.11). Step 1b) terminates because
the criteria i. and ii. for splitting a belief state can be checked trivially and
the termination of examining criterion iii. is equivalent to the termination
of step 1a), which was already proved. Step 1c) terminates obviously as
only a finite number of simple set comparisons is necessary. Steps 2a)-2e)
need to be performed only a finite number of times in each s ∈ S because
of |ACTIONS| <∞. Step 2a) terminates also due to this reason and because
of |eff(a)| < ∞ for each a ∈ ACTIONS. Step 2b) terminates as the creation
of a split action only requires a finite number of simple set operations and
the subsequent belief state is constructed just like in step 2a). Step 2c) is
computationally trivial. Step 2d) terminates because due to |ACTIONS| <
∞ and (**), only a finite number of combinations needs to be checked, and
each check is equivalent to performing step 1a). Step 2e) terminates due to
the same reasons as step 2b). q.e.d.

Theorem 2. The algorithm constructs correct process models: All planned paths are
feasible.

Proof sketch. To prove the correctness of the generated process models, it
suffices to show that 1) the actions generated by the algorithm do not lead
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to logical contradictions within the process model, and that 2) in no belief
state an action which is not applicable can be planned by the algorithm. We
start with 1). In step 2b) of the algorithm, split actions are generated; let
bs be a belief state which is split into the belief states bs1,... ,bsn. Because of
criteria i. and ii., A (bsi) ∩A (bsj) = ∅ for all i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that i 6=j
and ∪iA(bsi) = A(bs), which leads to A (bs) = ∪̇iA (bsi) (disjoint union).
Hence, split actions do not lead to logical contradictions. The logical consis-
tency of the join actions generated in step 2e) of the algorithm is ensured by
the respective criteria i. and ii. which prevent logically contradictory belief
states: i. excludes belief states which contain the same actors from joining
and ii. guarantees that belief states which contain non-actor-specific vari-
ableswith contradicting restrictions cannot be joined. In regard to 2), actions
are planned in the steps 2a), 2b) and 2e) of the algorithm. Actions planned
are either actions included in ACTIONS or are join/split actions generated
by the algorithm. As all of these actions are actions in the sense of Defini-
tion 2.3.10 and Definition 2.3.11 is used for the applicability check, we do
not differentiate between them further. The actions planned in the steps 2b)
and 2e) are applicable by definition (as their preconditions and cardinality
match the considered belief state) and in step 2a), an applicability check is
performed before planning an action. q.e.d.

Theorem 3. The algorithm constructs complete process models: All feasible paths lead-
ing from an initial state to a goal state are being planned.

Proof sketch. It suffices to show that starting from a belief state bs, all actions
a in ACTIONS that can possibly be applied as next action are planned by
our algorithm. Let R(bs, a) be the transition function which, for an action
a applicable in a belief state bs, provides the belief state resulting from the
application of a in bs, and R(bs, a)=∅ for an action a not applicable in bs.
There are four cases:

(1) a is applicable in bs

(2) a is applicable in R(bs, d), where d is a split action

(3) a is applicable in R(bs, c), where c is a join action

(4) a is applicable in R(R(bs, d), c), where d is a disband action and c is a join action

Ad (1): The action a is identified in step 1a) and planned in step 2a).
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Ad (2): The action d is identified in step 1b) and planned in step 2b); there-
after, the action a is planned accordingly in the belief state R(bs, d) (cf. (1)).
Ad (3): In steps 1c), 2c) and 2d)possibilities for join actions are identified. In
particular, the matching performed in step 2d) guarantees the consideration
of all possible state-combinations that can be joined. Thus, c is planned in
step 2e), which enables the subsequent planning of a in the belief state R(bs,
c) (cf. (1)).
Ad (4): The possibility is identified in step 1b) in conjunctionwith steps 1c),
2c) and 2d) and the actions are planned accordingly. q.e.d.
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7.4 Paper 4: Adapting Process Models via an Automated
Planning Approach

7.4.1 Evaluation of (E1) Correctness and Completeness

In the following, we focus on proving that the presented approach for the adaptation of
process graphs fulfills the properties correctness, completeness and termination. In our
approach, we state to “conduct planning steps”. Here, we make use of existing tech-
niques for the automated planning of process models (e.g., Bertoli et al., 2006; Heinrich
et al., 2015b) and refer to their works for providing proofs for the fact that planning by
conducting planning steps fulfills the properties correctness, completeness and termi-
nation.

Theorem 1. The process graphs constructed by the approach are correct: Only feasible paths
are contained in an adapted process graph.

Proof. We distinguish the possible changes as described in the approach.
Updating the initial state. We show the feasibility of each path by using
Definition 3.1.5 and, in particular, conditions i. to iii. To satisfy condition iii.
of Definition 3.1.5, we examine all state transitions within the paths of the
adapted process graph. In accordance with our approach, these transitions
can be divided into transitions from old, updated and new states.
For each new and updated state the applicability of each following action
in the adapted process model is verified and the following states are con-
structed by (partially) applying the transition functionwhere needed, which
leads to feasibility condition iii. being fulfilled by construction. Addition-
ally, old states stem from the given process graph. Since only the initial state
was updated, no further changes occur once an old state has been reached
and thus the according subgraphs, which remain correct, are used for the
adapted process graph. Hence, the feasibility condition iii. is fulfilled in
these cases as well.
A path is completed as soon as we are certain to reach a goal state through
an old, updated or new state. When no goal state is reached and no further
actions can be applied, the current path is not considered in the adapted
process graph. Thus, conditions i. and ii. of Definition 3.1.5 are fulfilled and
the feasibility of every path in the adapted process graph is proven.
Adding a goal state. At first, we consider all paths feasible in the given pro-
cess graph. For such a path (bsinit,a1,bs2,. . . ,bsk), two cases may occur: In the
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first case, bsinit,bs2,..., bsk-1 do not meet the new goal state. Then, the path re-
mains feasible as the conditions for a feasible path in Definition 3.1.5 are still
fulfilled. In the second case, (at least) one of the belief states bsinit,bs2,...,bsk-1
meets the new goal state goal. In this case, the existing path is shortened
until only one such belief state is contained and is the last belief state in the
path. This shortened path is feasible as well: i. and ii. in Definition 3.1.5
are fulfilled by construction and iii. remains fulfilled. In addition to these
kinds of paths, the adapted process graph may also contain new paths lead-
ing to goal. As we construct these paths by conducting planning steps (i.e.,
iteratively computing app(bs) and applying the transition function for every
belief state bs), the paths are always feasible.
Removing a goal state. We again consider all paths feasible in the given pro-
cess graph. Let (bsinit,a1,bs2,. . . ,bsk) be such a path. If bsk meets an element
of GOALS’=GOALS\{goal}, the path obviously remains feasible as the con-
ditions in Definition 3.1.5 are still fulfilled. On the other hand, if the path
had ended at goal it is extended until a belief state meeting a goal state from
GOALS’ is reached. This is done by conducting planning steps until the ex-
tended path is feasible. If such an extension to a feasible path is not possi-
ble, the path, which formerly was feasible, is not considered in the adapted
process graph. No further new paths are constructed. Hence, overall, only
feasible paths are contained in the adapted process graph.
Updating a goal state. Strengthening update. Again, we consider all paths
feasible in the given process graph. Let (bsinit,a1,bs2,. . . ,bsk) be such a path.
If bsk meets a goal state fromGOALS\{goal}, the path obviously remains fea-
sible as the conditions in Definition 3.1.5 are still fulfilled. If the path had
ended at goal, it is extended until a belief state meeting a goal state from
GOALS’ is reached. This is done by conducting planning steps until the ex-
tended path is feasible. If such an extension to a feasible path is not possible,
the path, which formerly was feasible, is not considered in the adapted pro-
cess graph. No further new paths are constructed. Thus, similar to the case
of removing a goal, only feasible paths are contained in the adapted process
graph.
Updating a goal state. Weakening update. Yet again, we first con-
sider all paths feasible in the given process graph. For such a path
(bsinit,a1,bs2,. . . ,bsk), two cases may occur: In the first case, bsinit,bs2,...,bsk-1
do not meet goal’. Then, the path remains feasible as the conditions for a fea-
sible path in Definition 3.1.5 are still fulfilled. In the second case, (at least)
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one of the belief states bsinit,bs2,..., bsk-1 meets goal’. In this case, the existing
path is shortened until only one such belief state is contained and is the last
belief state in the path. This shortened path is feasible as well: i. and ii.
in Definition 3.1.5 are fulfilled by construction and iii. remains fulfilled. In
addition to these kinds of paths, the adapted process graph may also con-
tain new paths leading to goal’. As we construct these paths by conducting
planning steps, the paths are always feasible.
Adding an action. At first we note that all paths of the given process graph
remain feasible when adding a to the set of actions since the conditions i. to
iii. of Definition 3.1.5 are still fulfilled. In addition to that we try to reach
goal states through new paths that include the action a. As we do this by
conducting planning steps, the constructed paths are always ensured to be
feasible.
Removing an action. When removing an action a from the set of actions, the
adapted process graph contains the feasible paths of the given process graph
which do not contain a. As every action in such a path still fulfills the appli-
cability criterion and the last belief state is the only belief state that meets a
goal state in such a path, these paths remain feasible (cf. Definition 3.1.5).
Updating an action. Strengthening update of the preconditions. The
adapted process graph consists of paths retained from the given process
graph and newly constructed paths. We start by considering all paths feasi-
ble in the given process graph. If such a path (bsinit,a1,bs2,. . . ,bsk) does not
contain a at all, it obviously remains feasible as the path does not change at
all and the conditions i.-iii. in Definition 3.1.5 are still fulfilled. Otherwise,
there exists i<k with a = ai and the applicability of a’ in bsi is checked. If
a’∈app(bsi) and R(bsi,a) 6= R(bsi,a’), one tries to construct a new path and
proceeds as when treating the case of the initial state, for which correctness
was already proven. Hence, all newly constructed paths are feasible. On the
other hand, if a’∈app(bsi) and R(bsi,a) = R(bsi,a’) for all i, the conditions i.-iii.
in Definition 3.1.5 remain fulfilled as all belief states in the path remain identical. Fi-
nally, if a’/∈app(bsi), the path is not considered in the adapted process graph.
Hence, only feasible paths are retained from the given process graph.
Updating an action. Weakening update of the preconditions. In case of
a weakening update of the preconditions of an action a resulting in the ac-
tion a’, all feasible paths of the given process graph which do not contain a
are retained. Since these paths remain unchanged, they stay feasible. Fur-
thermore, additional paths in the adapted process graph are retrieved by
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conducting planning steps from belief states bswith a/∈app(bs); they are feasi-
ble by construction. Additionally, for every belief state bs of the given process
graph with a∈app(bs) and a’∈app(bs),we follow the approach for an update
of the initial state. This approach, as seen above, leads to feasible paths.
Updating the effects. Whenupdating the effects of an action a, one retains all
paths (bsinit,a1,bs2,. . . ,bsk)which do not contain a at all and obviously remain
feasible as they do not change at all. Otherwise, for a= ai (i<k), if R(bsi,a) 6=
R(bsi,a’), one tries to construct a new path and proceeds as when treating
the case of the initial state, for which correctness was already proven.
Thus, Theorem 1 is shown for each case and hence proven. q.e.d.

Theorem 2. The process graphs constructed by the approach are complete: All feasible paths
are contained in an adapted process graph.

Proof. We distinguish the possible changes as described in the approach.
Updating the initial state. According to Definition 3.1.5, each feasible path
has to start with the initial state and each following action has to be applica-
ble in its preceding state and has to lead to a goal state (in the sense that the
conduction of this action and potentially subsequent actions results in a goal
state). As in the previous theorem, we therefore examine all state transitions
from old, updated and new states in order to show that the adapted process
graph contains every path of this nature. Let bs be a belief state.
In case of bs being an old state, we retain the subgraph from the given process
model which starts with bs. As the given process graph is complete, this
subgraph contains all actions from app(bs) that lead to a goal state.
Let bs be an updated or new state. If bs itself does not meet a goal state, each
action a∈app(bs) is checked in regard to whether it leads to a goal state: For
each such action a all possible subsequent actions and states are retrieved by
applying the transition function until a goal state is reached, an old state is
reached or no further action can be applied. In the first two cases, a indeed
leads to (at least) one goal state and consequently the sequence bs,a is part
of a feasible path. In the last case, on the contrary, every path containing the
sequence bs,a is not considered in the adapted process graph as a does not
lead to a goal state.
To sum up, beginning with bsinit for each old, updated or new state we either
examine all applicable actions and thereafter retain those leading to a goal
state or we retain a subgraph of the given process graph which contains all
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applicable actions that lead to a goal state. Thus, the adapted process graph
contains all feasible paths.
Adding a goal state. Let (bsinit,a1,bs2,. . . ,bsk) be any feasible path af-
ter the addition of goal to the set of goal belief states GOALS such that
GOALS’=GOALS∪{goal}. We need to show that (bsinit,a1,bs2,. . . ,bsk) is in-
deed contained in the adapted process graph. As (bsinit,a1,bs2,. . . ,bsk) is fea-
sible, according to Definition 3.1.5 i., bsk meets one of the goal states from
GOALS’=GOALS∪{goal}. In the first case, let bsk meet one of the goal states
from GOALS. In this case, (bsinit,a1,bs2,. . . ,bsk) was feasible in the given pro-
cess graph and - since bsinit,bs2,bsk-1 do not meet a goal state from GOALS’
because of Definition 3.1.5 ii. - is retained from the given process graph
and thus contained in the adapted process graph. In the second case, bsk
meets goal. It is then possible that (bsinit,a1,bs2,. . . ,bsk) was part of a feasi-
ble path (bsinit,a1,bs2,. . . ,bsk,. . . ,bsm) with m>k in the given process graph.
Such a path (bsinit,a1,bs2,. . . ,bsk,. . . ,bsm) is, according to the approach, short-
ened to (bsinit,a1,bs2,. . . ,bsk) and then retained. Hence, (bsinit,a1,bs2,. . . ,bsk) is
contained in the adapted process graph. If (bsinit,a1,bs2,. . . ,bsk) was not part
of a feasible path (bsinit,a1,bs2,. . . ,bsk,. . . ,bsm) in the given process graph, (at
least) one of the actions a1,a2,. . . was not planned in the given process graph
in bsinit, resp. bs1,. . . . For such actions, planning steps are conducted, which
lead to the inclusion of (bsinit,a1,bs2,. . . ,bsk) into the adapted process graph.
Thus, overall, it is guaranteed that (bsinit,a1,bs2,. . . ,bsk) is contained in the
adapted process graph.
Removing a goal state. Let (bsinit,a1,bs2,. . . ,bsk) be any feasible path
after the removal of goal from the set of goal belief states GOALS
such that GOALS’=GOALS\{goal}. If bsinit,bs2,. . . ,bsk-1 do not meet goal,
(bsinit,a1,bs2,. . . ,bsk) was a feasible path in the given process graph (cf. con-
ditions i.-iii. in Definition 3.1.5), which is retained and hence contained
in the adapted process graph. Otherwise, let bsm (m<k) be the first belief
state that meets goal. Then, (bsinit,a1,bs2,. . . ,bsm) was a feasible path in the
given process graph which, by according to our approach, is extended to
(bsinit,a1,bs2,. . . ,bsk) – and possibly other additional feasible paths – in the
adapted process graph.
Updating a goal state. Strengthening update. Let (bsinit,a1,bs2,. . . ,bsk)
be any feasible path after the update of a goal state goal to goal’. If
bsinit,bs2,. . . ,bsk-1 do not meet goal, (bsinit,a1,bs2,. . . ,bsk) was a feasible path in
the given process graph (cf. conditions i.-iii. in Definition 3.1.5), which is re-
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tained and hence contained in the adapted process graph. Otherwise, let bsm
be the first such belief state. Then, (bsinit,a1,bs2,. . . ,bsm) was a feasible path
in the given process graph which, according to our approach, is extended
to (bsinit,a1,bs2,. . . ,bsk) – and possibly other additional feasible paths – in the
adapted process graph.
Updating a goal state. Weakening update. Let (bsinit,a1,bs2,. . . ,bsk) be any
feasible path after the update of a goal state goal to goal’. We need to
show that (bsinit,a1,bs2,. . . ,bsk) is indeed contained in the adapted process
graph. As (bsinit,a1,bs2,. . . ,bsk) is feasible, according to Definition 3.1.5 i.,
bsk meets one of the goal states from GOALS’=(GOALS\{goal})∪{goal’}).
In the first case, let bsk meet one of the goal states from GOALS\{goal}.
In this case, (bsinit,a1,bs2,. . . ,bsk) was feasible in the given process graph
and - since bsinit,bs2,bsk-1 do not meet a goal state from GOALS’ because
of Definition 3.1.5 ii. - is retained from the given process graph and
thus contained in the adapted process graph. In the second case, bsk
meets goal’. It is then possible that (bsinit,a1,bs2,. . . ,bsk) was part of a feasi-
ble path (bsinit,a1,bs2,. . . ,bsk,. . . ,bsm) with m≥k in the given process graph.
Such a path (bsinit,a1,bs2,. . . ,bsk,. . . ,bsm) is shortened to (bsinit,a1,bs2,. . . ,bsk)
and then retained. Hence, (bsinit,a1,bs2,. . . ,bsk) is contained in the adapted
process graph. If (bsinit,a1,bs2,. . . ,bsk) was not part of a feasible path
(bsinit,a1,bs2,. . . ,bsk,. . . ,bsm) in the given process graph, (at least) one of the
actions a1,a2,. . . was not planned in the given process graph in bsinit, resp.
bs2,. . . . For such actions, planning steps are conducted, which lead to the in-
clusion of (bsinit,a1,bs2,. . . ,bsk) into the adapted process graph. Thus, overall,
it is guaranteed that (bsinit,a1,bs2,. . . ,bsk) is contained in the adapted process
graph.
Adding an action. Let (bsinit,a1,bs2,. . . ,bsk) be any feasible path after the ad-
dition of a to the set of actions. If a is not among the actions a1,a2,. . . of
the aforementioned path, this feasible path is contained in the given pro-
cess graph. As our approach retains all paths from the given process graph,
this path is contained in the adapted process graph as well. Now let a be
contained in the actions a1,a2,. . . of the selected feasible path. Then there
is a belief state bs preceding (the first occurrence of) a in this path with
a∈app(bs). As elaborated in the design of our approach, we examine the
path (bsinit,a1,bs2,. . . ,bs) as it ends with a state in which a is applicable. From
here, we conduct planning steps to determine and retain all feasible paths
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that extend (bsinit,a1,bs2,. . . ,bs) and hence (bsinit,a1,bs2,. . . ,bsk) is contained in
the adapted process graph.
Removing an action. Let (bsinit,a1,bs2,. . . ,bsk) be any feasible path after the
removal of a from the set of actionsA. As, in regard toDefinition 3.1.5, actions
must be part of the set of actions to be contained in a path, this path does
not contain a. It is contained in the given process graph and, as such a path
is not changed at all, retained in the adapted process graph according to our
approach.
Updating an action. Strengthening update of the preconditions. Let
(bsinit,a1,bs2,. . . ,bsk) be any feasible path after a strengthening update of the
preconditions of an action a resulting in the action a’. If this path does not
contain a’, it remains unchanged, is retained from the given process graph
and hence contained in the adapted process graph. If, however, the path
contains a’ at some place ai (let i be the smallest index such that a’=ai), a
part of the considered path, more precisely (bsinit,a1,bs2,. . . ,bsi), is contained
in the given process graph. From here, we proceed as in the case of updating
the initial state and retrieve all feasible paths from bsi. As this was proven to
be complete, the feasible path (bsinit,a1,bs2,. . . ,bsk) is retrieved as well.
Updating an action. Weakening update of the preconditions. Let
(bsinit,a1,bs2,. . . ,bsk) be any feasible path after a weakening update of the
preconditions of an action a resulting in the action a’. If this path does not
contain a’, it remains unchanged, is retained from the given process graph
and hence contained in the adapted process graph. If, however, the path
contains a’ at some place ai (let i be the smallest index such that a’=ai), it is
either retrieved by conducting planning steps from a belief state bsj with j≤i
of the given process graph or by following the approach for the initial state
(which, as seen above, is complete).
Updating the effects. Let (bsinit,a1,bs2,. . . ,bsk) be any feasible path after up-
dating the effects of an action a resulting in the action a’. Again, if this path
does not contain the updated action, the path is contained in the given pro-
cess graph and, according to the approach, retained. Otherwise, there exists
an index i<k with a’=ai and a’ 6=aj for all j<i. Here, we treat R(bsi,a’) as the
update of R(bsi,a) and follow the approach for an update of the initial state which
retrieves all feasible paths (seen in the proof above) starting with (bsinit,a1,bs2,...,
bsi,a’,R(bsi,a’)), (bsinit,a1,bs2,. . . ,bsk) being amongst them.
Thus, Theorem 2 is shown for each case and hence proven. q.e.d.
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Theorem 3. The approach terminates.

Proof. To show that the algorithm terminates, we distinguish the possible
changes as described in the approach.
Updating the initial state. At first, we will show that the traversal of each
belief state terminates. The traversal of an old state immediately terminates
aswe retain the corresponding subgraph. Traversing an updated state bs, we
first note that the computation of the set app(bs) comes to an end and that
the set app(bs) is finite. This stems from the fact that checking the applica-
bility of an action a (i.e., ∀w∈pre(a) ∃u∈bs : v(w)=v(u) ∧ r(w)∩r(u) 6= ∅)
is a comparison of the restrictions of a finite number of belief state tuples
and hence terminates and the fact that we are provided with a finite set of
actions. As a next step, the finite set of all following belief states is retrieved
by executing the state transition function on each action in app(bs)which ter-
minates as an operation on finite sets of belief state tuples. To check which
of these belief states are old, new or updated, we need to compare each one
of them with each belief state of the given process graph, which is a finite
graph. Thus, handling an updated state terminates. Dealing with a new be-
lief state bs terminates in a similar way as we again have to compute app(bs),
the belief states following bs and classify them as old, new or updated. To
sum up, each traversal step terminates. Hence, it suffices to show that the
number of traversal steps is finite which follows from the fact that the num-
ber of distinct belief states one can reach from an initial state by combining
and conducting actions from a finite set of actions is finite.
Adding a goal state. The case of adding a goal state goal to the set of goal
states GOALS is handled by a depth-first search through the belief states of
the given process graph. Since the number of these belief states is finite (cf.
Definition 3.1.5), it suffices to show that the traversal of each belief state ter-
minates. Thus, we examine the traversal of a belief state bs. As a first step, we
check whether bs meets goal (i.e., ∀p∈goal: ∃p’∈bs, v(p)=v(p’), r(p’)⊂r(p)),
which is a comparison of the restrictions of a finite number of belief state
tuples and hence terminates. If bs indeed meets goal, the traversal of bs ends.
Otherwise, we try to reach a belief statemeeting goal by conducting planning
steps, which terminates as well.
Removing a goal state. For the finite number of paths of the given process
graph which end at a belief state meeting goal, it is checked whether they
can be extended so that they lead to one of the remaining goal states. This is
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done by conducting planning steps for a finite number of belief states, which
terminates.
Updating a goal state. Strengthening update. For the finite number of
paths of the given process graph which end at a belief state meeting goal,
it is checked whether they can be extended so that they lead to one of goal
states from GOALS’=(GOALS\{goal})∪{goal’}. This is done by conducting
planning steps for a finite number of belief states, which terminates.
Updating a goal state. Weakening update. The case of updating a goal state
goal to a goal state goal’which weakens the conditions of goal is handled by a
depth-first search through the belief states of the given process graph. Since
the number of these belief states is finite (cf. Definition 3.1.5), it suffices to
show that the traversal of each belief state terminates. Thus, we examine the
traversal of a belief state bs. As a first step, we check whether bs meets goal’
(i.e., ∀p∈goal’: ∃p’∈bs, v(p)=v(p’), r(p’)⊂r(p)) which is a comparison of the
restrictions of a finite number of belief state tuples and hence terminates. If
bs indeed meets goal’, the traversal of bs ends. Otherwise we try to reach a
belief state meeting goal’ by conducting planning steps, which terminates as
well.
Adding an action. Adding an action a to the set of actions is handled by a
depth-first search through the belief states of the given process graph. From
each such belief state, planning steps are conducted in order to find belief
states in which a is applicable and hence new feasible paths can possibly be
constructed. As the conduction of planning steps terminates and the given
process graph has a finite number of belief states (cf. Definition 3.1.5), the
depth-first search terminates as well.
Removing an action. When removing an action a from A so that A’=A\{a},
the finite set of all feasible paths of the given process graph is traversed.
It is checked whether such a feasible path contains the action a in order to
determine whether this path is retained. These checks terminate as each
feasible path contains only a finite number of actions and thus our approach
terminates.
Updating an action. Strengthening update of the preconditions. Again,
all feasible paths of the given process graph are traversed in order to check
whether in the belief states in which a was applicable, the updated action
a’ is applicable as well. If this is not the case, the path is not considered
in the adapted process graph and the traversal of this path ends. On the
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other hand, if a’ is applicable in a belief state bswith a∈app(bs), it is checked
whether R(bs,a) and R(bs,a’) coincide, which requires a finite amount of set
comparisons and hence terminates. Finally, if these belief states do not co-
incide, we follow the approach for updating the initial state, which, as seen
above, terminates. As the given process graph contains a finite number of
feasible paths, this means that our approach addressing the strengthening
update of the preconditions of an action terminates.
Updating an action. Weakening update of the preconditions. This case is
handled by a depth-first search through the belief states of the given pro-
cess graph. From each belief state, planning steps are conducted in order
to find belief states bs with a/∈app(bs) and a’∈app(bs) and possibly construct
new feasible paths containing a’, which terminates. Additionally, there may
be belief states bs in which both a and a’ are applicable. In this case, it is checked
whether R(bs,a) and R(bs,a’) coincide, which requires a finite amount of set
comparisons and hence terminates. If these belief states do not coincide, we apply
our approach for updating the initial state, which, as seen above, terminates. As the
given process graph has a finite number of belief states (cf. Definition 3.1.5),
the depth-first search terminates as well.
Updating the effects. When updating the effects of an action a resulting
in the action a’, we traverse each belief state of the given process graph in
which a is applicable. As by Definition 3.1.5 the given process graph contains a
finite number of belief states, the set of such belief states is finite as well. For each
such belief state bs, we treat R(bs,a’) as the update of R(bs,a) and apply our approach
for updating the initial state, which terminates as seen above.
Thus, Theorem 3 is shown for each case and hence proven. q.e.d.

7.4.2 Pseudocode of the Presented Approach

Listing 7.20 Pseudocode of the procedure updateinit
1 def update in i t ( upda ted_ in i t a l _ s t a t e , o r i g i n a l _ i n i t a l _ s t a t e ) :
2 handleUpdatedState ( upda ted_ in i t a l _ s t a t e , o r i g i n a l _ i n i t a l _ s t a t e )
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Listing 7.21 Pseudocode of the procedure handleUpdatedState
1 def handleUpdatedState ( updated_state , o r i g i n a l _ s t a t e ) :
2 i f checkForGoal ( updated_state ) :
3 return
4 o ld_ac t ions = originalModel . getFol lowingActions ( updated_state )
5 new_actions = ac t ionL ibra ry − o ld_ac t ions
6 for ac t ion in o ld_ac t ions :
7 i f ( ac t ion . precondi t ions . con ta insVar iab le ( upda ted_be l i e f _ s t a t e_ tup le )

and i sAppl i cab le ( act ion , upda ted_be l i e f _ s t a t e_ tup le ) ) or not
ac t ion . precondi t ions . con ta insVar iab le ( upda ted_be l i e f _ s t a t e_ tup le ) :

8 o ld_ fo l lowing_s ta t e = originalModel . ge tFo l lowingSta te ( o r i g i n a l _ s t a t e ,
a c t ion )

9 new_fol lowing_state =
o ld_ fo l lowing_s ta t e . update ( upda ted_be l i e f _ s t a t e_ tup le )

10 adaptedModel . addTransi t ion ( updated_state , ac t ion , new_fol lowing_state )
11 i f originalModel . conta ins ( new_fol lowing_state ) :
12 adaptedModel . addAll ( originalModel . getSubgraphFromState (

new_fol lowing_state ) )
13 e lse :
14 handleUpdatedState ( new_fol lowing_state )
15 for ac t ion in new_actions :
16 i f ac t ion . precondi t ions . con ta insVar iab le ( upda ted_be l i e f _ s t a t e_ tup le ) and

i sAppl i cab le ( act ion , upda ted_be l i e f _ s t a t e_ tup le ) :
17 fo l l owing_s t a t e = apply ( act ion , updated_state )
18 adaptedModel . addTransi t ion ( updated_state , ac t ion , f o l l owing_s t a t e )
19 i f originalModel . conta ins ( fo l l owing_s t a t e ) :
20 adaptedModel . addAll ( originalModel . getSubgraphFromState ( fo l l owing_s t a t e ) )
21 e l i f isUpdatedState ( fo l l owing_s t a t e ) :
22 handleUpdatedState ( fo l l owing_s t a t e )
23 e lse :
24 handleNewState ( fo l l owing_s t a t e )

Listing 7.22 Pseudocode of the procedure handleNewState
1 def handleNewState ( new_state ) :
2 i f checkForGoal ( new_state ) :
3 return
4 fo l l ow ing_s t a t e s = p lanS ta t eT rans i t i ons ( getAppl icableAct ions ( new_state ) ,

new_state )
5 for f o l l owing_s t a t e in fo l l ow ing_s t a t e s :
6 i f originalModel . conta ins ( fo l l owing_s t a t e ) :
7 adaptedModel . addAll ( originalModel . getSubgraphFromState ( fo l l owing_s t a t e ) )
8 e l i f isUpdatedState ( fo l l owing_s t a t e ) :
9 handleUpdatedState ( fo l l owing_s t a t e )
10 e lse :
11 handleNewState ( fo l l owing_s t a t e )
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Listing 7.23 Pseudocode of the procedure addGoal
1 def addGoal( new_goal_state ) :
2 adaptedModel . addGoal( new_goal_state )
3 for s t a t e in originalModel . s t a t e s :
4 i f checkForPar t i cu larGoal ( s t a t e , new_goal_state ) :
5 adaptedModel . removeTransit ions ( originalModel . getSubgraphFromState ( s t a t e ) )
6 for s t a t e in unplannedStates ( originalModel ) :
7 i f checkForPar t i cu larGoal ( s t a t e , new_goal_state ) :
8 adaptedModel . addTransi t ions ( originalModel . getTransit ionsFromTo (

i n i t a l _ s t a t e , s t a t e ) )

Listing 7.24 Pseudocode of the procedure removeGoal
1 def removeGoal( o ld_goa l_ s t a t e ) :
2 adaptedModel . removeGoal( o ld_goa l_ s t a t e )
3 for s t a t e in pathEndingStates :
4 i f checkForPar t i cu larGoal ( s t a t e , o ld_goa l_ s t a t e ) :
5 planSubGraphFromState (adaptedModel , s t a t e )
6 adaptedModel . removeTransit ionsNotLeadingToGoalStates ()

Listing 7.25 Pseudocode of the procedure updateGoal
1 def updateGoal ( updated_goal_state , o r i g i n a l _goa l _ s t a t e ) :
2 i f isStrengtheningUpdate ( updated_goal_state , o r i g i n a l _goa l _ s t a t e ) :
3 adaptedModel . addGoal( new_goal_state )
4 removeGoal( o r i g i n a l _goa l _ s t a t e )
5 e l i f isWeakeningUpdate( updated_goal_state , o r i g i n a l _goa l _ s t a t e ) :
6 adaptedModel . removeGoal( o r i g i n a l _goa l _ s t a t e )
7 addGoal( updated_goal_state )
8 e lse :
9 addGoal( updated_goal_state )
10 removeGoal( o r i g i n a l _goa l _ s t a t e )
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Listing 7.26 Pseudocode of the procedure addAction
1 def addAction(new_action ) :
2 ac t ionL ibrary . add(new_action )
3 for s t a t e in originalModel . s t a t e s :
4 i f i sAppl i cab le (new_action , s t a t e ) :
5 fo l l owing_s t a t e = apply (new_action , s t a t e )
6 adaptedModel . addTransi t ion ( s t a t e , new_action , f o l l owing_s t a t e )
7 planSubGraphFromState (adaptedModel , f o l l owing_s t a t e )
8 for s t a t e in unplannedStates ( originalModel ) :
9 i f i sAppl i cab le (new_action , s t a t e ) :
10 adaptedModel . addTransi t ions ( originalModel . getTransit ionsFromTo (

i n i t a l _ s t a t e , s t a t e ) )
11 fo l l owing_s t a t e = apply (new_action , s t a t e )
12 adaptedModel . addTransi t ion ( s t a t e , new_action , f o l l owing_s t a t e )
13 planSubGraphFromState (adaptedModel , f o l l owing_s t a t e )

Listing 7.27 Pseudocode of the procedure removeAction
1 def removeAction( o ld_ac t ion ) :
2 ac t ionL ibrary . remove( o ld_ac t ion )
3 for t r a n s i t i o n in adaptedModel . s t a t eT r an s i t i on s :
4 i f old_ac t ion in t r a n s i t i o n :
5 adaptedModel . removeTransit ion ( t r a n s i t i o n )
6 adaptedModel . removeTransit ionsNotLeadingToGoalStates ()

Listing 7.28 Pseudocode of the procedure updateAction
1 def updateAction ( updated_action , o r i g i n a l _ a c t i on ) :
2 ac t ionL ibrary . remove( o r i g i n a l _ a c t i on )
3 ac t ionL ibrary . add( updated_action )
4 i f updated_action . precondi t ions != o r i g i n a l _ a c t i on . precondi t ions :
5 i f isStrengtheningUpdate ( updated_action . precondit ions ,

o r i g i n a l _ a c t i on . precondi t ions ) :
6 strengtheningUpdatePrecondit ions (adaptedModel , updated_action ,

o r i g i n a l _ a c t i on )
7 e l i f isWeakeningUpdate( updated_action . precondit ions ,

o r i g i n a l _ a c t i on . precondi t ions ) :
8 weakeningUpdatePreconditions (adaptedModel , updated_action ,

o r i g i n a l _ a c t i on )
9 e lse :
10 weakeningUpdatePreconditions (adaptedModel , updated_action ,

o r i g i n a l _ a c t i on )
11 strengtheningUpdatePrecondit ions (adaptedModel , updated_action ,

o r i g i n a l _ a c t i on )
12 i f updated_action . e f f e c t s != o r i g i n a l _ a c t i on . e f f e c t s :
13 for t r a n s i t i o n in adaptedModel . s t a t eT r an s i t i on s :
14 i f o r i g i n a l _ a c t i on in t r a n s i t i o n :
15 replaceTransitionAndUpdate ( t r an s i t i on , updated_action )
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Listing 7.29 Pseudocode of the procedure strengtheningUpdatePreconditions
1 def strengtheningUpdatePrecondit ions (adaptedModel , updated_action ,

o r i g i n a l _ a c t i on ) :
2 for t r a n s i t i o n in adaptedModel . s t a t eT r an s i t i on s :
3 i f o r i g i n a l _ a c t i on in t r a n s i t i o n :
4 i f i sAppl i cab le ( updated_action , t r a n s i t i o n . fromState () ) :
5 replaceTransitionAndUpdate ( t r an s i t i on , updated_action )
6 e lse :
7 adaptedModel . removeTransit ion ( t r a n s i t i o n )
8 adaptedModel . removeTransit ionsNotLeadingToGoalStates ()

Listing 7.30 Pseudocode of the procedure weakeningUpdatePreconditions
1 def weakeningUpdatePreconditions (adaptedModel , updated_action ,

o r i g i n a l _ a c t i on ) :
2 for s t a t e in originalModel . s t a t e s :
3 i f i sAppl i cab le ( o r i g ina l _a c t i on , s t a t e ) :
4 t r a n s i t i o n = adaptedModel . f i ndTrans i t i on ( s t a t e , o r i g i n a l _ a c t i on )
5 replaceTransitionAndUpdate ( t r an s i t i on , updated_action )
6 e l i f i sAppl i cab le ( updated_action , s t a t e ) :
7 fo l l owing_s t a t e = apply ( updated_action , s t a t e )
8 adaptedModel . addTransi t ion ( s t a t e , updated_action , f o l l owing_s t a t e )
9 planSubGraphFromState (adaptedModel , f o l l owing_s t a t e )
10 for s t a t e in unplannedStates ( originalModel ) :
11 i f i sAppl i cab le ( updated_action , s t a t e ) :
12 adaptedModel . addTransi t ions ( originalModel . getTransit ionsFromTo (

i n i t a l _ s t a t e , s t a t e ) )
13 fo l l owing_s t a t e = apply ( updated_action , s t a t e )
14 adaptedModel . addTransi t ion ( s t a t e , updated_action , f o l l owing_s t a t e )
15 planSubGraphFromState (adaptedModel , f o l l owing_s t a t e )

Listing 7.31 Pseudocode of the procedure replaceTransitionAndUpdate
1 def replaceTransitionAndUpdate ( t r an s i t i on , updated_action ) :
2 adaptedModel . removeTransit ion ( t r a n s i t i o n )
3 o ld_ fo l lowing_s ta t e = t r a n s i t i o n . fromState ()
4 upda ted_be l i e f _ s t a t e_ tup le = applyForUpdatedBel iefState ( updated_action ,

o ld_ fo l lowing_s ta t e )
5 new_fol lowing_state =

o ld_ fo l lowing_s ta t e . update ( upda ted_be l i e f _ s t a t e_ tup le )
6 adaptedModel . addTransi t ion ( t r a n s i t i o n . fromState () , updated_action ,

new_fol lowing_state )
7 handleUpdatedState ( new_fol lowing_state )
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k Number of belief states that are planned or
otherwise known during planning

kold Number of belief states in the original process graph
knew Number of belief states in the adapted process

graph
kunplanned Number of belief states which are reachable from

the initial state, but not planned in the process
graph (i.e., they do not lead to a goal state)

n Number of all actions
m Number of all belief state variables
g Number of goal states

Table 7.1: Notation

7.4.3 Evaluation of Computational Complexity

In the following, we outline the differences in complexity between the presented adap-
tation of a process graph and planning the adapted process graph from scratch. To this
end, we use the notation found in Table 7.1. If necessary, further notation is provided
for each adaptation case.
Updating the initial state. Let nold=|app(bsold)| be the number of actions applicable

in an old belief state. Evaluating the applicability in such a belief state can be done just
for the updated belief state tuple. The same holds for the application of the transition
function. Hence, these two steps require no more than 2+nold comparisons using the
presented approach versusm*(2+nold) comparisons when planning from scratch. Hav-
ing determined the following belief states to each applicable action, the effort of check-
ing whether these states are already planned or meeting a goal state condition is the
same for both approaches with (k+g)*m comparisons. Please note that for every belief
state, which is contained in the original process model the entire subgraph is adopted
by our adaptation approach which takes (virtually) no effort. In contrast, when plan-
ning from scratch in a worst case scenario every combination of actions is feasible and
thus n! planning steps are required with each planning step consisting of (k+g+3)*m*n
comparisons.
Adding a goal state. As shown in Section 4.2.1, adding a goal state is addressed in

two possible ways. Firstly, paths are shortened by checking each belief state of the ex-
isting process graph for the goal condition of the added goal state. Once this check
yields true, removing all following edges and nodes is of insignificant computational
cost which leads to a total of kold*m comparisons needed versus at least knew planning
steps with (k+g+3)*m comparisons when planning from scratch. Secondly, new feasi-
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ble paths are planned which lead to the added goal state by conducting kunplanned plan-
ning steps (versus kold+kunplanned planning steps when planning from scratch). The re-
duction of complexity is even more substantial if all reachable believe states have been
stored in the course of computing the original process graph. In this scenario, the pre-
sented approach does not need to execute planning steps. Instead, all reachable states
have to be checked regarding the added goal state condition which in total requires
(kgoal+kunplanned)*m comparisons.

Removing a goal state. Let kgoal be the number of belief states, which meet the goal
condition of the removed goal state. The task at hand is to search for new paths to
the remaining goal states beginning from the belief states meeting the removed goal
state condition. Thus, the presented approach reuses and modifies the original process
graph where necessary by conducting planning from the aforementioned belief states.
This leads to kgoal*g*m comparisons and kunplanned planning steps when adapting the
process graph compared to kold+kunplanned planning steps when planning from scratch.
Again, if all reachable believe states are accessible, the complexity can be reduced to
(kgoal+kunplanned)*g*m comparisons to check all reachable states regarding the remain-
ing goal state conditions.
Updating a goal state. In the worst possible case, the update of a goal state is ad-

dressed by the two steps above (i.e., adding the updated goal state and thereafter re-
moving the obsolete goal state). With this inmind, the computational effort of these two
steps can be added and compared to planning the updated process graph from scratch
leading to kold*m+kgoal*g*m+kunplanned*(k+g+3)*m*n comparisons versus at least knew
planning steps with (k+g+3)*m*n comparisons.
Adding an action. Again, the presented approach fully makes use of the original

process graph and tries to plan new paths by applying the added action where pos-
sible. Contrarily, planning the original process graph from scratch amounts to at least
kold planning steps, each containing (k+g+3)*m*(n-1) comparisons. In both approaches
the applicability of the added action is checked for each state of the original process
graph which accounts for m*kold comparisons. If applicable, the state transition (2*m
comparisons) as well as further planning steps ((k+g+3)*m*n comparisons each) are
computed. As the added action can be applicable in reachable belief states, which are
not contained in the original process graph, the computation of these belief states can be
skipped when adapting the process graph. Here, only the applicability of the added ac-
tion is determined, resulting inm*kunplanned comparisons opposed to kunplanned planning
steps with (k+g+3)*m*n comparisons.
Removing an action. The presented approach identifies and deletes all paths that

contain the removed action, which has no significant computational complexity. How-
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ever, as seen above, planning the adapted graph from scratch requires at least knew plan-
ning steps.
Updating an action. Updating the effects of an action does not affect its applicability.

Instead, each following belief state has to be updated regarding the updated belief state
tuple, which requires 2 comparisons. Afterwards, each updated state is handled in the
same way as an updated initial state. Hence, we refer to the discussion above. When
conducting a weakening update of the preconditions, the presented approach proceeds
is similar to adding an action. Additionally, belief states, which follow the updated ac-
tion in the original process graph, might be updated and treated as above. Analogously,
a strengthening update of the preconditions leads to the removal of each path contain-
ing the updated action if it is not applicable. Otherwise, the following belief state is
updated and handled accordingly.

Overall, the complexity analysis shows that our approach provides considerable ad-
vantages regarding computational complexity compared to planning process graphs
from scratch.
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